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The greo.t generalization in the field of cvnt~ct catt'llysis is yet to 

be formulated. Catol.ysis is concerned with renct].on speeds nnd with the 

course of events intorvenine between the bringing of reactants together and 

the withdro.w:U of the t•incl reo.ction products. Predictions of activity c.re 

still virtuo.lly impossible. There is nv gonero.lizo.tiun o.t all compo.ro.ble in 

importance or usefulness to the structural fonnulo. of' the organic chemist, 

the pho.se rule of the peysical chemist or the~~cs. Tnke one simple 

illustration. The structuro.l tonnula tells us whnt ethanol is, that removal 

of wo.ter yields ethylene, tb1.1t removal of bJdrogen y-lelds aldehyde. Thermo

~amics predicts precisely the temperature and pressure fnvor~ble to either 

dehydration ur deeydrogenntion. Neither reaction will run spontaneuusly. 

The cntalyst necesso.r,y for promoting the reactions cnn not be predicted. 

Tolman (1), in his book, 11Sto.tisticnl Mechnnics", seys: "The problem 

of reaction velocities is probably nearer tN the heart of most chemists than 

aeything else in their whole range of activity. R~tes of reaction are the 

fo.ctors tho.t determine yields, o.nd costs, and possibil~ties, n.nd their the

ory must oventuo.lly SUCCUI!lb t.;, scientific treatment -- but the fiold 

still remains one of the most obscure in chemistry. - Whatever mey be, the 

wq is long and the trB.veller must not tarry. 11 

Downs (2) strikes a. similar note: "There is n.:J royol road to lenrn

ing, nur a library-chair route to the catolytic reaction. Physical chemistry 
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in the athletic rather than the Spencerian definition is required; more 

hard labor in the laboratory rather than pen pushing with a nourish; more 

statement of fact with less verbose conclusions based on a few experiments. 

-- We maintain that empiricism still prevails, and will untU we have 

accumulated much more intonnation than is now avnilable. At tbo.t time, and 

to a small degree now, we mq allow ourselves to predict the probable 

course of reaction and the condi tiona required because of this background 

in the art. 'l'he test of aey- theory must reside in a prediction and a ful

fillment." 

H. s. '!'~lor (3), while recognizing the situation, is more optimis

tic: "'l'he application of the tenn 'catalysis' to a. sot of chemical phe

nomena is, in major part, 11 confession of ignorance. It normall.y indicates 

the existence of o. series of chemical reactions of which the ini tiel ond 

final states are reaciUy stated, milo, of the pt>.th between, little or 

nothing is yet known. When know, the need for the term 1 catalysis' disap

pears, for the total process becomes e succession of nonno.l chemical reac

tions. This is true alike of t.~u so-called catalytic reactions in homoge

neous systems and of the heterogeneous catalytic rertctiona, those occurring 

nt surfaces. The usc of tho term 'catal.Jsis' will steadily yield to a more 

penetrating analysis or the detniled steps of the gross process." 

'l'he last two reports (4) of the Committee on Conto.ct Catru.ysis were 

rather comprehensive revietrs of thl3 state of th~ r..rt. Th.eso papers cover 

theory ond practice through 1930 ond tie in prior work so well that the 

present writer has deex:1ed it sufficient in compiling this ·ronth Report to 

cover only i tams act'W.llly published in 1931. The nctual number of novel 
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ideas published in 1931. was relatively small. Explanations of specific cat

alytic reactions were largely stated in terms of theories older than the 

year. 

Cunent theories still center largely around processes.: cAlled adsorp

tion. Experimentally, adsorption is measured by the disappearance of gases 

when brought into contact with solid surfaces. It is generally held these 

days that the gas is spread on the surface as a monomolecular film. Early 

attempts to correlate quantity adsorbed and catal)~ic activity were not suc

cessful. The fo.ct thnt traces of co.to.lytic poisons could not possibly covar 

the entire surface was a major factor in the development of the iden that 

only a fraction of the total surface is catalytically active. Attempts to 

correlate the measured energetics of adsorption with activity have not been 

particularly fruitful. 

The latest development in adsorption theory postulates more than one 

kind of adsorption. The genesis or this idea arose from the work or Benton 

and White (5), who found discontinuities in adsorption isotherms on cata

lysts when measured below 0°C. Allmand and Burrage (6) report the some 

phenomena with vapors on cha.rcoal. Benton argues thP.t step-wise curves are 

obtained tor physical adsorption, that the molecules go on the surface in 

rows and possess mobility on tho surfaee. At higller temperatures tho adsorp

tion is plll'tly chemical, activating the ndsor})f)d gas. 

A definite theory that the kind of adsorption importnnt in cntnlysis 

requires nn activation anergy ht:l.s been put forward by H. S. Tcylor (7). The 

experimentr.l evidence rests largely on the fact thnt in many cases adsorp

tion is not instantaneous, and that values can be calculated for heats of 
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activation from temperature coefflcients by the familinr equation 

!! ln !i/dT = Ai!/m:2 

This theory has been criticised by Steacie (8), ID1o !Joints out that solu

bility of gasea, especially in metals, may be th":l actual slow process 

involved nnd not adsorption. \7ard (9) ta.kos the same view. MID.ler nnd 

Schwabe (10) also support the solubility idea in their work with hydrogen 

and metals of the platinum group. 

Since the entire subject of ~dsorption has been adequntely nnd tho;r

oughly discussed by the leaders in the field in thJ Tr,msactions of the 

Faraday Society (MDrch ond April 1952), it need not be el~borated here. 

The preponderance of the evidence certninly points to 1aore thnn one kind of 

adsorption for certain gas-solid syatems. To nnyone who hns observed the 

effect of reuoving a bath of liquid nir or ~olid carbon dioxide surrol.Ulding 

a tube of nickel catd.yst during f•.n ndsorption 1:1ee.surement, it llould be 

difficult to believe otherwise. In such n case the writer has seen the 

pressure of hydrogen rise from a few mllir.1eters to above t>.n atmosphere in 

a few minutes Dnd then fnll in n second or two to le3s thiUl 0.01 mm. 

Tne sigutlti<Jn regnrding adsorption mn.y be SUlillll&rized by snying thnt 

there are four possibilities. First, the gns may bo held strictly by 

moleculn.r or vnn der Viacl.s' forces; in this cnso tho process is relatively 

rapid, involvas n low hent of ~dsorpti0n, is onsily reversible nnd occurs 

at low temperature.. Second, chem.:i.cnl or specific adsorption is slower but 

reversible, occurs at higher temperatures And with higher honts of ndsorp

tion. It requires an energr of activation. The third JS a type of chem

ical adsorption the.t is not reversible (e.g., ox;ygen on platinum or on 
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charcoal). The fourth is solution in which the gt\s actually penetrates into 

the body of the solid. Experiment&lly it is not easy to separe.te the four 

possibilities since all types may occur simultaneously. It is not surprising, 

then, that differences of interpretation exist. 

The evidence that tho second t,ypo of adsorption controls the contact 

catnlytic reaction has been f'u.rnished chiefly by H. S. Tnylor ond his students 

at Princeton. Pallruiium shows a rise in adsorption capacity for carbon mon

oxide from 195°K. to 273~. (_11). Manganous oxide and. mangcnous-chromic 

oxide, which are hydrogenation cnt~lysts, adsorb hydrogen slowly at high tem

peratures (say above 184°C.) and much more than at room temperature (12) . 

Zinc oxide exhibits activated adsorption for hydrogen from 0°C. upward (15). 

Garner and Kingman (14) have f'umished dnta olong tho srune lines for oxide 

ca~~ysts, and heats of cdsorption as wall, for both cnrbon monoxide and 

hydrogen. Now while all these cases do demonstrate a slow adsorption at tem

peratures where the catalysts are nomally active, 1md to such adsorption 

activation energy ca.n logic~ly be ascribed, the only nttempt so far recorded 

to make a prediction on the basis of th·J energy activlltion theory has been 

only partly successful. Williamson and Tr.ylor (15) studied the decomposition 

of clcohols on oxide catalysts attd ventured tho prediction that surfaces 

mainly dehydrogenating must activate hydrogen at n lower tamperaturo thnn 

water vapor. In an actual attempt to demonstrate t.~is effect on zinc oxide, 

Taylor nnd Sickman (16) found that water vnpor did not meet the criterion for 

activated adsorption in one v1ay but did in nnother. Water vapor was adsorbed 

almost instantly at ruom temperature, but the expected rise and subsequent 

fell of presbure on heating ilas not observed. On the other hand a slow 
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adsorption or water vapor did occtu· o.t ~0°C. on the cn:talyst already having 

some water on its surface. 

The ortho-parc. ~drogen interconvorsion must involve activating the 

hydrogen according to H. S. Teylor (17) and this phenomenon has been worked 

into his theory or activated adsorption. 

In the field or experimentl'..lly determined energetics or adsorption, 

the evidence for a peak in the curve of mo.ss of gas adsorbed versus calo

ries is steadily diminishing (9)(14)(18), although H. S. Teylor (7) has 

presented a plausible reason for a peak in special cases. The surface 

varies in activity and the energy or activation increases with tho surface 

covered. This energy mey riso enough to offset steadily fnlling vo.lues of 

the heat or adsorption. 

No generally acceptable theory ho.s yet appeared to explain specific

ity or catalysts. In lll8DY' cases, where two or more reactions nrc possible, 

all will t3ke place to some extent. In other cases one or the reactions 

mey be largely suppressed merely by variation of the method of prepnration 

of tho co.talyst. Bancroft and George (19) report such on instance in the 

decomposition of etQyl acetate on alumino.. A case of very marked selectiv

ity in hydrogenation is tha.t of the difficultly reducible oxides. Vo.ughen 

and Lazier (20) show that these oxides will not effect the hydrogenation of 

ethylene or any o.lkene but o.re quite effective in the hydrogenation of ace

tone. Their capacity for nlcohol S".fllthesis, by cnusing tho reaction of 

hydrogen and carbon monoxide, is well known. Explanations of what may be 

called the chemical nature of ourfaces continue to revolve around unsatu

rated atoms in tho crystal lattice, polar bonds, specific ion effects and 
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things of similar character. A new vnriation of such explanations may be 

cited in We sUing' a suggeotion ( 21) that metals catalyzo reactants with like 

atomic spacing to their own. Born and Weisskopf (22), in a mathematical 

treatment, attempt to correlate reaction rate in adsorption catalysis with 

atomic distance and vibrational quantum number. 

The physical conception of what happens on a catalytic surface has 

not changed much during tbe period under review. Schvmb and Rudolph ( 25) 

present further evidence to support their theory that the seat of ncti vi ty 

resides on edges and comers of crystols. Belief in the movement of adsorbed 

reactants over the surface is increasing (24). This is sometimes cnlled lat

eral diffusion. That something more is needed to secure high activity than 

mere extent of surface is indicated by the work of Gibbs and Liander (25) 

with nickel aerosOl, and of Htlttig, Kostelitz and Feher (26) on different 

particle sizes of zinc oxide in decomposing methanol. 

Explanations of catalysis involving the electron continue to appear. 

Nyrop (27) seys the catalytic effect of a surface depends on the maximum 

kinetic energy of "free" electrons. If the ionization energy of n molecule 

close to the surface is lower than the kinetic energy of some of the surface 

electrons, ionization occurs, and the molecule d.ll be adsorbeci in a condi

tion where it is able to react. Poisoning of n catnlyst ia explnined by this 

theory as the preferential adsorption of n product with low ionization energy. 

Promoters act by presorving the accessible area. Nyrop' s nrticle is R dis

cussion and contains no experimental material. Kobozev and Anochin (28) hnve 

made on experimental study of the energy levels of adsorbed hydrogen and o~

gen on metal surfaces. They find from desorption voltage curves of hydrogen 
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on platinum 9, 11 and 15.5 volts f'.nd come to the conclusion that hydrogen 

can be bol.Dld to the surface iiith 9, 53 and 113 calories of energy, indicat

ing three different lr..inds of adsorption. (}Jcy'gen gave 7, 10 and 12.5 volts. 

This work also puts the electron in the co.talytic picture. Finch llJld 

Stimson ( 29) have reported further results in COJltinuing their series of 

papers on the electrical condition of hot surfaces during adsorption of 

gases. The electric charge developed on n conductor is attributed to gc.s

eous ions emitted by the extralattice atoms of the surface. 

The number of kinetic studies published during 1931 was less than 

usual. In the rangG of low pressures measured in microns, Van Prungh nnd 

Topley (30) and Tanner and Taylor (31) have investigated reactions on hot 

platinum wires. The phenomena. observed in both investigations had several 

points in common. The activity of the wire \Tas scarcely reproducible and 

depended on its prior heat treatment. Activity tended to increase with use 

in spite of the actual minute mass of reactants involved in the wire's cat

alytic history. In certain ca.ses in both investigations on induction 

period occurred, folloWed by rapid reaction, but the reaction stopped short 

of completion. Van Praagh and Topley studied the decomposition of nitrous 

oxide ond Ta.nner the union of hydrogen and oJCtgen. In the latter cc.se 

hydrogen peroxide as well as water was formed. The rate of tho reaction 

varied more as a tlmction of th~ tempernturo difference between tho wc,ll 

and the wire, than of the actual t&lpernture of tho wire itself ( 32) • Heat

ing the wire at 900° induced o. temporary superactivation capable of causing 

reaction at -120°, proba~ tho lowest temperature at which any contact 

catalytic reaction ha.s been renlized. 
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H. A. Taylor ann SchwArtz (55) conclude that ethyl ether is decomposed 

b,y homogeneous reaction in ~~e presence of heated platinum or tungsten fila

ments. Some reactions start on a surface and spread into the gas phase by the 

chain mechanism. Cases in point are hydrogen and oJcygen on glass, discussed 

by Alyea (54), and acetylene and oAygen, discussed by Spence (55). There has 

been, however, no general tendenc.y to explain reactions, formally classed as 

catalytic, by reaction elsewhere than directly on th~ surface. 

Dixon (56) found the rate of d13co1nposition of ammonia on platinum to 

vary directly as the ammonia and inversely as the hydrogen pressure. 

G. B. Taylor and Lenher (57) measured the rates of the reaction, 

2S02 + 02 ~ 2S05, from both sides of the equilibrium position. Attempts 

to treat the data from the standpoint of simultaneous equations failed but 

empirical laws for the separate reactions ware obt~ned. The rate of forma

tion of so5 is proportional to tho distance to equilibrium and is retarded 

by OJcy'gen proportional to the square root of its concentration. The disso

ciation of so5 is unretarded and is proportional to the distance to equilib

rium. This is one of the very few published kinetic studies of a reversible 

reaction. Baur (58) has ueed the data of Taylor and Lenher t-o support a 

theory that the quotient of the velocity coefficients of the opposing reac

tions is equal to the equilibrium constant. His definitions of valoci'tgr 

constants in this case appear to be different from the classier~ ones. 

Benton (59) has shown how to adc.pt the clnssicA.l equations for reac-

tion velocities developed for constant volume to flow s,ystems .at constant 

pressure. 

No attempt will be made in this report to cover all pnpers published 
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on reactions in which a contact catalyst •ms used. In Dl£lnY or these, or 

course, catalysts were used as a necessity or convenience to secure a par

ticular product and the cuthors were little concernad with the properties 

of the catalyst. Brief resumes of o fevt representative papers in three 

fields are given bolo~. 

Ammonia Synthesis. Phnsc rule studies of the iron-ni trogon system 

have been made (40). Brewer (41) finds thct photo-electric emissivities of 

alumina-promoted iron catalysts are characteristic of pure iron, but this 

is not true when K2o is added. Messner end Frankenburger (42) report that 

tungsten adsorbs hydrogen and ammonia in a normal manner but that nitrogen 

forms a surface compound. Mittnsh nnd Keunecke (45) have made a detailed 

study of binary mixtures of molybdenum and other metcl.s. 

Hydrogenlltion. Nickel seems to hold its place ns the prime catalyst 

for liquid-phase hydrogenations. Knilan nnd Herdt (44) report results for 

a number of esters and acids. Adkins, with his students, (45) gives results 

on o. number of reactions at pressures up to 550 atms., r>nd discuRses methods 

of compo.ring nctivities of catalysts (46). Glr.sa and Kehlc.nberg (47) stud

ied a wide variety of supports for nickel catalysts fmd found some helpful 

and others the reverse. In the hydrogenation of phonol, tho lntermodiate 

product is cyclohexanol nnd not benzene, according to Roberti (48). Refer

ences to hydrogenation of the vegetable and animal oils with nickel c.re 

quite mmerous. 

Other catalysts th(lll nickel are e.ssur.illlg some importt>.nco, r.1r...inly 

because of their selectivi"t-J (20). Tho difficultly reducible oxides, of 

the same generol cha-~ctcr as those used in methanol synthesis, cnn be used 
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for certain hfdrogenations. Alcohols were produced from a number or esters 

with a copper-chromite catalyst by Adkins and Folkers (49). Nussbaum and 

Frohlich (50) studied ZnO-CuO as a catalyst for methanol synthesis. 

In industry the two big fields that are opening up for hydrogenation 

are coal and petroleum-oil. The patent literature is too large to attempt to 

cover it in this paper. Representative articles are those by Rogers (51) on 

coal and by McKee and Sz~a (52) on oil. 

Oxidation. Mixed oxide catalysts for the oxidation of cnrbon monoxide 

have been studied by Frazer (53) and by Neumann (54). Seuseman and Stubbs $5) 

converted cyt4ene to toluic acid over vanadium oxide. Adkins nnd Peterson (56) 

got an excellent yield or .formaldehyde from methanol with mixtures of molyb

denum ond iron oxides. The iron oxide alone wns poor. 

Webb (57) gives some dat~ on spaced platinum gnuzes in th~ oxidation 

of ammonia.. Yee and Emmett (58) confirm the .fact that hydrogen sulfide is not 

a poison for this reaction, while phosphine is. Teylor, Chilton, and Handforth 

(59) have described the commercial development of the process operating under 

pressure. 

In concluding this report n .few remarks from thu viewpoint of the 

applied-catalyst investigo.tor ~ be worth while. 'l'he technical worker usu

ally is fir3t concerned with the equilibrium position of a given reaction. 

For any given product from specified reactonts he wru1ts to know what pre.ssures 

and temperatures o.re .favorable. There wns once some debate as to whether n 

catalyst could s.l}ift en equilibrium ( 60), but such a viel1 is hnrdly tenable 
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today. It the equilibrium consta.ats have or ctm be measured with llllY cata

lyst, the same constants apply to ell other ca.talysta for that pa.rti culnr 

reaction. If the const3llts hnvc not boon CA"}>erimcntr,.ll;r dctemined, then 

the investigator searches for free energy dnt..'l rl th which to compute them. 

If these date. nre locking, he relics on the frunous Ncmst approxioation for

mula. 

The next step is· to find an effective co.tru.yst. This is much t1ore Pn 

art than a science. As yet, activity cannot bo predicted from any physicnl 

or chemicnl property, or t.:ny corrclo.tivo cxperitlcntnl mcnsureillent. Choices 

for investigction are made froo experience o.nd by onnlogy, end then tested 

by running the o.ctucl reaction. Then follofiS the long battle of itlproving 

the cato.lyst, increasing its lifo, suppressing side ronctions nnd the like. 

Catalysts, by definition, are not consumed by ~le renction but none last 

forever. In mnny nodem npplicutions cnto.lyst ronewfJ. is o. major item of 

the cost of thl) product. 

The field of usefulness of the catalytic reaction has boon vnstly 

expended in the last ten years by the discoveries of syntheses stnrting 

with cnrbon zuonoxide end hydrogen as tho primar-1 rna m~terie~s. Interest

ing possibilities nre opened up in ~1e field of ~uiphetic derivatives so 

long dominated by the more easily reacted arotlatics. Even todoy co;lpounds 

that \lore once cherli.c::U. curiosities cnn be made chenply by the ton. The 

problera of developing uses for such compounds is in reality more pressing 

than devising methods for their mnnufacture, nnd it is this factor of use 

that will largely determine the rate of growth of industry in this field. 
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I; · .·; 

Introduction 
. . · . ,; .. 

. TAo prn,ctical. importanae .· of .en .adequate. undor.sttmding a.f catalysis, 

e.g., ~ t!;,~ f'.iel.ds .of: ind\ls.t:cy and .llledicina,. is so great and the 1·e~ent devel

opment of _'t;.hc theol',"9tiGQ.l , .fields upon which such. a comprehension must depend 

}?.as been so extertsi:ve llJld so;.:-;i.n'teresting that: on effort to . describe the state 

of knowle_dge: of tQ.e suboject in the· compass of. tl' brief report is a chr-dlenge 

which ench yetJ.r oo·eomes mo~e fascinating as the obj ecti vos seem to come 

closer. C:1talysis has become a sort of philosopher's stone, which, however, 

instead of beeoming more elusive with increase in knowledge becomes less so. 

Catolyais is of interest to .scientists: in pure ond applied fields • 

. Yet theo~tj,-cnJ. chemistry,_: t..hl'ough. which· we- ara supposed to understand it, 

ha.s become involved :in: mntnematics to . a degree. mich renders a paper on chem-

;i.e~ mechap.~~ ~ ·w!lich 1.;3-·interp~oted ;in the. light ·of the new peysics -

substantially incomprehena:i,~e U> t,he ·nvez:nge industrial .chemist who mo.y be 

interested in catru.ysis. Under tho leadership of the new physics, theoreticnl 

chemistry ~ppears in fact to be drifting fnr away from the rqric.d problems 

which obj'3ctive research in industry turns up. Since the two fields nre 

mutually dependent, it seAms desirable to prevent unnocessnry widening of 

this gap. 

As applied to catalysis, tilerefore, this hns been made an objective of 

this report. An attompt is also made to concentrate attention upon the par-

ticular resistlmce points which seem to stand in the wcy of progress in the 

subject, in addition to summarizing recent accomplishments. These desires 

invvlva too much for one man to accomplish in nn expert fashion in a rea.sonr.ble 
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Consequent:~¥, in addition to the members of this committee, special

ists on various theoretical points hav·o been consul ted in orgnnizing this 

report. They are: A. K. Brewer, J. N. Brlinsted, H. von Euler, n. Franken

burger, C. N. Hinshelv;ood, L. S. l'.nssel, I. Langmuir, R. S. Mulliken, M. 

Pol&nyi, G. M. Schwab, .H. S. To.ylor, G. W. \lhelancl, and c. Zener. An 

extremely gratifying response has been obtninod from these vrorkers. Somo 

of them have spent o. substantial amount of their timo in summarizing their 

views o.s will be evident in the portions or this report whore their work is 

reproduced. 

An attempt has likewise been made to prosent in a brief wey on up-to

date o.nd balanced picture of the status of applied cat'llysis and the unsolved 

theoretical problems which wrkers in thnt field would. like to see solved. 

For their assistance in this effort, the writer wishes to express his thanks 

t:J E. K. Bolton, G. Calingaert, G. Du Bois; ·Frnnk H,:,ward., H. P. Lankelma, 

A. S. Richardson, .J. E. Taylor, and W. ·R. ·Venzoy. 
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CHAPTER l· THEORETICAL 

Qeneral Considerations. 

The subject of catalysis must be treated as a subhead under the gen

eral subject of reaction velocity. During the past fifteen yelll's our under

standing of ti1e factors governing reaction velocities has developed rapidly, 

thanks to the npplicction of kinetic theory. A substnntial assimilation of 

this development does not require nn extraordinary mind nor a mnthemntical 

training beyond that which forms a part of the training of. the v.verage grad

uate chemist. On the other hnnd, the subject nppeurs to be experiencing 

further growth due to the light which tho new qunntura mechanics is shedding 

upon it and here unfortunately ti1e "aver~ge" chemist is likely not to try to 

unrnvel the numerous end complicntcd equations which fonn the medium of 

expression in that subject, especially when he learns that they nre "conflu

ent hypergoometric" equations or some other unfamilil'.r type. 

On the other hand, almost anyone interested in the subject can read 

with profit Arthur Haas, "Materiewellen und Quantenmechanik" (Leipzig, Akad

emi.sche Verlagsgesellschaft 1950) as an introduction to the quantum mechanics. 

The writer also esteems for this purpose ti1c introduction to the third 

edition of Hinsheloood, "Kinetics of Chemical Change in Gaseous Systems" 

(Oxford University Press, 1955). This work also serves as a proper basis for 

understanding much of the subject matter td th which the report deals. The 

new chapter on homogeneous catalysis forms a good beginning in a field, the 

ignorance of Tihich sto.l1ds in tb.-3 wny of our tmdorstcnding of catalysis. The 

brondeninJ of the sco!',)c of this book J.oes not seem to hn•1e dimininhed Hinshel

lrood' s sense of values t•hlch htll3 chu.rncterized previous cdiUons. Such items 
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in the book ns the present ilri ter would weigh somcwat differently nre 

treated in the appropriate plnccs in this report. '1'his book will bo referred 

to merely by "Kinetics". Other ne\• books dealing \rl th the subject metter of 

this report may be mentioned nt ~1is point. 

G. M. Schwab's book, "Kntnlyse vom Standptmkt der Chemischen Kinetik", 

(Berlin, Julius Springer, 1931) is written from the same point of viefi ns 

thnt of Hinshelwood m1ich in its earlier editions, of course, precedes Schwab. 

The latter, ho\1ever, covers more work in cntolysis thnn does Hinshelvrood. 

Schwab devotes a substnntial portion of his book to cn~~ysis in nqueous 

solutions, a. subject lllrgoly omitted by P.inshelrrood. This work \;"ill be 

referred to merely by 11Ko.ta.lyso". 

E. von Euler nnd A. Olender have writtan a smnll work entitled "Homo

gene Ka.tv.lyse". This irurk leys still greuter relative emphnsis upon rene

tiona in solution with fcirly de~~lcd consideration ot cortnin reactions 

rather than genera.lities. The reuctions nrc the invcr~ion of cane s~r, 

the mut!'.rotntion vf glucose, the hydrolysis nnd formation of carboxylic 

esters, the fomntion nnd equilibriUiil of acetanilide, the hydrolysis of 

dio~ipornzinc, the decomposition of cnmphocnrboxylic ncid, ncetoncetic 

ester and nitrru:tide, the oxidntion of hydroquinone, the Ca.nizzt'.ro renction 

and the decofuposition of hydrogen pe1~xide. 

L. F. Mtirek and Dorothy A. Hahn in their book "Cn~"llytic Oxidntion 

of Organic Compounds in the Vnpor Phase" (New York, Chemicnl Cnt::Uog Com

pany, 1932) have collected a large amount of materiDl on that basic~~ly 

important .:md little understood reaction - oxidation. Evidently they have 

read a large number of patents on the subject ilhich Sl}enks well for their 
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endurance. The scope of this work (conttti.ning 472 po.gcs) extends rnther 

beyond the implicntiona of the title. Thus, e.g., the hydrntion of olefines 

and the oxidn.tion of higher molecular Yreight hydrocarbons are discussed. 

Considerable s.ttention is given to the oxidation of petroleum and consti t

uents thereof. This is a vast field for applied research. This book is 

reviewed by H. G. Beatcy (1). 

E. B. Maxted has produced a vtork of 519 pages anti tled "Catalysis and 

.its Industrial Applicntions" (London, J. and A. Churchill, 1953). The first 

two hundred pages are devoted to a theoreticnl discussion and of this one

fourth is devoted to adsorption. The writer is unable to recommend this 

portion of the book as c. well-balanced review of current catalytic theory, 

nnd tho only new idea which he observed, he believes to be wrong in general. 

This idea. is thnt the energy of' adsorption which is "transitorily free" sup

plies the energy of nctivntion of' the adsorption complex. On the other hand 

this book is of decided practical value. Thus tho writer is relio.bly infonned 

that the quality of' the information in tho chapter on the "Hydrogenation 

(addition of hydrogen) of Oils" is high. Maxted evidently is experienced in 

this and other fields of applied catalysis. The book contnins n chapter on 

preparation of the commoner catalysts '7hich should be very vnlunble. An unu

sually extensive discussion of catnlytic poisons is nlso included. 

M. Frankel's Katalytischorgnnische Arbeitsmethoden, Abt. I, Chemische 

Methoden, Teil 12, Hefte 1-3 of Abderhalden' a 11Handbuch der biologischen 

Arbeitsmethoden" (Berlin, Urban and Schwarzenbcrg, 1932), appears to be a 

careful and comprehensive collection of Qaterial relovant to the subject mat

ter of' the title. The work is favorably reviewed lY.f Roger Adnms (2). 
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11. KrlSgar' s 11Grenzfll1chen-Ko.talyae" (Leipzig, s. Hirzel, 1955) hna 

not been reviewed by the writer. It is, however, reviewed by H. S. Taylor 

( 5). 

H. S. Taylor in J. H. Perry's "Chemical .Engineer's llnndbook" (New 

York, McGraw-Hill Compony, 19M), presents a very condensed t."lble of the 

various technical applications of catalysis and the catalysts Ml.ich he 

thinks are used in them. 

Moelwyn-Hughes• "Kinetics of Reactions ill Solution" (Oxford Univer

sity Press, 1955), attempts to take over into the field of reactions in 

solution the kinetic methods which have been found successful in gaseous 

systems. He has performed a useful service in orennizing a largo 8JllO\Ult of 

work in this field and has mo.de rather more progress with his objective thon 

one might have expected. The book makes a. good comprurlon volume to Hinshel

wood' s Kinetics. They emanate from the same laboratory and with a common 

spirit. There is some overlo.pping but scarcely more than would be required 

even if the two volumes were one. Such points in tho book as the writer 

would criticize adversely are treated in the body of this report. This book 

will be referred to merely by "Moelwyn-Hughes". 

In the field of adsorption upon \1hich heterogoneous caW:,rsis is 

dependent, the thoughts of n number of workers wore collected in a s,ympcslum 

held in Oxford in 1952 Md published in the TrfU)snctions of ~ Fart:>.dny Soci-= 

~ 28: 129 (1952). A considerable nmoun~ of attention was pnid in these 

papers to "activated" adsorption which is discussed later in this report. 

I. Langmuir' s Nobel Prize address (Stockholm, December, 1952) is devo

ted largely to adsorption. \fuile Langmuir states that the paper is devoted 
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primarily to his own work end mnkes no attempt to cover that of others, it 

is a tribute to the accomplishments of Langmuir thnt this pn1 .. er does not 

lack much of being an adeqUiltc review of the real progress which has been 

made in the underst:mding of this phenomenon in the lust twenty years. 

Dohse and Mark hnve recently published "Die Adsorption von Gasen und 

Dl!mpfeu an festen K6rpern" (Leipzig, Akadcmischo Verlagsgeaellsch.att, 1955). 

This work is reviewed b,y A. S. Coolidge (4). 

~~Theory* 

The kinetic theory of reaction velocity mey be swmnnri.zed by the state-

ment that reaction velocities for "simpld' renctions may be represented b,y the 

eqUiltion 

V -,Y.RT 
Velocity = I. (£) 1v fj_ -, (I) 

where f (s) is a function of tho concentration of reactants which, for a sin-

gl.e homogeneous tmcatalyzed reaction going to completion, is equal to thnt 

concentration, to the square of it, to the cube CJf it, or to the product of 

two or pCJssibly three concentro.tiono. 

Uhen more than one reaction is occurring betrteen renctonts, or between 

the apparent reactants and some other bodies (which case mcy be ~onsidered to 

include "materiel" chain reactions), or when the reverse reaction is pror.~i-

nent, the details of the complex mechanism mtzy oo tnken ir1to account appro

priately if equation (I) i•1 npplied to ench reaction nhich is occurring, nnd 

the overall rate evolved from those of tho separate -reactions. 

Proceeding in this way, rate equations sometimes become complex. From 

the difficulty which has been experienced in evolving a universally satisfac-

*In writing this section the author has consulted Dr. Louis o. Kassel: Para
graphs 2, page 27, 5 page 28, 1 page 55, cmd 5 pnge 54, hnve been substRn
tially revised in accordance with his suggestions. 
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tory kinetic mechanism for such apparently simple but renlly complex reno-

tiona as 

H2 + Cl2 = 2 HCl 

and 2 H2 + 02 = 2 H20 , 

one is inclined to regard with considerable reserve those meohmlisms which 

have been suggested for still more complex cases, such as the photochemistry 

ot phosgene ond the oxidation of hydrocarbons, without, however, disparag

ing attempts to unrnvel such mechonism5. 

In some catalytic reactions too we ho.ve more than one chemical pro

cess occurring, especinlly it adsorption is treated as a chemical reaction, 

and we may then proceed by applying equation (I) to the individual processes. 

This procedure has led to considerable success in interpreting the mecha

nisms of some heterogeneous reactions (5). 

Whatever may be snid for these more complex oases, there is no respon

sible opposition to the results ot applying equation {I) to single simple 

roactions, as many have tUined out to be, and especially are we confident 

that the factors contributing to reaction velocity in such oases are all 

expressed in the formula. 

The term E is the energy of activation which has been defined in V3ri

ous weys (6). It will perhaps make for clarity of physical concepts without 

substantial disagreement with equation {I) to consider it to be energy which 

must be concentrated in the reacting bond or bond·s in order for reaction to 

occur. The reduction of E constitutes the outstanding opportunity for cata

lysts to accelerate renctions. 

The term 't represents all other factors which a.tfect the reaction 
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rates of molecules, including collision ro.tcs f!llld fo.ctors representing orien-

tation, energy transfer nnd reo.ction probabilities. In the cnse of unimolec

ulo.r reactions (7) X is independent of temperature nnd in this co.se ma;r be 

simply o. vibration frequency within the molecule (8) nnd perho.ps the vibra

tion frequency of the bond ~hich breaks. The latter ideo. is equivalent (9) 

to the assumption of Maxwellian distribution of energy amongst the vibrations 

of colecules. This assumption is probably not very far wrong in view of the 

fact that the specific bents of mQQf organic compounds at room temperatures 

correspond to the participation of many of their vibrational degrees of free-

dom. That the decomposition rates of at least some aolecules mey be accounted 

for in this W8l' is seen from the ostensibly'suitable but experimentally diffi

cult example of the straight cbo.in po.rnffins (10) • 

Table .l. 

Ve1ocity constant 

11Theoreticnl" Observed 

Propane • • • • . • • • • • 0.00235 0.0015 

a-Butane . • • • . . • • • • 0.0047 0.0047 

n-Pento.ne • • • • • • • • • . 0.0031 0.0036 

n-Hex:me . • • • . • • • • • 0.013 0.0094 

The discrepancies between the 11theoreticnl 11 and observed values are 

not substantially greater than the reproducibility of Frey's constants, 

although his experimental work is probo.bly the most neo.rly quo.ntitntive in 

the field. 

On the other hand, this point of view m~ represent an over-simplifi

cation and does not develop sufficiently the mechanism b,y which the vibra-
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tional energy is distributed (ll). 

The latter problem ho.s been attacked repeatedly by vn.rious workers (12) 

because the new quantum mechanics has given o. new tool for tho.t purpose. 

It seems that, on these theories, a given bond does not require n 

precise aJilount of energy before it can react but th3.t there is some chance 

of it reacting with smo.ller o.mounts of energy provided there axists n state 

of the products with on energy coatent which is equo.l to a given state of the 

molecule. On this basis the term ): would involve the probability of such 

a transition and would moreover be related to the energy content of the mole-

cule. Rosen has worked out numerical values for the lifo of. the unstable 

molecule H02 in various initial states, the picture being that, when one of 

the bonds is in a state of high vibrational energy and the other in a low 

one, the latter can with high probability lose what energy it ho.a and the 

first bond con simul tonoously break to give fragments with the so.me toto.! 

energy content. 

The important point is that the new qwmtum mechanics appears to be 

cnpo.ble of providing numerical values for such tronsition IJroOO.bilities as 

well as for factors controlling the distribution of ene-rgy. It is also 

important that the new methods of calculation nppear to do no particular 

violence to earlier concepts of the mechanism of chemical reactions which, 

however, admittedly were leas articulate. That is, unless the reacting bond 

has concentrated within it almost the amount of energy which would hnve 

caused reaction on the old basis, it has a small chance of reacting accord-

ing to tho new quantum mechanics. 

For bimolecular reactions between simple molecules X appears to 
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represent merely the number of collisions between reactant molecules. 

Although X must include orientation factors in such cases, they tum 

out to be small. However, due to the short range ot atomic forces, one 

would expect such factors to grow in importance for complex molecules, such 

as higher molecular weight olefines, which would be expected to polymerize 

at least in part by means of homogeneous bimolecular reactions. 

There has been n tendency in the development of chemical kinetics to 

contine discussions and correlated experimental work to thermal decompositions 

and it has been concluded that tor this t.ype ot reaction the simple molecules 

react bimolecularly and more complex ones unimolecularly. Presumably in the 

case ot metathetical reactions more complox molecules, in so fa.r as they 

react independently ot catalysts, will do so in nccordcnce with the bimolec

ular law. The proper investigation of this field hns scarcely started (15). 

The further review of the kinetic theory of reaction velocity would 

tclte us afield and would involve technica.l and sometimes cor..troversinl points. 

Suffice it to say that equation (I) adequately represents reaction velocities 

and is to n considerable degree understood and therefore points out the fnc-

tors upon which catalysts may be expected to operate in influencing renction 

velocities. It is appropriate to attempt to estimate the relntion of the 

va.rious fnctors represented in equation (I) as far e.s the scope for catalytic 

action is concerned. 

While tempernture and concentration are independent variables outside 

the sphere of cnta.lytic nction, a catalyst ~ change the functional relation 

of t (.£,) between velocity and concentration and thus affect the reaction 

rate. This effect is ordinarily brought about, however, by the catalyst 
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introducing a particular value of ~ or lin equation (I) as applied to 

some component part of a complex reacting system which results in the effect, 

so that after all the effect of a catalyst appears to be limited to the terms 

"X and E. 

At this point it is necessary to point out that so JD8DY new phenomena 

have been drawn into the field of catalysis that a definition ot a catalyst 

which will cover all of them must be so broad tho.t Hinshelwood suggests it 

is useless to make the attempt (14) • Schwab (15), e. g., considers the action 

of hydrogen in keeping up the activation in certain \Blimolecular decomposi-

tiona, when the reacting substance is at low concentration, to be an example 

ot catalysis. 

Our definition of a catalyst must cover at least the following: 

(a) Positive and negative changes in reaction velocityr. 

(b) Change in course of a reaction as well o.s o.n alteration of the 

velocity of what was originally the dominant reaction. To cover nll cases 

of interest (e.g., the polymerization of styrene) the end products need not 

be the same. 

(c) The catalyst mey or mq not be used up in the reaction (e.g., 

inhibitors of certain auto-oxidation processes nre themselves nl tared chem

ically). 

(d) The catalyst may or mey not pley a stoichiometric part. (Thus 

in the H2 - 012 reaction, atoms of Cl or H are catalysts and form the ordi

nary compound HCl in the course of their action, although atoms are simul

tcneously generated in the act of forming the HCl.) • 

The factor X includes any restraint which may be illposed by en 
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orientation factor. The whole discussion may be simplified b,y'discussing 

this factor separately. In the homogeneous cases so far studied orientation 

factors appear to be small (16) • 

Heterogeneous catalysts involve oriented adsorption and might be 

thought to diminish the restraint of orientation factors in the cRse of large 

molecules thcreb,y. However not more than 1 x 1ol4 molecules can be accommo-

dated on a square centimeter of surface, whereas a c.c. of gas at N. T. P. 

contains 2. 7 x 1ol9 molecules. Also a molecule (or H2) at N. T. P. expe

riences about 1.5 x 1ol0 collisions per second in the gas phase, and about 

one tenth of this number from the gas phase when it is adsorbed on a surface 

(according to kinetic theory formulae). In any case the latter number is 

smaller. These considerations would limit the possible opportunity for cata-

lysts to affect reactions b,y this route to collisions wherein both molecules 

e.re adsorbed. However the mobility of such molecules may be highly restricted 

by the very forces which give rise to the adsorption, and this must be kept 

in mind in calculating chances of a catalyst operating by diminishing an ori-

entation restraint. 

It appears to the writer that a further simplification of viewpoint can 

be made by considering an activated molecule to ~ one which contains suffi-

cient energy in the bond which is ruptured in the reaction. On classical . . 
theory this would be a definite physical state and the probability for reaq-

tion would be 0.5 and for reversion to some other state 0.5, i.e., they would 

also be definite. This ptocedure would then lump the other component parts 

of X into those factors governing the rate at which active molecules may be 

formed. These include a further definite basic factor b the total number of 
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collisions, and another definite factor 

Jt-Y.RT <Yrt>o.Sn-l 1 <o.sn- 1) t 

(where n. is the totlll number of squo.re terms possessed by the reactant mol

ecules) giving the maximum fraction of the collisions.! which according to 

classical kinetic theory mey supply energy! to one of the colliding mole

cules (assumed for simplicity to be of the same kind) • 

But the molecules obey quantum laws rather than classical laws and 

energy is not tully and freely distributed amongst degrees of freedom at 

collision nor amongst the intemo.l degrees of freedom of a molecule between 

collisions. So two turther mutually similar factors enter in. One, which 

we mey call 11_, govems the probabUi t,y of transfer of energy from molecule 

to molecule in a collision and the second, which we mq call~, govems 

the probability for redistribution of intemal energy in between collisions. 

A SlUIIJI18l7 of the state . of knowledge of such restraint factors (by C. 

Zener) is included in this rep9rt. 

The importance of such phenomena is well illustrated by the work of 

Rice and B;yck (17), .who were able to impinge molecular rays of acetone and 

dimethyl mercury upon a target of platinum which was held at 1600° C. \1i th

out these compounds experiencing appreci&ble decomposition. From the heats 

of activation for the ho~geneous decompositions of the substances (from 

separate experiments) Rice and Byck concluded that if the molecules strik

ing the surface had attained temperature equilibrhun with it, decomposition 

would have been observed. Since they did not toke the time factor into 

account, whereas an extended resting time on the surface would increase the 

amount of decomposition and since they did not use the full number of 
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internal degrees of i'reedom nvailable in their calculatif:>ns, it seems that 

Rice and Byck we1•e extremely conservative in their conclusions. 

Hinshelwood (18), from studies of the effect of iodine on certain homo

geneous reactions and of several uncatnlyzed ho~ogeneous bimoleculr~ reactions 

where the rate falls for short of the rate of collision between molecules 

which bring into the collision zone the requisi to energy of activation, is 

inclined to think that the !,1 factor may be much more important than has been 

realized and that the action of iodine as a homogeueous catalyst is in part to 

eliminate the restraint ii:lposed by that fnctor, by increasing the perturbation 

between the two molecules, which according to quantum mechanics is necesslllY 

for the exchange of energy. 

Redistribution of internal energy, in a complex molecule as portr~ed 

in the paper of Rosen (12), would presumably be facilitated by a catalyst 

which uould provide n proper perturbation between the component parts of such 

n molecule. 

The' relief of such restraints m~ constitute a general mechanism for 

both homogeneous ond heterogeneous catalysts (19). 

Ions would be sui tc.ble for suppl.1'ing such perturbations and a review 

(by A. K. Brewer) of some evidence for their effect in catalysis is included 

in this report. 

Quantum mechanics, o.s has been mentioned, provides for transitions 

which would be impossible on the classical basis. Thus an energy wall, which 

prevents a classical process which is not . provided with adequate energy' will 

not completely Jrevent the process according to qwmtum mechanics. This "tun

nel effect" is the basis of a theory of catalysis proposed by Born and 
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Weisskopf (20), according to which a catalycst mq increase reaction rates 

by holding the reaetontcs in proper jll%taposition for a time large compared 

with the duration or a collision. The chemical transition occurs by the 

process of quantum meChanical resonance, which mq ocCUl' when there are 
. . 

corresponding energy levels U1 th9 reaotant and transtormad states. Tha 

part plqed by the sui-face mq be to effect a proper adjuatmeJlt in levels 
. ' 

between the initial and final states or to supply the perturbation which is 

required tor the resonance phenomenon. 

Of course the rate at which the energy of activatiott is supplied ma;y 

be increased if kinetic mechaniane are supplemented, e.g., by absorption of 

light, and the catalyst mq be the agent by which this is accomplished. 

This procedure is well illustrated by the photoeensi tizers of which 
' -

mercury vapor is an example (21). Since research in this subject does not 

appear to be particularly active at the present time, it is largel;y neglected 

in this report. 

By stretching the definition of a catal~st a little, the phenomenon 

of foreign gases keeping up the rate of unimolecular reactions at low con

centrations or reactants mq come under this division of catalytic nction. 

It is stretching the definition or n catalyst (a) because the effort of the 

cntalyst is no greater than; it as great as, that of the reactants them

selves and (b) because the velocity Will onl~ be kept up to the "normal" 

value o.nd not raised be;yond it. 

In this ( ) division of catalytic action it should be pointed out 

th3t there is o. general factor operntblc which tends to balance the disadvan

tage of o. catalyst due to the small traction ot roactnnt which is ord:i.parily 
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adsorbed upon it at one time. This factor is the relatively large number of 

vibrations to which the adsorbed molecule is subjected. Thus, using the 

Lindemann method, Biltz ( 22) calculated the vibration frequencies for the 

elements and from his list we solect platinum 4. '56 x 1ol2 and carbon (graphite) 

2. 77 x 1ol3 vibro.tione por second. If it is then assumed that Maxwelli:m dis

tribution of energy prevails amongst these vibrations it is evident that each 

adsorbed molecule will have many opportunities to receive energy from the sur

face as compared with the number of such opportunities in the gas phase (since 

as has alread;y been pointed out a molecule even of the fast moving hydrogen 

experiences but 1.5 x 1010 collisions per second in the gas phase at N. T. P.) 

These considerations are of course cooplicated by the restraints previously 

mentioned which govern the transfer of energy. 

In spite of the innovations in viewpoint introduced by the quantum 

mechanics and by the experimental evidence recently collected by Hinsholwood 

and his colleagues, the idea persists that the principal mode of action of 

catalysts consists in the lowering of energy activation (~) • This is in 

essence a structural problem and involves on the one hand a proper visualiza

tion of the process of adsorption based upon the unwieldy mass of published 

work in this field, and on the other hand a rationalization of that picture 

with the developing ideas of nature of chemical bonds and the weys in which 

they can be affected. 

With this background, the subject of catalysis may now be broken up 

into its component parts which will be treated in more detail and with the 

cooperation of various specialists more expertly. 
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Adsorption. 

Langmuir' e ( 25) unimolecular film theory of adsorption should be con

sidered a.s well esttlbliehod, since hir. om nnd va.ri.ous other measurements 

confirm it w1 thin the limits of its conception ( 24) and since even the pre

dictions of the Pol~-Eucken potentia.l theory (25) seem to correspond 

numericnl.q to films about one molecule thick under the condi tiona under 

which the Langmuir thcorJ is supposed to apply. 

Langmuir's work on adsorption has met some criticism on the ground 

that in it he neglected the forces acting between adsorbed molecules. This 

point he has now incorporated simply qy treating the heat of adsorption a.s 

a function of the surface covered rather than as n constant ( 26) • 

It so happens that, duo to the studies of Le..11gmuir on the one hend 

and Becker (27) on the other, the system cosiwn adsorbed on ttmgsten seems 

to bo better understood than any other which has come to the writer's atten

tion. 

Becker concludes that both cesium atoms ond positive cesium iono may 

exist on the S"..lrfo.ce. TJ:e positive ioas net like t:'. }iC;. l'" .. L-.,rely chnrged grid 

placed very close to the S'J:·f~ce, ond this ~nve him ,. ir.c<:>:-.o of estimc.ting 

the relative nurubers of ion::; ~d atoms on the surface. ~)hen the surface is 

colllpletely covered with cesium, 25 per cent of this ::3Ub ~3ta.nce exists as 

ions. This fraction increases as tho dceroe of covering decrenses until 

when the surface is one-tenth covered, fifty per cent of the cesium exists 

there as ions. He further concludes that the work required to remove en 

c.dion from tl;.e surface increases ;,·mile the work required to remove an adatom 

decreases as the surface concentration increases, and this has its naturnl. 

effect upon the mean life of adsorbed particles. Surface migrction of the 
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adsorbed cesj,um was demonstrated. The relations were such that above a cer

tain temperature every cesium atom striking the surface evaporated as an ion. 

This gave him an assured method of starting with a cesium-free surface. 

Becker' s experimental method of determining g (the fraction of surface 

covered) consisted in observations of electron emission and time. He found, 

starting with a bare surface, that a maximum in electron emission occurred 

with time, ond assumed that this maximum occurred when the surface was just 

covered with cesium. Above a certain temperature the equilibrium value of g 

is less than one, and can be determined by lowering the temperature of the 

filament suddenly and meaauring electron emission vs. time. The conclusion 

that maximum electron emission corresponded w1 th complete covering appeared 

to be based on a correlation with the cal~ated number of cesium atoms which 

the surface could accommodate. 

Langmuir and Taylor used two methods for estimating the amount of 

adsorbed cesium. 

(a) The tungsten filament was fiashed at n temperature above 1&10°, 

whereupon every adsorbed atom evo.poro.tod ns on ion nnd registered 

in the kick of a ballistic galvanometer. 

(b) The second method consisted in evaporating the adsorbed cesium r.:s 

atoms, in the presence of a retarding electric field which preven c:· 

the escape of iona. These atoms thon fall upon o. tungsten surfr,ce 

heated above 1300° from which they escape ns ions and once again 

register in the kick of a ballistic galvanometer. 

These methods involve two assumptions; (1) That the accommodation 

coefficient is unity; ( 2) That the number of cesium atoms striking the surface 
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in unit ti.Qe is given by the positive ion current dram when the filament 

is sufficiently hot. 

These authors ( 28) conclude that optimum electron emission occurred 

when the surface was 67 per cent covered. with cesium instead of' completely 

covered as assumed by Becker, and find certain general dif'f'icul ties with his 

method. 

Teylor and Langmuir conclude that their ttmgsten surfaces, prepared 

by heating to 2900° in Vtlcuo, were etched with development of' the dodeca

hedral crystal faces so that the true surface is l.M7 times the apparent 

surface. One half' of' one per cent of' this surface is able to absorb 

cesium more firmly than the rest. When the monomolecular film of' cesium 

is complete, there is one cesium atom on the surface for every four tungsten 

atoms. 

It was found that the processes of' condensation and evaporation pro

ceeded entirely independently of each other, from which it was concluded 

that cesium atoms striking the surface ion slide around in a second layer 

tmtil they find positions in a first layer. The number in the second layer 

at any one time was thought, however, to be minute. Like Becker, they con

clude that the rate of evaporation of' cesium atoms increases rapidly as the 

fraction of' the surface covered increases, and they developed a quanti ta

tive theory for this effect. 

They regtlrd an adsorbed cesium atom on a tungsten surface as an ion 

held to the metal by' its image force. This ion tends to draw induction 

electrons from the metal touards the ion. 

'l'he force between two such adion dipoles is given by 
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where a is the electron ~~Meat .r tbe 4ipole and z. the distance between them. 

An equation of 1tate was thea aukri out. to applr to tbe adsorbed cesium film 

b)" appl)"ing the Clausius virial eq\IAtion, waereupon the equation 

was obtained, where l1a ~e 1Pfelljj.Qi to~. 6 is the aumber of adsorbed 

atoms per sq. em. ot tUilga'-• .urlaee, Q is tactiCilD ef surface covered, and 

! is an integral whose nuaerical Yal'- ema never exceed 0.89. 

This spreading toree J.s n].at.e8 1iD the rate ol evaporation Ya by 

means of the Gibbs eq,~a~ioa 

---lsi-...::;.r-~ = 
d ln ... /' 

"a 
6k! 

These relations servG as a .. ._ Gt calculating a fJ'Om the evaporation rates. 

A check of the valli6J C)f J!! obtained 1A this ·~, against those obtained 

from measurements ot elecV'oa ~aeioa• gave excellent agreement. The contact 

potential Y of a metal swfaQO avered with a adsorbed film as compared 

with that of the bQ"8 metal nrface is giYeD by 

y" = 2 1f ,. !!· 

and the electron emiesion w relatesi to the QOnto.ct potential b7 means of tile 

equation 

~=~ • 
where ~ is the e•eetl'Oit er&ission from p'UZ'e Wllgsten, Y i1 that from 

~ ~ 

tungsten With adsorbed material upon 1t of dipole moment !· 

Assuming the correc~ess of theae measuremen\s and conclusions, it is 

evident tho.t these WQrkers •ave given us on extraordinary knowledge of the 
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system cesium adsorbed on tungsten. While this system at the moment lends 

itself to no direct applico.tion in catalysis, nevertheless it is likely to 

serve as a base from which excursions into less tractable regions of ·surface 

action ~ be undertaken with more confidence. Thus we have here a surface 

ot known area which is likewise known to act as a catalyst tor certain reac

tions such as the thel'llltll decomposition ot ammonia. 

The writer {29) in 1928 carriad out experiments on the thermal decom

position of ammonia upon aged tungsten filaments. In this reaction the heat 

ot activation must be supplied from the surface. Calculating the vibration 

frequency of the tungsten atoms from Lindemann' s formula and neglecting all 

restraints upon energy transfer, and assuming this surface to be the same as 

that investigated by Langmuir, it turns out that the theoretical reaction 

rate is about seven times too fast if the reaction occurs exclusively on the 

major fraction of the surface and about 25 times too slow if it occurs exclu

sively on the minor traction of the surface. The neglected factors neces

sarily influence the calculation in such a direction as to confirm the indi

cation that the reaction occurs tmifol"ml¥ on the dodecahedral faces of the 

tungsten. 

Measurement of Surface AJ:n 

In order to make a complete quantitative studf of either adsorption 

or catalysis it is necessary to know the surface area end circUIIUftances sel

dom permit as exact on estimate as that just considered. The methods avail

able tor this purpose ~ be summarized: 

{1) From emission cUITents, as just discussed in the case ot cesium 

or ttmgsten. 
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(2) The Paneth radioactive indicator method (50), which is strictly 

limited in scope. 

( 5) Bowden and Rideol' s method (51), which depends upon the measurement 

of the change in electrode potential caused by the passage of a 

definite electric nux. 

(4) Methods depending upon measuring the amol.Ult of some adsorbed sub

stance upon surfaces of unknown oren in comparison with that 

adsorbed upon n surface ot known area (52) • 

This method involves uncertainties introduced by (a) the possibility 

of the adsorbed molecule occupying different areas on different 

surfaces, (b) the chance that some portions of the surface mny be 

inaccessible to the molecule in question when it is large as in the 

co.se of Paneth' s dye, (c) the chcnce that some elementary spaces 

even though accessible will not be covered by the molecule in ques

tion. This method (55), however, probably has the most genercl 

.application. 

( 5) Schwab and Rudolph (54) have used n method of limited application, 

consisting of measuring the rates of solution of the finely d1 vided 

adsorbent or catalyst, and nssuming this to be proportional to the 

surface area. This evidently is based upon early knowledge (55) 

that such processes are limited in rate by diffusion, and therefore 

would lead to correct results only in case the diffusion blnnket is 

uniform in thickness. This evidently c:mnot be true in the case of 

substances conto.ining long fine pores, etc. 

(6) Dunn (56) and Constable (57) have used n method of ver,y limited 
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application 11hlch de~4s upop ~ knowl~dg~ of the thickness of 

Newtonian temper colors obtained upo11 metal~, e .• g., , upon oxida-

tion •. From. a knowl~dge. ot .~e' t.otait !Uilount .of oJC¥gen absorbed 

the nreo of the surface. con be, ostimatod. . This method is open . ~ . . . . . ~ -. . . ' . . . 

to the objection thnt the oxid~ .~ilm. .. Jll"'OObl.1' ,,is, not uniformly 

thick. 

. ·' :. ·· .·: .. ; ' 

Electrical Distortion Effects at Surfaces 

The genel"'l. idea that films are but. one mQlecule: -thick is subject to 

the reservation that electrical .·ciistortion e.ttect~;S e.t · surfJJ.oes mq cctuae 

sufficient polarization to leo.d to multimolecular fi:lms, and we have seen 

that cesium adsorbed on tungsten is distorted to the :eJf:treme of ionization 

under certain .circumstances.· However, just as thn effect in the cesium or 

tungsten did not lead to a second lqer aceording to Langmuir ( 6L however 

Backer), the gist of current work ·in this field appears to. be that such 

phenomena do not in general lead to the formation of -a secQnd adsorbed l~er 

under condi tiona where the second laye:r would not exist ·in the absence of 

these electrical effects (56). 

· Langmuir perfonnad some .calculations based on the work of DeBoer on 

· the system iodine adsorbed on cnlcium fluoride. This is a -case which is 

favorable for electrical defonnation ·since iodine, being a large atom, is 

easily defonned (though not, so . easilt ,. of course, as cesj.\111) .• He concluded 

that the heat of adsorption in the nth leycr is given b,y . 

-% = bs - 29 + 1800(0.5)!\ ; - . . ·· . . . ,• 

at 295° K the mean life of an iodine molecule in the first adsorbed l~er 
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came out to be 2000 seconds, so that the film would be stable at pressures ns 

low o.s lO-b, where .f.2. is the vapor pressure of solid iodine. The mean life 

ot isolatod molecules in the second leyer would be only 4 x 10-4 seconds and 

this leyer would disappear o.t pressures less thon o.o~. 

Polanyi, too, on the basis of the theoretico.l work of Lennard-Jones 

ond Dent is inclined to minimize the po.rt played by electrico.l forces in sur

face phenomena (59). 

Our whole attitude toward adsorption should be that the process in 

essence is a chemical reaction. The reactions do not appear to behave in the 

usual stoichiometric way, not because the forces involved are different in 

kind but because the nl.lll.ber of surface atoms involved in the adsorption and 

also the ratio between the number of such atoms to the number of atoms of the 

solid catalyst vary from sample to sample. Also, due to the geometric arrange

ment of the surface atoms, distortions may be set up in adsorbed molecules 

which may give them properties which could not be predicted from the behavior 

of the molecules when not adsorbed. In view of the chemica.! nature of o.dsorp

tion, it is not surprising to find that, like most chemical reactions, n hent 

of activation may be involved in the process ot adsorption. The seme moleo

ular species could be o.dsorbed by n process involving activated ndsorption 

under one set of conditions ond at lower tempernture, when the energy of 

activation may be but rnrely supplied adsorption may be by means Qf Vnn der 

Waa111 forces. Lcngmuir (40) seomed to have this in mind in 1918 but few 

people did, so that H. S. Taylor (41) was later able to show how the possi

bilit,y of these two ~es of adsorption could explnin various phenomena in 

adsorption and catalysis. 
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w·ihile Taylor's point of vie~' hus been s.JpporU:d by vnrious experi

ments, thure he.s also bean opposition to it (42). Thus J.lli:ond and Chaplin 

(45) suggest that the affoct.s attributed to activntcd r.:.dsorption mcy be 

merely the slov1 displa.cement of soma othar film f'J."'Om tho surfnce. This is 

uo doubt n real phenomenon. 

Ward ( 44) cmd also Stoacie ( 44) suggast thnt tht\ slow adsorption 

fou.."ld in mony of the above references ond attributed to slow e.dsorption l.lTe 

due to dif'fusj.on intv the adsorbent. Vlard' s experimontnl work is to bo cou

mondod tmd he detlonstro:tes this iden rather convincingly for the case of' 

hydrogen ~sorbed on copper. The diffusion is thought to be of the :l.nte~ 

granular type and itself requires energy of nctiva·iiion. 

In some of' the work em slow adsorption which uns attributed to 

roquir\Jd energy of activation (45), vnlues of the onerey obt.D.ined from the 

~mpernturc coefficient of the process were of the order of 15,000 calories 

per gram molecules. Since a surface atom is struck nbout 1 x 109 times per 

second by H2, at 0°C and one atm. preasure, reaction would be complete in n 

few minutes. This was npprecio.tod by Taylor (46). 

A similar point has been J:lS.de ( ••i thout, how~ve.r, specifying the tem

perature tv which his calculr..tionfi referrecl) by Rideal (47). 

The mi.ter' s point cf vien on "activated" adsorption is thnt there 

is no very good reason for doubting its existence. Both common sense cmd 

quantum mechonics allow for it. \t'hethor or not the experiments a.dvonced 

to illustrntc it ooy be explained in other wnys is a oatter for careful con

sideration in ench case. •fheoreticolly ono might also consider n surfAce 

(since it hn.s free valences) o.s being similar tl.> a free 11tom cr a free 
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radicle ( 48) , and adsorption upon it might therefore require a minimum 

though not necessarily a zero heat of activation, as, e.g., when but one 

surface atom is engaged in the adsorption. 

T~lor has summarized his own point of view and its quantum mechenical 

background, developed largely by his colleague Eyring, in the following sec-

tion. 
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ACTIVATED ADSORPTION 

Hugh S. Taylor* 

Since the formulation of the concept of activated adsorption three 

years ago, a considerable bodir of e"-'Perimental materinl (1) has been produced 

in support of the concept. The idea has also been subjected to a moderate 

degree of criticism and alternatives to the concept of activated adsorption, 

such as activated diffusion and solution, have been suggested. It may be 

advantageous to s\.UDmari~e the evidence adduced both in support of and antago-

nistic to the concept. 

Experimental evidence of two types of binding of gases to surfaces is 

now available with respect to hydrogen, nitrogen, o~gen, carbon monoxide, 

water vapor, saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons and nitrous oxide. The 

surfaces studied include metals such as nickel, iron, copper, palle.dium and 

tungsten, and oxides such as those of zinc, manganese, chromium, copper, 

molybdenum, aluminum anJ vanadium and mixtures of the same. The low tempera-

ture adsorption is usually spoken of as van der Waals' adsorption, has negli-

gible activation energy and rapidly yields equilibrium values at carefully 

controlled temperatures. In the higher temperature ranges, the activated 

adsorption is characterized by a measurable rnte of atte.inment of equilibriul!l, 

from which rates, at sever3l temperatures, activation energies mfly be deduce'~. 

The following tables summarize the principnl results of adsorption measure-

ments with hydrogen, carbon monoxide and nitrogen at various pressures and 

temperatures. In the hydrogen table are given in the next to last column tho 

available data on heats of vcn der Waals' adsorption ( ~ ) and the heats of .,. 
activated adsorption ( "'a) • 

* Chemistry Department, Princeton University. 
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Table 1. 

H.ydrogen 

Adsorbent p Adsorption in cc. per 100 grams o.t ~ C. = ~ xl0-5 Rei'. 
mm. in 

-185 -78 0 110 184 505 444 Co.ls. 

Ni 100 16 700. 54b 2 
700 48 700. 75b 

Ni 25 8.6 27 25 15 ~ 'V 15 ~ 
200 11 52.5 28 23 ~ 

600 15 35 55 28 

Fe 600 160 0 0 lOOc ,g 
500 5.4 0.7 6 4 

Cu 500 7.8 18.5 17.5 )....~-/ =1 5 
1(10 

0. 

w 0.5 0.18 0.08 0.11 0.05 ~o/8.6 6 
q, -

MnO 506 0 0 . 24 59 20 1 
MnO- 165 25 15 545 364 217 }..~ =2 
cr2o3 )\ =20 7 .. -

ZnO 400 105 15.1 15 55 68 :39 )\.( =1.1 
~=21 8 
~ -

ZnO- 760 228 52 112 157 160 150 9 
Cr~p5 

Cr2o5 700 1550 91 22 200 200 'A v 1.8 10 
v -

g8l 1\vro 
4,.. 

ZnO- d 100 8 0 0 0 5 15.5 16.0 ?\1r211 
v -Mo2o5 '\..'1/20 

vo 650 0 10 24.2 22.8 12 
2 5 

Al205 650 0 0 0 0 6.7 13 
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Table 1 - Continued 

Carbon Monoxide 

Adsorbent p Adsorption in cc. per 100 grams at TO C. = ~-
mm. 

-185 -78 0 110 184 305 444° c. 

Fe 500 27.5\ 3.7 ~ 0.2 ~} ! 
U.O a )17.0a 

Cu 200 90 30 22 30 ~ 

Pd 150 83 50 94 50 

MnO-
cr2o3 150 2250 530 670 320 15 

ZnO-
Mo2o3 600 2.8 0.5 1.5 0.9 11 

Nitrogen 

-185 -78 0 100 300 360 600 

Fe 700 24 4 41 >1 .i 
w 1 0.03 0.07 0.53 1.00 .2 

-189 +400 450°C. ~ax 10-3 

in cals. 

Fe -
\.:: 35 Al203 700 393 44.8 36.1 15 

Fe - KZJ- 700 182 28.0 22.5 )\ :: 35 15 
Al20'6 a 

Fe (tmpro-
moted) 700 17.2 15 
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Examination of the tables will show that activated adsorption, as 

revealed by a reversal of the change in quantity adsorbed with increase of 

temperature, may manifest itself throughout the temperature range of -ll0° 

to +450° C. It is also evident that the activated adsorption is quite spe

cific and is not governed, as is van der Waals' adsorption, principol.ly by 

extension of surface. The heats of activated adsorption of hydrogen are, 

in so far as they are ascertained, about one order higher than those of van 

der Waals' e.dsorption. It it this difference in the heats involved which 

is decisive in differentiating van der Wao.la1 adsorption from the other 

process, whatever view mey be adopted concerning the high temperature proc

ess, whether adsorption, diffUsion or solution. \ihatever it m~ be, it is 

not the ordinary classical adsorption. 

Activation l9ergies of Activated Adsorption 

In the first researches of ·ray lor nnd ~~illiamson (16) it was shown 

that the promotion of mangnnous oxide by chromium oxide materiol.ly lowered 

the activation energy of the first hydrogen adsorbed. Also, it was shown 

that the activation energy increased with increasing extent of surface 

covered, a definite proof of nonuniform surface activity. 

These points are more decisively demonstrated by some work b,y T~lor 

and Strother (17) dealing l'lith activated adsorption of hydrogen on surfaces 

composed of zinc oxide, zinc and chromium oxides, and zinc and molybdenum 

oxides. In these experiments, performed at constant pressure, it has been 

shown tho.t the velocity of hydrogen adsorption is a fwlction of the surface, 

that the activation energy is determined in. magnitude b,y the nature of the 
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surface end that the activation energy required increases w1 th increasing sur

face covered. With zinc oxide the activation energies range from 7 to 15 kg.

cal.s. between the adsorption limits of 8 to 24 cc. per 100 grams ZnO. With 

zinc-chromium oxide the activation energies range from 1 to 12 kg.-cal.s. with 

activated adsorptions or 40 to 120 cc. per 100 grams Zn0-Cr2o5• With the zinc

molybdenum oxide sample the activation enel~gies range between 17 end 55 kg.

cal.s. between the adsorption limits or 0.4 to 8.5 cc. per 100 grams Zn0-Mo205. 

Some unpublished work or ours indicates that the activated adsorption of carbon 

monoxide parallels that observed with hydrogen on the three surfaces but that 

the activated adsorption or carbon monoxide is the slower process. The close 

parallelism between these results end the facts or methanol synthesis are also 

appo.rent. It is well known that this synthesis is enormously more rapid on 

zinc-chromium oxide surfaces then on zinc oxide Slirfacos. It is not so well 

known, but equally true, that surfaces of zinc end molybdenum oxides are much 

inferior to zinc oxide in the same synthesis. It m~ be that the rate or 

methanol synthesis may be controlled by: the velocity or activated adsorption 

of the reacting gases. In the synthesis of ammonia there is definite evidence 

that the rate-determining step is the activated adsorption or nitrogen. This 

was pointed out b;y Taylor in the original discussion or activated adsorption 

and has now been experimentally confirmed b;y Emmett 3lld Brunauer (18). 

It was pointed out b;y Teylor (19) that the measured velocity of acti

vated adsorption of hydrogen b;y zinc oxide was far smaller than would be 

~xpected on the assumption that adsorption occurs when gas molecules, with nn 

energy equal to the observed activation energy, strike the surface. This 

observation also holds for the n1 trogcn adsorption just cited nnd also for the 
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hydrogen adsorptions at constant pressure on the three surfaces studied by 

Taylor and Strother (17). These latter data pemit a more pen&trating 

analysis of the problems. It we assume that the velocity of adsorption~ 

on a surface of which the activation energy is~ is given by the expres

sion 

where ! is the kinetic collision factor per unit area of surface per unit 

ot time; the quantity ¢1 must contain the surface area on which thP- magni

tude of the activation energy is ~. On another surface area with activa

tion energy 12 the ~elocity of adsorption Wi~l be 

-E IBI 
~ = ! ¢~ """! 

The experimental data of Taylor and Strother at COl1Stant pressure, and 

therefore constant !, pemit a dete:nnination of the ratio ~ to ¢2 from 

actual measurements of .!p ~, &q and 12• Calculations of this ratio show 

that, on a gi?en catalyst surface, as ! increases, the ratio ¢1 : ¢2 also 

increases and at an exponential rate. Thus, with both zinc oxide, and zinc 

oxide - molybdenum oxide surfaces a plot of log ¢1/¢2 against ! gives a 

good straight line. With zinc chromium oxide surfaces ; 1;¢2 decreases as 

! increases from 1 to 5 kg.-cals. but at still higher activation energies 

the same exponential increase of ¢1 : ¢2 occurs. These results indicate 

that on zinc oxide and zinc oxide - molybdenum oxide the areas with the 

smallast activation energies are the least numerous. On the zinc-chrollium 

oxide studied, surface areas with an intermediate actiTation are the least 

numerous. The actual data are collected in Table 2. The values of ¢1 : ¢2 
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do not measure the relative areas with given activntion energies since the 

quantity, ¢, must include not only the surface area i.n question but also tho 

fraction ot the area which is occupied by' gas. At the moment there does not 

seem to be eny WAy of separating these factors. 

Table 2 

Zinc Oxide Zinc-Chromium Oxide Zinc-Molybdenum Oxide 

E Log ¢1/¢2 ~ Log ¢1/¢2 ~ Log ¢1/¢2 
in Kilo Cals. in Kilo Cals. in Kilo Cals. 

7.7 0 1.4 1.57 17.2 0 
9.0 0.4 2.2 0.83 18.6 0.5 

10.0 o.s 4.2 0.15 23.4 2.7 
11.0 0.9 5.8 0 27.3 4.4 
13.5 2.0 8.0 1.36 28.5 4.5 
17.3 3.5 10.8 2.91 

11.0 5.02 
12.0 3.15 
15.0 5.3 

This exponential relationship between ¢ and ! in activated adsorption 

is also found in the kinetics of heterogeneous reactions as has been empha

sized b.1 Schwab and Cremer {20) for decomposition roactions on various sinterod 

oxide end halide surfaces, by Bal.andin (21) on unsintered metAllic caWysts 

for dehydrogenation reactions and quite recently b,y Eckel! {22) on surfaces 

of iron oxide - alumina in the reaction of carbon monoxide and oxygen. 

Howard (23) has compared the velocities of adsorption of hydrogen on different 

oxide surfaces and has also shown that the effect of a high value of ! is 

alwqs compensated for by a correspoudingly large vnlue of what we have here 

defined o.s ¢. Benton (24), however, in E. recent study of the activated 

adsorption of oxygen on silver concludes that the activation energy is constant 
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over the rQilge of adsorptions studied Qlld observes that a proportionali 1¥ 

factor, !, (the Z ~ of the preceding discussion) connecting .x and the expo-

-1/RT 
nential .!l - steadily decreases, ond by large 8Jilounts, as the surface 

becomes increo.singly covered. Benton calculates that, initially, ever;y col

lision With energy in excess of the determined activation energy results in 

activated adsorption. He cannot account, however, tor a decrease in the 

value or ! from 109 to 105 when only halt tbe surface has been covered. He 

believes, however, that the 50 per cent increase in the activation energy 

which would be necessnry to account tor this resUlt certainly does not occur. 

It should bo observed that, it the data of Teylor and Strother on oxide sur-

faces were treated in the same manner as that used by Benton, and it was 

assumed that the activation energy did not increase with increased covering 

of the surface, the experimental do.ta would yield precis&ly the same result 

as obto.ined by Benton. The value of!, th~ proportionality factor, would 

decrease by ~ orders before appreciable tractions of the surface were 

covared. It mey therefore be that the correct interpretation of the veloc

ity or activated adsorption lies between the two extremes here discussed, 

namely Benton 1 s view of constant §. and rapidly falling ! ond the results 

which come directly from the experimental work of Taylor and Strother, which 

point to a steadily increasing value of E ond a simul tnneously increasing 

value or A· Experiments or still greater accuracy than those hitherto con

ducted will be required to decide between such alternatives. 
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Qnootum Mechoni ca]. Interpretation ~ Activated AdSorption • 

The newer developments in quantum mechanics appli41d to chemico.l 

reactions permit a theoretico.l approach to this problelll of activation 

energy of adsorption and the effect of surface configuration on its mag

nitude. The energy of interaction, !(L), between two atoms o.t a distance, 

L consists of two parts, that due to the ordinary classical coulomb 

forces!(.£> and a nonclassical interchange energy f.'( (1:) ,duch is positive 

or attractive in a stable diatomic molecule but may also be negative nnd 

repulsive at all distances 1:• 

London (25) extended these ideas to systems of three atoms and was 

followed by Eyring and Polfmyi (28) who derived o.n expression for the 

energy of a system of three atoms X, Y and Z in terms of the coulombic 

energies !, §. and Q of the three pairs of atoms XY, YZ, and ZX 3lld the 

interchange energies « , t9 and ~ of the same pairs; ! + 0(. , §. + 11j' 

and Q + >( being the bond energies of the respective atom pairs when the 

third atom is at infinite distance. For such a system the energy !a is 

~ = !+.!!+Q.+ {l/2[(x -(1>2+ <ji- :()2+ 0/- o<.>2JJ/2 

The bond energies of atom pairs at v3l'ious distances are obtainable either 

from spectroscopic data or, as wns suggested by Eyring, from potential 

energy curves of diatomic molecules with the aid of the empirical equntion, 

due to Morse ( 26) which expresses the potential energy by meons of the 

equntion 

! = Q' (§.-2A(1: - .I:o) _ 28-,!(1: - .£o) ) 
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Here Q' is the heat of dissociation of·the molecule plus the zero point 

energy ( = 1/2 h V ) , 1: is the nuclear distance, 1;, the equilibrium nuclear 

distance or the molecule, .! is a constant and equal to 0.1227 w 0 (!/ Q' )1/2 

where ! is the reduced mass ond 1.1) 0 is the classical frequency or vibration. 

In this equation, t.t,} 0 is e:x:pre3sed in wave numbers per em., and .!: and ~ 

in Angstrom units, the potential energy or the two atoms at infinite disttmce 

being chosen as zero. The energy values derived from such a curve at various 

distcnces give the sum of the coulombic and interchange energies, for example, 

! + 9(. • To apply the energies so obtained to the expression for the energy 

or three atom systems it is necessary to know the fractions or the total 

energy which are respectively coulombic ond interchange. From Su.guira' s cal

culations for the ~gen molecule, the coulombic part in this case is 

approx::i.mntely ten per cent or the total. 

Eyring and Polaeyi (28) were therefore in a position to npply the 

equation to the three atom problem 

+ H 

making use or the datn from tho Morse curve on the bnsis o£ 10 per cent 

coulombic energy. An examination or the equation in on alternative form 

shows thnt less energy will be required tor the approach of e. third ntom 

to n molecule if tho three a. toms are in n str:dght line configura. tion. 

Eyring and Polanyi, therefore, computed the energies of various linear sys-

tams ot three hydrogen atoms for various interatomic distnnces 1:1 and ~· 

The solutions or the equation when plotted in a two-dimensionc.l dic.gram 
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having .~:1 and ~ Q.S ordinates and abscissae could be recorded in the form of 

contour lines of equal energies, r3presentntive of n potentinl energy surface. 

This surface resembles tao long deep valleys sepQ.rated by a mountoin pass, the 

height of which, about 15 kg.-cals., repl'asents the calculated activation 

energy of the process, to be compared with the experimental value of 7. 25 kg.

cals. Pelzer and Wigner ( 29) have made n more extended o.pplica.tion of the 

equation to this reaction and were able to deduce not only the activation 

energy but also the actual rate of reaction. 

Eyring (50) applied this equation also to other three univalent atom 

systems and then employed the same treatment for four atom systems, the 

potential energy equation for which is 

!4 = A:t + ~ + ~1 + ~ + .Q.l + ~ + -G-12 [ (x. 1 + a( 2 - fJ 1 - //) 2) 2 + 

. { o( + ., - y - )") 2 + ( ~ + /J - y - r:> 2 Jlll/2 
1 2 1 2 ,l.l 1 . 2 1 2 r; 

in which A, , !_,, B , ---- and o(. , X. , .g , etc. refer to coulombic and 
• ,;. -~ 1 2 / 1 

exchange energies between the six atom pairs. The extension of this method 

of attack to adsorptions at surfaces was ini tinted by Sherman and Eyring (51) • 

They considered the four atom system composed of a hydrogen molecule approach

ing two fixed carbon atoms in n surface of' charcoal. The adsorption process 

is assumed to replace a single H - H bond of 105 kg.-cels. end a wellk.er bond 

between carbon and carbon by two C - H bonds whose combined strength exceeds 

the energy of' tho bonds broken by an a.motmt equal to the heat of adsorption. 

Sherman and Eyring calculated the energy 14 for various carbon-carbon 

distances and for various positions of the approaching molecule. Thence it 

was possible to deduce the easiest energy path from the state of molecular 

hydrogen to that in which each eydrogen was attached to one of the cnrbon 
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atoms. They to1.md that the activation energy required was very sensitive to 

the carbon-carbon distance in the solid bodf. With too ama11 an atomic dis

tance in the solid the activation energy is high because ot the operation ot 

repulsive forces among the tour atoms. With large atomic distances in the 

solid the activation energy will also be high since the process practically 

involves the complete separation ot the atoms of the hydrogen molecule. At 

some intermediate distance the activation energ,y will pass through a minimum. 

It is this distlmce ot lrlnimum activation energy which determines the most 

active centers. Other surface atom distances, whether greater or smaller, 

require higher activo.tion energies. The surface atoms with the most favor

able distance are those which tdl1 first be occupied during activated adsorp

tion. The greater the deviation ot two surface atoms from this most favor

able distance, the higher the activation energy. Conversely, a completely 

uniform space lattice would be necessar,y tor an activation energy ot adsorp

tion constant over the whole range of adsorption. The concept of active 

centers on a catalyst surface is, on this theory, to be interpreted as 

involving those surface positions where the activation energy of Rdsorption 

or desorption is a minimum. The most favorable spacing will, ot course, be 

some function of the chemical nature of the surface ntoms. 

The four-atom treatment of the problem ot activated adsorption is an 

over-simplification ot the actunl problem, necFJssi tated a.t the outset tr.r the 

difficulties of theoretical treatment. The experience recently obtained in 

treating 6, 7 and 8 atom systems promises, however, to permit the theoret

ical st.ud¥ of the approach of a eydrogen molecule to an actual lattice sur

face. There is, however, no priori reason for believing that the lattice 
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distance will be any the less important in the many-atom system. 

Variations from the normal lattice disumce in incompletely crystal

lized units or surfaces, such as m81' very probably result from the usual meth

ods of preparation or active catalysts, is indicated b,y the cnlculations of 

T91'lor, Eyring and Sherman {52) on the binding energies or crystal nuclei. 

It was there shown that the lattice distnnces f'or the most stable arrangements 

of' 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 atoms might dif'f'er markedly from the norm~ lattice dis

tance of the bulk crystal. Such variations in etomic distances will be asso

ciated, as has been shown, with vo.ria.tions in the activation energy. The 

recent evidence of' Eckell (55) on the improvement in the catalytic activicy of 

nickel foil in the hydrogena.tion of' ethylene, due to cold working, is nttrilr 

uted b,y him to the changes f'rom the normal atomic distances of the cato.lyst 

atoms brought c.bout b,y the treatment to which the f'oil is subjected. Eckell 

shows that this increased catnlytic activity is eliminated b,y annealing the 

nickel at temperatures between 200 and 50QO c. It is lmown that these tem

peratures are f'ar belo\1 the recrystollization temperatures of' the metal (600 -

700° C.), so that it would appear that the heat treatment which destroys the 

cata.lytic activi'tyr actw:Jlly involves a release of the atoms f'rom their abnor

mal and active dis~~ces to normal and less active distances. This ef'f'ect of' 

temperature on o.cti ve catalysts is very familiar and has hitherto been known 

o.s sintering (54). It occurs markedly with active reduced copper and nickel 

around 200° C. and is accompanied b,y marked reduction in catel.ytic activity. 

This sintering m~ be regarded as a readjustment of the abnormal atom dis

tances of high activity to the more nomol lattice distances of' lower 

activity. 
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Alternatives ~ Activated Adsorption 

Ward (35) end Steacie (56) have assumed that the results on the slow 

sorption ot gases by various metals and oxides can all be explained by acti

vated diffusion along Smekal cracks or by true solution processes. It has 

also been maintained by Burrage (37) that slow sorption at high temperatures 

may be due to the presence ot impurities which can only be displaced from 

the surface with ditticul ty. 

'lhe results ot a recent research by Howard (58) dispose ot all these 

alternative hypotheses, at any rate tor the particular surface ot chromium 

oxide used by him. Howard shows that the van der Waals' and the high tem

perature adsorptions are not additive. The latter profoundly modify the 

former, and the rapid van der Waals' adsorption is unaffected as to speed 

ot attainment ot equilibrium by previous activated adsorption or hydrogen. 

The low te;nperature equUibnum dnta are also entiroly unaffected by a 

sequence ot "fiushing out". Howard also shows how his data on van der Wo.als' 

and slow adsorption are irreconcilable with the concept ot acti vnted diffu

sion into less accessible portions ot pores or cracks. His results can only 

be interpreted on the assumption that activated adsorption is a tru~ surface 

process and that its slow rate is not due to penetration into deeper parts 

ot the mass than are accessible to rapid von der baals' adsorption. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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DIFFEREtiTIAL HEATS OF ADOORPTION 

One of tile phenomena llhich H. s. Teylor sought to explain by means c;yf 
t 

"activated" adsorption was tho "differcntinl hent of adsorption" curves obtained 

in his laboratory Md elscwharo (1), nhich curves often contained a maximum 

which it was thought might ho.vo a profound correlation with surfnce C3.talytic 

activity. 

However, so many of the raported phonomenn. ho.vo been found in one lab

oratory and denied in another (2), so many sources of experimental error hnve 

been pointed out ( 3) and so many ways of explaining the results in case they 

are real have been sUggested (4) that the subject is nbout 8.s confusing nnd 

controversio.l as economics. ~lith inhomogeneous surfaces, the casual expecta-

tion would be for the first raatorio.l o.dsorbod to ovolve the greatest amount 

of heat. However, other factors come in. In this caso they are: 

(1) Endothermic activation of the adsorbed molecules. 

( 2) Kinetic complexity of the adsorption process. 

(3) Part plqed by intemoleculo.r forces of the adsorbed molecules. 

(4) Polarization of the adsorbed molecules. 

(5) Energy of activation for the ndsorption process. 

Inh9mogcneitv 2! Surfaces 

There hc.ve been various interesting investigations in adsorption in 

which it has been found that, by preparing surfaces properly and by taking a 

sufficient number of points, the adsorption isotherms obtained tl1'8 not the 

smooth curves to tdlich we have been accustomed but contain many sharp breclts, 

which mey become o.s rectangular ns those found, e.g., ln dehydration of 
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substances possessing more tho.n ono hydrnte and often offered as proof of a 

"true" chemical compound o.s distinct from on "adsorption" compound (5). 

While eome of these authors (6) advanced speciAl explcnations for 

the "breaks" obtD.ined in the adsorption, the explanations in so far as they 

are valid o.ppec.r to come under the broad terms of Longmuir' s elementaly 

space theory of surfaces and the writer prefers to regard them in this light. 

The rectilinear nature of the adsorption isotherms obto.ined especiAlly by 

Burrage is, however, very striking. 

Any work such c.s this which increases our knowledge of surfaces or 

m~ be capo.ble of so doing is of course of great interest to the subject of 

catalysis wherein we know that the surfaces are not necessarily uniformly 

active, ond that therefore one state of the some matter is o. better cato.lyst 

thm1 some other state. Conclusions relative to the optimum state will be 

reserved until the mechanism of activation by cato.l.ysts can be discussed. 

To decide what a probable mechanism for activation by catalysts 

should be, it is desirable to understand what ;;e con of the nature of chem-

icol bonds. It is not too much to soy that our understMding was colilpletely 

inadequate before the advent of the new quantum mechanics. The position ot 

the matter at the present time r-1111 now be presented. In the United States, 

R. S. Mulliken on the one ho.nd nnd L. Pauling on the other, have been activa 

in the field. Mulliken and G. W. Wheland have coopereted in the organizn-

tion of this report b,y summarizing these respective developments. 
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~~~OF CHD.\ICAL BINDING 

PART I 

Robert S. Mulliken, 

University of Chicago 

The elect1-on structures of atoms and the periodic s;ystems of the 

elements are now rather well understood as n resul. t of the development of 

the quantum theory. According to its older form, the Bohr theory, each 

electron is assigned to an orbit. The number of electrons which can oCCllP1 

the same orbit is, however, limited, and when this limit is ranched, a 

"closed sheU' is said to exist. FurthP,r electrons must go into the next 

shells. Similar! ties of outer-electron orbits in heavier atoms to inner

shell orbits which in lighter atoms nre occupied by outer electrons, c.ccount 

for the periodicities of physical and chemical properties observed in the 

periodic system. 

In the newer fom of the quantum theory, the quantum mechanics, we 

no longer nssign each electron to a shnrply-defined orbit, but ins tend to n 

function of the electron's space colJrdinates which mny be called an orbitol: 

ench orbital is a characteristic function o.f n suitnble Schrl'dinger equt.Ltion . 

.. e can use these in thinking much as we use orbits in the Bohr theory. 'lhe 

square of the numerical value, at any giv~n plnco, of the orbit."ll which an 

electron is occupying, gives the probability of finding the tUectron there. 

It should be noted tha.t, although a~ any instont ea.ch electron may be 

assigned to n definite orbital, frequent exchnnges of olectrons toke place, 

so that in time each electron runs through the whole gamut of orbitals which 

are occupied in the particular ntom in question. It should be further noted 
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that, evan when a definite set of orbitnls (an electron configuration) has 

been specified, through which the electrons mq roam, there ore in general 

severnl modes of interaction between electrons occupying different orbitals, 

resulting in the existence of several possible stp.tes or the atom-as-a-whole • 

These differ in ener&J' tv fairl¥ considerable amounts; tor example, in tho 

case of the nitrogen atom the electron configuration (1§.) 2(2§.) 2 (2.e,) 5 gives 

three states, namely a 4,§ with ener&J' zero (nol'Dll\l state), a ~ with energ 

54.6 kcal. per mol end a ~ with 82.0 kcal. The use of the above conceptions 

of atomic orbitals, electron Contigurations and states gives us fairly' good 

but still only' appro:x:i.mate descriptions of the electron structures or atoms. 

For describing the electron structures of molecules, several methods 

are worth considerirlg. Some ot them regard molecules merely as modified col-

lections ot atoms or ions, ond give descriptions using atomic orbitals. Others 

describe molecules in terms of molecular orbitals; these are used in the same 

general way ae that in which atomic orbitals are used for atoms. 

Before discussing molecules in general, wo mey well seek to distinguish 

between those with ionic end those with covalent binding. We realize, ot 

course, that both -cypes of binding ~ occur in the same molecule; also, more 

especial.l.y', that ionic and covalent binding are only two ideal limiting cases, 

most actwU molecules belonging to intermediate cases. 

In tho pure ionic type, - on ideal never quite realized in practise, -

we o.ssign part of the electrons to orbitals of one or more positive ions, the 

rest to orbitals of negative ions. The chemical energy here is the electro

static energy of attraction of oppositely cho.rged ions, minus the net energy 

required to produce the ions from neutrnl o.toms. The effect of the electro

static attraction in ionic binding is limited by the fact that, at close range, 
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repulsions spring up which finally balooce the attrr..cti ve forces. These 

repulsions ore of' the some gener~l n~ture ns the forces which net in 

covnlent binding. 

Turning now to covolent binding, there are several methods of' descrilr 

ing it npproximo.tely by using orbitals. One of these is obtclned by regard

ing n molecule as built up from two or more atoms, each With n definite elec

tron configuration and in e def'init.c state. This is the basis of the vnlence 

theory of' London and Heitlor, which, although it makes prediction which 

agrees rather well with chemical rules of' valence, is, in generrl nnd on the 

whole, not nearly so good ns certain others. 

Another theory, which like tho preceding is a generalization of' the 

Hei tler-London theory of the hydrogen molecule (the two become identical for 

tho.t relatively simple case) is that developed by Pauling O..'ld by Slater. 

This also describes molecular electron structuros ay assigning the electrons 

to a def'ini te electron configuration for each of thv several ntoms, but 

without supposing those atoms to be in any of their ordinar-1 states; instead 

a certain artificial average stnte of ench atom is ns8l.1138d, which Van Vleck 

calls the valence state. 

Of the various electrons assigned to each atom, of course, only one 

or a few function us vnlence electrons. In the theory, each valence elec-

tron pairs off with a valence electron of one of the other atoms. Thus we 

ha.ve quantum-mechanical electron-pair bonds which correspond well to the 

electron-pair bonds of G. N. Lewis in the case tha.t tho two electrons of tha 

Lewis pa.ir are equally or nearly equally shared between the ntoms which they 
vl 

bind (examples H:.H, Cl:Cl, Cl:N:Cl). If the electrons in th11 Lewis bond 
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are unequally shared, a.s in HCl, ICl, NH3, the Sla.ter-Pnuling electron-pair 

requires an ionic correction (seo below) in order to correspond well to the 

Leuis pair. 

In the Pauling-Sla.ter theory, one electron of a bonding pair is 

ini tiolly assigned to a detini te orbital of one ntom, the other to an orbital 

of another atom. Th~ bond mey bo snid to result from a quantum-mechanical 

resonance between tho two electrons, chnra.ct~rized by their frequent inter

chsnge between the two orbitals. This is a.ccompanied by a. cha.nae in energy. 

The interchange frequency and tha energy- effect become large if the a.toms 

appl'Oo.ch closely. The resono.nce interaction ca.n occur in either of two ways 

(~ the two electrons move in such a wey thet they spend most of their time 

fo.irly neAr together in the region between the tl'lo atoms; (2) they tend to 

stey for apart, a.nd spend most of their ttme on the ba.ck sides of the tvro 

atoms. In (A), the avernge force produced by the electron-pair causes the 

two atoms to be attracted toward each other, giving a stable electron-pair 

bond. The nature of this might perhaps be suggested by writing it, for a 

molecule A2, in the form or A lxJ A. In (.Q), the net result is that the two 

atoms repel each other. This type of qua.ntum-mechanical description lllld 

interpretation wes first given by llei tler and London in their theory of the 

forma.tion of a2• 

We turn now to amther method, or group of methods, for approximately 

describing the electronic structures of molecules, developed principally by 

Hund and Mulliken. The method was first used tor diatomic molecules, end 

was very successful in connection with the interpretation ot their spectra, 

and in explaining some of their other properties (e.g., molecular ionization 
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potentials, paramagnetism of o2). 1'hc o.:~sence of thu mathoa is the treat

ment of molecules ~s independent enti tio$, instead of as groups of atoms. 

The electrons were assigned to molecular orbitllls. A moleculai· orbital is, 

in general, a function extending over n .1hole molecule, or at le~st over 

more than one atom, whereas an atomic orbital is localized in the nej.gbbor-

hood of n single atom. The method begean, somewhat enrlier thnn Hoi tler Md 

London's treatment of n2 using H atom orbit~s, with Hund' s discussion of 

+ H2 and H • Later it wns extended by Mulliken and Hund to heavier diatomic 

molecules, and there showed various r~gularities closely related to chemicnl 

ideas of vnlence. These relations oore clearly formulated by Herzberg. 

An important modification of the method r.aa introduced by Len."lard-

Jones, mo pointed out thnt ;it is much better to nssign only the valence 

electrons in molecules to molecular orbitals, but to o.ssign the nonvnlence 

electrons to atomic orbit3ls. {llore 1.\ccurn~ly, it is the shared electrons, 

rather thon the "valence" electrons, ;1hich should be A.ssigned to molecular 

orbitals; the shared el(;)ctrons include th8 vllence electrons, but sometimes 

nlso certo.in others which ore especietlly strongly influenced by neigbborir.g 

atoms.] In the present-day "method of r..ol<.;cular orbitals", Lennnrd-Jones' 

modification has been adopted. This method, which might more ~ccurr.tely be 

t:alled the method of "o.tomic ond molcculo.r orbittlls", thus dif'fors from the 

method of atomic orbitals, - which includes among other things the cn.se of 

i'>nic molecules and the Pnuling-Slater treatment of electron-pair bonds, -

only in respect to the IIU'.ruler of describing shared electrons. The two meth-

ods, o.s we shall see, give different a!lproximations to tho true electronic 

structures of molecules. Neither gives parfect npproximations, but each has 
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certain advantages, including that of rela.ti ve simplicity. Actuo.l.ly the true 

structures lie between those given by the various a.pproximntions, but unfor

tunately cannot bo simply described. 

The method of molccula.r orbitllls con best be explnined by considering 

diatomic molecules first. Here we may distinguish pgnding and ~-bonding 

molecular orbitals; one may also speak of non-bonding orbitnls, but those 

prove to be atomic. In this theory, the Lewis electron-pair bond finda its 

quantum-mechanical analogue in a po.ir of equivalent electrons occupying a. 

bonding molecular orbital. For a llOlccule A2, tho nt.lture of this pnir might 

be suggested as follows: A e:C= A. Every bonding molecula.r orbital is of 

such fom that it gives the electron a considerable probability of being 

found in any of various regions surrounding both nuclei, but with a pronounced 

emphasis on those parts of space which are between the nuclei. For brevity WQ 

JD8¥ call an electron which occupies a. bonding orbitnl a bonding electron. 

Ever,y bonding electron gives rise to a net force of attraction between at~ms. 

In the method of molecular orbitals, the primary unit of chemical bind-

ing is a single bonding electron. When this is present alone, as in a2+, we 

have a "one-electron bond•. Nearly always, however, we find bonding electrons 

in pairs. Thus we have tho electron-pair bond ns a sucQndnry unit. Its much 

greater prevalence, as compared with the primary \Ulit, nmong ordine.ry chem-

ically stable molecules, may be attributed to tho fact that it takes two bond-

ing electrons to form n closed shell (or in some cases more), so that when 

atoms combine, the most stable arrangements ara nearly always those in which 

advantage is taken of the opportunity of putting trro electrons into each bond

ing orbital which is occupied at all. 
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· Anti-oondin.g orbi tala, are·. of such fol'ms that: an electron occupying 

orie ho.s 8 greater .probability of···.being found oohl:ndrone ef the~ twP -nuclei 

than between them. Thus the presence . Cil·f· en.ti ... bonding elect1'0n~ .tends to 

· produce a repul'sion between the · atoms which ·they conne.ct. Anti-bonding 

. ' electrons . oi'ten .OCC'Ilr in stable molecules, but only in COilPODY wi.th n. 

greater number·of · bonding electrons. ': .. 

The following eX8111p-les wU;J. . m£lko: the= preceding.d.iscussion . clearer • 

.. Molecular orbitals are denoted . by unders:coring;. of these tho. anti-bonding 

ones are indicated by an. as·terisk, tho. rfJst being ·bonding; atomic orbitals 

ai·e given in ordinary .type. · The electron :configuration is given _fir~t, 

then ~'le electron stD.te of the moleculo-aa-a--whole. . 

a- ls,. 

• • ~ . 
. . 

2~ + 
~ g 

. -•. . 

.. ~ . · .. 

F 2' • • • • • • • • . . 

· . I 

: .•.• 

. : t . 

. ; .i 

lc.-4+. · . 
Ag 
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H~ has a one-electron bond (one electron occupying the molecular orbital 

called o-ls); H2 has en electron-pair bond (two such electrons) • The stable 

+ ion He2 has an electron-pair bond like H2, po.rtially offset by an anti~bonding 

electron cr*ls, giving a net effect similar to that of the one-electron bond 

+ in H2• Li2 has on electron-pair bond similar to that of H2, but much weaker. 

N2, as formulated above, has oix bonding electrons, although the real 

structure could be somewhat better described lJ7 a somewhat different formula-

tion in which the electrons assigned above to 2s atomic orbitals are as&igned 

instead to molecular orbitals. The six bonding electrons in N2 as formulated 

above correspond to the chemical triple bond. It will be noted that these 

three pairs or. electrons are not all equivalent. One pair occupies a a

type of orbital, \'dlile the other tour electrons occupy a Tf orbital. 

For single electron-pair bonds (cr. H2, Li2, F2) the ~ type gives 

stronger bonding than would the Tl" type of orbital, so that single bonds in 

ordinary molecules are always of the a- type. Since, however, it can be 

shoe that only one c;- electron-pair is possible between trro given otoms, 

any f'urt.'ler bonding, as in double or triple bonds, he.s to be done by 1"\ 

bonding orbitals. Each of these can hold up to four electrons; four make a 

cloaed shell, and correspond to two !.ewis electron-pair bonds. For ctorus 

not close together, -rT' bonds are much wenxor +.Jlan """ bonds, but when b.t'li.LS 

approach very closely, as in N2, If oon~s uecome nllaost as strong as, or 

possibly sometimes even stronger than, er bo>1de. 

+ In 02 ond o2, rcspecti vely, one and "iwo elect:-ons in an anti-bonding 

rr orbitl'~S oro added to the N2electl'on structuro. 'l'hus in o2 i99 have n 

group ot six 11" electrons assigned to moleculnr orbitals, four being bonding 
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and two anti-bonding. The net effect is much the same as if there were a 

single bonding Tf electron-pair. This and the a- bondJ.ng pair together 

constitute the o2 double bond. The paramagnetism or o2 is a result of the 

tact that the two anti-bonding Tf electrons ( 1f *2p) 2 do not constitute a 

closed shell, and thus are tree to arrange themselves in such a way that a 

triplet state is the normal state of o2• 

In F2 the eight TT electrons are nearly non-bonding and are best 

assigned to atomic orbitals, leaving the pair ( c:r2p) 2 to form the single 

bond. Each ot the other homopolar halogen molecules 012, Br2, I 2 has a 

(o- m>) 2 bond like F2(Jl = 5,4,5 for Cl,Br,I). Similar analogies hold in 

other columns or the periodic system. 

In all homopolar molecules, the bonding molecular orbitals have a 

form which is symmetrical relative to o. median plane perpendicular to s 

line joining the two nuclei which are held by the bond. In heteropolm

molecules (&·&· CO,NO,ICl) t;1e bonds are of the same general type ns in 

isoelectronic cr in chemically homologous homopolar molecules, and can be 

described by the same kind of assignments of electrons to molecular orbi tels, 

.2•.&• 11" 4a-2 for co, cr 2TT"411"* for NO, c-2 for ICl (cr. N2, o2, F2). 

The only important change iS that the IUOl~cula.r or;;,itals of unsymmetrical 

molecules r.re unsym::1etrical, being relatively werker ncar the electropoeit.irc, 

relatively stronger near the electronegatlve c1tmx.. One might suggest this, 

for a molecule with a single bond, by a symbol .:ruch as I :=C Cl. The degree 

of displo.ceme:1t of the center of gro.vi ty ot the Ir..')lccular orbi tn1 towm-d tho 

more electrcnegatlve atom, and the clectr:t.c mom13r,t of the orbital nnd of the 

bond, are probably all proportional to tho difference in electrcnegativity 

or the two atoms. 
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The method ot molecular otbitala is CD.pable or deacJ"ibillg b,y n single 
. . ) . . . 

scheme the whole range ot types trom pure homopolar (s • .,g. I 2) through model"-

n~;r ~1~ (s.,g • . ICl) to . the ~at ~e~~ .·.~.ion!~ (~·.1·· ·~SF). The bonding 

orbital gro.duall;y ahitts its center or gravitq, finllll;r passing in the pure 
. . . . ~ 

ionic limiting case into . an atomic orbitnl ot the nogative ion, the shared 

electron-p4ir thus bocoming a pair of electrons attached to the negative ion. 

This transfer, bowever, it lll8l' be noted, is still by no means complete even 
. . . . . 

in (the diatoillic vapor ot) the most extreme ionic type existing ( CsF) • 
. . 

The preceding description ot the electron-pair bond in molecules or .. 
' . ' . . 

varying polarity is evidently a satisfactoey quantum-mechanical equivalent of 
. . 

Lewis's earlier and more schematic description of the gradual shifting ot a . 
bonding electron-pair from a location of equal sharing in non-polar molecules 

. . . ~ . . . ·, •.· . . .. 
(A:A or A:B) to one of unequal sharing in somewhat polar ~lecules (A:B) S!ld 

fin~ to ~ state ot allegiance to ~~ . ele.ct~~~~ati~ ~to~ in .A+Ir. .The 
,'J • 

Pauling-Slater rJethod, on the other haai, is directly applicable only to 
. ...... 

purely non-polar bonds. It con be applied to partia.ll;r polar bonds only by 
. ; 

adding an ionic correction term; .1·~· A =C B of the molecular orbital metho<l 

or A:B ,of Lewis .corresponds to .o< (A ~ · B) +. (3 (~+B~ ·), with :: o(· ;;,19 if 
. . . . . 

the bond is near the non-polar . case, .(/>. 6( if it is nenr the ionic extremu. ,_ 
~e quantum-~chonicallinea:r · combln~tlon .of ~ ~ ~ and A+a- ~plie~ that 

• J .. . . . . . . 

the two electrons behave tor a fraction ot the time ns it they were in a 

covalent bond A W ~~ the ~st of th~ . time. ns. lf . belo~ging to the ion B-. 
. . . . . . . . . . . ~ : . . . 

The resulting total behaVior is nearly the srune as that given by the formula-
.... 

tion using molecular orbitals. 
.. . " . 

The preceding discussion of the method of molecular orbi tala has so far 
'' . • I, • . . • . . . .· •J . 

been in terms of diatomic molecules. Its generalization to cover pol;yatomic 
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orbitals has taken two forms: (1) the use of localized (1·.0.· diatomic-type) 

molecular orbitals for shared electrons, each such orbital connecting just 

two atoms end having a form similar to that of a diatomic orbital; and (2) 

the use of DQa-localize<i molecular orbi t:U.s, each connecting two 2!: !!!Q!lt 

atoms. The first method was developed mainly by Hund, the second mainly bf 

Mulliken. 

Tho results obtained by" the method of localized molecular orbitals 

o.re, to a large extent, similar to those already described for diatomic 

molecules: single bonds are always formed by a pair of electrons occupying 

a c:r orbital, while double or triple bonds involve in addition two or four 

electrons occupying 1T" orbitals. The designntions cr and Tf are here 

used in a slightly approximate sense, first introduced by Dwlkel with the 

symbols £ c:r I an.d r ,. 1, but they represent types very similar to the 

diatomic types properly called cr and 1\ • With polyatomic molecules new 

results in regard to directional and similar properties of bonds also emerge. 

Predictions as to bond angles can be made which are in ngroemont with those 

made by the theory of Pauling and Slater. 

Further: the c:r type of localized molecular orbi W parmi ts free 

rotation (single bonds), the -rr type, in double bonds, docs not. This was 

first pointed out by H11ckel. In triple bonds, however .. (four ,... electrons), 

we again have ~e rotntion. This explano.Uon of tho wll-known absence of 

free rotation about double bonds, in tems of the properties of moloculnr 

orbitals, could have been pnro.lleled in the theory of Pnuling Md SlP.ter, 

if they had aore freely used ..,..,... in addition to ·'T (atomic) orbitals in 

forming electron-pair bonds. Actually, they suggested another explanation 
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of the lack of free ro~tion; this, ho\Tever, is applicable only to C = C 

bonds (not, for example, to N = N), and appears to be inc.dequnte. 

The nature of the method of non-localized moleculnr orbitn1s can be 

illustrated by applying it to the structure of the methane molecule, and com

paring the results with those of the other methods. Using either utomic 

orbital electron-po.ir bonds (Slater and Pauling) or localized molecular 

orbital electron-pair bonds (Hund), there are four equivalent C-H bonds in 

CH4, one for each H. In the Pauling-Slater method, ench electron-pair is 

formed by one electron assigned to o. 1~ hydrogen c. tom orbital and one assigned 

to a "tetrahedral" carbon atom orbital whicl1 is obtained by mixing 2s n.nd 2p 

carbon atom orbitals in a certain wey. In rlund' s method both electrons of a 

bond are assigned to a C-H-bonding loct.U.ized molecular orbital of the c:r type, 

which Jney" be approxil:lately represented b-.f adding together a hydrogen atom ls 

and a carbon atom tetrahedral orbital. 

In the third method, using non-localized molecular orbitals, the elec

tronic structure of CH4 is described b'J assigning electrons to molecular 

orbitals of the CH4 molecule-as-a-whole. The latter considerably resembles 

the isoelectronic atom neon in its high symmetry, chemicnl inertness, etc. In 

terms of orbitals, the neon atom has the structure 

Molecular orbitals of CH4-as-n-whole are fotmd to resemble the atomic orbitR~s 

1;!, 2§., and 2.2, of neon. The 1§. orbital oi' CH4 is essenticlly a carbon atom 

1§. orbital. The 2.§. orbital, spherlclllly symmetricf'...l in neon, is stretched out 

in methane so as to cover the four H nuclei. This modified 2§., or £2§], 
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.orbital is occupied by two electrons, like the 2A of neon. These two elec

trons WNlder about over the various regions of the l2;d orbital, but the 

form of the latter is such that it mD.kes each electron spend a lo.rge pnrt 

of its time in what m~ be called the bonding regions, between the C nnd 

the four H nuclei, one fourth of this time. for ench H. On tho nverngo, 

these electrons cause on attraction of oll four H lltoms toward the centrcJ. 

C atom. 

In a similar way, we have six olectrona distributed among three f2BJ 
moleculo.r orbitals, each of ifhich is sitnilar to a 2p_ neon atom orbitnl, but 

stretched out in such a wri¥ as to covel~ the H nuclei. Tho I2Jil electrons, 

like tho I 2§], spend a large part of their time in the bonding regions. 

The average effect of the two {2il P.nd six [?:e.J eloctrono is to produce a 

strong nnd s.ymmetrical bonding between the C and the four H ntoms. 

This method of non-localized orbi tnls is particularly adapted to 

the description of the electronic structures of simple molecules and radi

cals RHn' since the onP~ogies of such molecules to the isoelectronic single 

atoms are rather strong. It can, however, be applied also to the shn.red 

electrons in molecules like CC14' CH3Cl, CZI4' Clo;, Mn04, PtC16, Cv(NH5)r, 

and so on, but probably not very well to more complex types such e.s long

elwin molecules. .Even before its application to CH4, hovtevor, Bloch usod 

it for the solid state, and Htlckel applied it to c6a6, later extending it 

to even more complex molecules like triphenflmothane. 

Returning to tho example of CH4, the method hns the advantage that 

it predicts directly that the valence electrons of CH4 should hnve two 

quite different ionization potentials, one for [2J!] and one for [2R), 
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onologous to the 2,i and 2R, pvtentials of neon. An 1.mderstanding of molecular 

ionization potentials is of interest not only directly, but al.sv especially 

for an interpretation of electronic excited states and ul. tro.violat spectra, 

since the excited states aro best thought of na formed by z'eliloving one elec

tron, then putting it back in on excited o1~bitiJ.l. 

The same results can oleo be obtained by the other methods, but only 

in an indirect manner. For ex::unple, if one uses either of the two approxima-

tiona for CH4 using four equivalent electron-pair bonds, one begins by con

sidering the removal of one electron from any one of the four electron-pairs, 

the ionization energy being the same for each. This suggests that there 

should be a single ionization potential for the valence electrons, which is 

not correct. The correct result is, however, obtldnable by noting that the 

four equivalent states which result from removal of one electron from a bond

ing electron-pair are not true states of CH!. The latter are obtained by 

forming certain quantum-mechanical combinations of these four tentative states; 

this yields two true electronic energy-levels of CH: ( as&illlling for purposes 

+ of argument that CH 4 has tho Sl!Jile symmetry o.s CH 4) • Thus we finally get two 

ionization potentials, just as with the method of non-localized molecul~x 

orbitals. 

The method of non-loca.li~ed orbi tuls h'la the advuntuee of providing n 

simple scheme for surveying the electronic enorgy levels of molecules and 

their ions. At the same time it mclces obvious the equivalence of the four 

C-H bonds, even though it describes them less simply than do the other two 

methods. 1'he three methods probably all give fairly good 11pproximations to 

the true electronic structure of CH4 • They should not necessarily be regnrded 

o.s competitors, but rather as different directions of approe.ch to the true 
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structure of CH4 which is, unfortunately, so complicntGd thnt it prob.".bly 

cannot be exaCtlY described by any one simple method. 

Remarks anclogous to the preceding o.ppl.T, on the whole, to polyntomic 

molecules in general. In the co.se of diatomic molecules, the three good 

approximo.tiCJns reduce to two, since there is no distinction between local

ized and non-localized moleculo.r orbitals. The same too types of methods 

(a.tomic orbitals o.nd moleculo.r orbitals) nre also nvtrllable, in more or 

less gcnernlized form, for subs~~ces in the solid state. 

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that one of the advantages or 

the methods using atomic orbi tala is that they o.re well adapted to approxi

mate calculations of the energies of interaction between atoms. This is or 

va.lue not only in dealing with stable molecules in their normal stntes, but 

also in predicting what happens when atoms collide nnd react chemica.lly 

(energies of activation and rates of reaction). This latter field hns been 

developed especially by Eyring and his collaborators. The methods using 

moleculo.r orbitals, on the other hand, a.lthough probably not ndapted to 

such ca.lculations, appear in general to give simpler and more tlexible wa;ys 

of qualitatively describing chemical bonds tor molecules ot all ~es and 

all degrees ot polarity, and to give a relatively simple scheae for dea.ling 

With the electron stntes and ultraviolet spectra of molecules. 
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THE NATURE Ql. CHnilCAL BINDING 

PART II 

Quantum Mechanics and Valence 

G. H. Wheland* 

Introduction 

It has long been the aim of chemists to reach an adequo.te understanding 

or the nature of the forces responsible for valence bonds, but not until the 

last few years has lUlY significant progress been mrule in this direction. The 

first importcnt step was the formulation by G. N. Lewis of the theory of the 

shared electron-pair bond (1), tlilich later received its tull interpretation on 

the basis of the quantum mechanics in the work of Heitler and London (2), and 

of numerous subsequent investigators, The purpose of the present discussion 

will be to summarize the reaul ts of this development from tho point of view 

which has been found particularly useful by woz-kers in this laboratory. 

The condition for the formulation of a valence bond between two atoms 

is that the energy of the s,ystem as a whole be lower for a configuration in 

which tho atoms are close together than for one in which they are fnr apl'lrt. 

An understanding of the nature of the vnlence forces is accordingly to be 

gained from a consideration of the energy levels of atoms P~d of molecules. 

The Schrl'dinger eqootion (5), which embodies the fundomentnl postulates of 

quantum mechanics, sto.tes thnt 

(i) 

where ! is the constnnt energy of the system, 4i is a function of all the 

coordinates concerned in the problem, and!!. is the so-cnlled Hamiltonian 

operator which CllD. be readily set up for the individual cnse under considera-

*Contribution from Gates Chemical Lnobrntory, Cnl.ifornin Institute of Tech
nology llo. ~95. 
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tion, in accordance with definite rules outlined by SchrfJdinger. It is 

found, in general, that solutions, or eigenfunctions, l/1, which satisty 

the necessary conditions of finiteness, continuity and single-valuedness, 

exist only if W takes on one of a usually discrete set of values, which are 

just the allowed energy levels of the system. If an eigenfunction, \jJ; , 
sey, is known, the corresponding energy is readily obtained by multiplying 

the equation (i) by ~· *, the complex conjugate of l/J;, and integrating 

over the whole of configuration space. This gives 

,, J* . 
w = f r.,· H f/.1; dT 

f </./;* c.J/J· d 'j' 
(ii) 

While {j.J0 , the eigenfunction which corresponds to the ground state 

of the system, can always be found in principle by solving the wave equation 

(i), the mathematical difficulties involved in most cases of interest are so 

great in practice that recourse must be had to methods of approximation. Of 

these the most useful has been the variational method, which is based upon 

the fact that Jo is a lower limit tor expressions of the form given in equa

tion (ii) (4). This means that it an approximate function is introduced 

into the integrals in place of t/Jo, the approximate value or !o thus obtained 

will be higher than the correct value, and that consequently the best approx

imation to l/J0 is that which makes the expression for -'o as smnll as possible. 

Slater (5) has outlined, in accordance with this principle, e general pro

cedure for setting up approximate eigenfunctions for molecules with any 

desired structures. These are expressed as linear combinations of products 

ot one-electron functions or orbitals which represent orbits about the indi-

vidual nuclei, and which correspond to low-lying states of the atoms 
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considered separately. The treatment is quite strnightforwnrd, but the 

resulting expressions are too involved to be given here. 

Types f1i Bonds 

There are found to be tw extreme types of bonds, the ionic and 

the covalent. The former rcsul ts from the ordinary electrostatic attro.c-

tion of charged ions of opposite sign, and occurs in a number of molecules, 

of which No.Cl mny be considered o. typical exomple. The latter results 

from o. characteristic quontum mechanical effect which ht!.s no analogue in 

classical electroc:trnamics. If, for example, on approxilnate eigenfunction 

for a molecule in a given structure is set up in accordnnce with Slater's 

procedure, and if the approximate energy is then calculated from equntion 

(ii), the resulting expression (neglecting the lo.ck of orthogono.li ty between 

orbitals on different atoms) is of the form: 

li = s + r (JM2) - 0. 5 r (_gg) + other terms (iii) 

where ,!(J.) , b(k), • • • represent the one-electron atomic functions, or 

orbi tala, discussed above 1 expressed in tems of tho coordinates of th3 .J. th, 

!£. th 1 • • • electrons rospccti valy; ~ is the coulomb integral 

J A*(l)Jz*'(2)~(5) ••• .tt*(n)Ha(l)J2.(2)Q(5) • • • §.(n)g'( ; (ab) is the single 

exchange integral j !!*(l)"Jjt(2)J?(5) ••• &*(n)!! .Q(l)!!(2)Q(5) • • • .Q.(n)g-r' 

between the orbitals .1 and .Q1 the summation being taken over all pnirs of 

orbitals united by covo.lont bonds; (.£5!) is tho singlo exchange integral 

between the orbitals £ and ,g, the SUIIIIllation being taken over nil po.irs of 

orbitals not united by covalent bonds, and the "other terms" include all the 

comparatively smo.ll multiple exchange integrals. .Q usuilly h!'ls a small 
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negative value, corresponding to a slight attraction between the atoms, but 

tho chief contribution to the energy ot the bonds comes from the exchange 

integrals (AQ), which usually have fnirly large negative values. The inte

grals (,gg) , on the other hand, give rise to repulsions between the non

bonded atoms, since they enter with negative coefficients. The justifica

tion for the rule of overlap.Ping, which was established by' Slater (6) and 

by" Pauling (7) and which states that the most sto.ble molecule is obtained 

when the bonded orbitals overlap as much as possible and the non-bonded 

orbitals as little as possible, lies in the fact that the absolute magnitude 

of the exchange integrals is roughly a measure of the overlapping of the 

corresponding orbi tale. 

Sterle Factors 

When the orbitals a, b. • • • e. ha.ve been obtained b;y a treatment 

of the corresponding atomic problems, tho functions which belong to the same 

nuclei are found to have steric relationships among themselves. The two 

bonding orbitals of the o)\Ygen atom in H~, for example, have maximum volues 

along axes which o.re approximately at right angles to each other. 'l'be rule 

of overlapping now demands that the two hydrogen atoms lie nea.r these axes, 

and that the molecule have consequent:I¥ a bent structure. Slater (6) and 

Pauling (7) have shown that reasoning of this type leads to a complete 

qualitative understanding of tho factors determining the shapes of molecules 

in general, nnd also of the problems connected with rotntion about single and 

double bonds. 
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Resonance 

It ho.s been mentioned that an eigenfunction, 4,, which represents n 

molecule with a given structure, is only O.!Jprox:il4nte, and that, in accordnnce 

with the v~ational principle, the calculnted energy is too high. A better 

eigenfunction con be written in the form 

X = ~ q> 1 + ~ cp 2 + • • • • • An <P n (iv) 

where <1) 2, 4) 3, •••• iJ n' ore .t\mctions lfhich represent further structures, 

ond J!:J.' ~ ••• ~ are constants which o.re so chosen that the calculo.ted energy 

is as low as possible. In many simple cases only one coefficient, .uj StJ:f, is 

of appreciable magnitude. Then X is not very different from 4); , ::md the 

molecule can be described more or less adequately by' moans of the single corre .. 

sponding structure. In other cases, severf.l.l. coefficients, !!j • • • ~ sny, 

m~ be of appreciable magnitude. Then )/ is mnterinlly different from any 

single <P , ond the molecule con be ·described adequately only in terms of .fY:l 

the corresponding structures; the molecule is said not to possess a single 

electronic structure of tho Lewis type, but to resonate among nll those corre-

sponding to the functions 4.• j • • • • ~' m· Theoreticnl considerations sho~ 

that the former state of affairs occurs in molecules in which one definite 

structure is considerably more stable thon ony others, while the latter occurs 

in molecules in which several structures are of nearly the same stability. 

Determination or~ 1Y.rui 

The complc:te theoretical determin:J.tion of the types of bonds present 

in actual molecules is sometimes rather difficult, because of the laborious 

numerical calculations which ure necessary before thP, relative stnbilit,y of 
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the various possible structures can be evallmted. For the practical solu

tion of this problem, Pruling has developed three vnluable methods which 

make use of the available empirical dnto.. The follovlng brief discussions 

will indicate the underlying principles of each, but for detniled descrip

tions, the reader is referred to the originlll litera.turo. 

(1). Ionization potentials and electron affinities (8). This crite

rion is of particular value in deciding whether a given bond is primarily 

ionic or pri.m3rily covtllent, or resonates strongly between the two types. 

A superficial consideration is sufficient to show that the bond in NaCl, 

for exnmple, is largely ionic, because the ionization potential of sodium 

is low, and the electron affinity of chlorine ia high. Tho bond in H2, on 

the other hond, is largely covalent, because the ioniznti()n potential of 

hydrogen is high, and its electron affinity is low. An intermediate case 

in which the bond partakes of both charo.ctcrs is represented by HCl. 

(2). Atomic rn.dii(9). Pauling has show that the distance between 

two atoms uni tod by a valence bond is the sum of the corresponding atomic 

radii, which depend only upon the nature of the atoms themselves o.ntl. upon 

the type of bond involved. If a molecule resonates omong various struc

tures, each atomic distance is then npproxim:ltoly equal to the shortest 

calculated for any of the structures. For example, the observed moment of 

inertia of nitrous oxide corresponds to a triple bond distance between the 

two nitrogen atoms and a double bond distance between the nitrogen t)nd the 

••• •• o:xygen ato1:1e. Consequently resonance between the two structures :N: :N: :0: 

and :N:: :N:O: is important, but the third structure :N:N:: :0: mt.\kes no .. .. 
eppreciable contribution, since otherwise both atomic distances would corre-

spond to triple bonds, and the moment of inertia would be considerably 
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smaller thon the observed value. 

(5). Bond and resonance energies. The energy of a molecule which ~on 

be represented adequately by means of a single structure is gi von fairly accu

rately b,y the sum of the energies of the individ\Ull bonds which it contains. 

Pauling and coworkers (10, 11) have calculated a nmber of such bond energies 

from empirical data, and have shown that within certD.in limits the values tlm.s 

obtained are mutually consistent. The situation can be expected to be rather 

different, however, tor molecules 11hi.ch cannot be represented by n single 

structure, since the complete eigenfunction must then be expressed as n com-

bination of functions which represent the important structures. The energy is 

considerably lower as a result of this than would be calculated on the basis 

of any of the individual structures alone, and the molecule is stabilized 

thereby to a greater or less extent. Pauling and Shennan (11) have evaluated 

this extra "resonance energy" from thermochemical data for n number of typical 

cases, and have obtained valuable information regarding the structures of cer-

tain organic molecules. Thus, the carbo~l group is fotmd to be stabilized 

to the extent of 1.2 electron volts (27.6 kg.-cal. per mole) b,y resonance 

between the two structures 
.. 

:0: ·0· 
:: .. nnd • •• • •. , nnd similar relations are 

R:C:O:H R:C::O:H •• 
observed in other s,ystems. With the aid of these empirical bond ll!ld resonnnce 

energies it has been possible to interpret such chemical phenomena as: rela-

tive acid strengths of alcohols ond carbo~lic acids, relative basic strengths 

of amides and amines, equilibria in tautomeric systems (12), etc. 

Theoretical calculations of resonance energies have been carried throueh 

by Pauling and Whelcnd (15) and by Pauling and Sherm:.m (14) for a few types of 

molecules, and the results obtained in this mnnner have been found to be 
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consistent with those obtained from thermochemical data. In benzene, tor 

example, resonance between the two K&kule structures, 0 and C' , 
stabilizes the molecule by 0.9 n(, (where <'?(. is a single exchange integral 

between two adjacent carbon atoms in the ring), and resonance among the 

three equivalent Dewar structures or the form ~ contributes an addi

tional 0.206 o( • A comparison with the empirlcal resonance energy of 1.7 e.v. 

shows that 0< = -1.5 e.v. In naphthalene, resonance among the forty-two 

possible structures produces a resonance energy or 2.015 t.X , and compnri-

son with experiment in this case shows that O< :;: -1,6 e.v. Further calcula

tions tor a variety of additional molecules lead to similar con~istent 

results. In particular, the disoocintion of a17l sUbstituted ethones has 

been shown to be due to the extra stabilization of the free radicals by 

resonance to structures in which the unpaired electron is located on the 

ortho, po.rn, etc. positions of the arome.tic nucloi. The colculo.ted disso-

ciation oonstnnts are in to.irly good agreement VT.i th experiment if at.. is 

put equal to -1.4 e.v. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion it may be said that in spite of the mathematical diffi

culties which have prevented complete quantitative treatments in most cases, 

the quantum mechanics has turnished a very sntisfactory picturo of the 

nature of vo.lence. The point of view adopted in the present discussion has 

proved very usetul in the interpretation of o. wide variety of phenomena, 

but it is not the only one possible. Hund, Mulliken, and Hilckel (15) ho.ve 

had similar success in attacking these swao problems by u somewhat different 
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method, and have interpreted the valence forces in a different wey. The 

two points of view are complement~ rather than antagonistic, however, 

and each has its ovm advantages in specilll fields. 
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In the foregoing work of Mulliken and of Whelond we hnve a theoret

ical method opening up which sheds much light upon tho fund:unental problems 

of the structl.U'Gs of adsorption complexes r-nu mechanism of lowering of 

energy of activation by co.tnlysts. There is little doubt thnt this progress 

is real ond not merely a glittering mirag\3 in what e.g. to the organic chem

ist interested in catalysis is a dry and unknown desort of m~thomntics. 

~ Mechanism. of Activation ~ Cqtalvsis 

We gain from quantum mechanics (a) a knowledge of what a bond is, 

(b) in principle a means for calculating the effect of neighboring atoms t1.nd 

forces upon that bond (1). 

M. Polfieyi*, whose point of view takes tull cogniz3nce of the quantum 

mechanics, has been asked for his conception of the mechc-.nism of activation 

by catalysts. The following is quotod from his letter, nceived Jtmul'.ry 5, 

1934: 

"I think it (chemical activation) is 11 process of ronrrnngement of 

the ntoms into e. state of tro.nsi tion which has eqUlll cho.nces to pass over 

into the final state or to return into the initio.l stn.te. This rearrrulge

ment requires nork, which nppea.rs as nctivo.tion energy. Sometimes the 

energy of the trMsition CD.Il be cru.culated from the internction of tho 

homopolar vnlencies involved. In mnny cases, we ho.vc found recently thnt 

the energy is to be represented in an essentiAlly different way. This is 

the case in ionic reactions and also when heteropolo.r compounds are formed 

in the reaction ( 2) • I think that P.. number of other cases will be found 

in which the anergy-expression will agnin be different. 

*University of Manchester. 
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" ••• If in the presence of a third body a transition atate cen be 

formed, the energy of which is lower them the energy of the ordinary transi

tion state, th·ls bo~ is acting as a catalyst. I think I have shown (5) that 

the splitting up of two molecules in such a wa:y tt.at the tr.o halves form sur

face compounds with a solid gives a satlsfnctory model for homo~olar surface 

catalysis of a renction bet,;eon those two lilolecu:i.es. I have there given 

reasons wby tho activation energy of ~1o fo1mntion of the surface compounds 

might be small. H. s. Taylor has then po:bted out that this is not alweys the 

case. Sometimes the formation of the surface compour.ds (activated adsorption) 

is accompanied by measurable activation ennrgy. Balandin' s work shows that the 

assumption of splitting up may hold true in some import11nt cases (4). 

"Perhaps it should be emphasized that though th~ chemists frequently 

have spoken of the splitting up of b;ydrogen ou the cnta.ly3t ns n reaoon for 

its activation, they have given no explanation whutever for the catnlytic 

activity involved in the process. Such an explanation must at least show 

(1) wtzy" tbe splitting up is a quick vrocoss, (2) why thn reactions of surface 

compounds nre faster than those of ordinary molecules,(~) uhy deoorption of 

the products should gene1·ally go quickly. To show this lms the aim of rcy 

paper of 1929. 

"Homogeneous? I do not feel quito hopeful on thu subject, but I don't 

see thc.t ue have actunlly come ony nearer to the subject than in its treatment 

by Lapworth, Lowry, BrlSnattJd, Dawson. 

"Of course, the energy of any trnnsitiou stntc which has n higher elec

tric moment th:m the initinl and the final states must be lowered by the 

presence of ions, dipoles, or polarizc.ble particles. It would be easy to 
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sketch this out in ge~ra.l tvrms, but it is nothing substAntial as yet." 

The above remarks of PoHmyi together vd.th those in H. S. Tnylor' s 

contribution constitute a valuable summary ot responsible opinion on the 

nature of activation by co.talysts. The writor wishes to point out tbnt 

concepts rclo.ti ve to this subject developed in the Sixth Report of the Com

mittee on Contnct Co.tclysis (5) do not require a very profound modification 

on account of the later developments. 

The N aturo S2L Active Centers 

That catalytic surfaces o.re not necessnrily uni.fom in their o.ctivitq 

is to be concluded from the foregoing discussion, nnd represents n widely 

o.ccopted view. The more active portions of the catalyst are called "active 

centers" although agreement as to their nature is by no mem1s so ~nercl. 

Tho conceptions developed relative to ~1e nature of activation provide for 

two factors which mey contribute to tho effectiveness of an active center 

(a.) the nature of the o.vnilc.ble f'oroeo of the surface atoms, (b) the spac

ing of these atoms. 

The possibility that both factors would be f:woro.ble in precipitnted 

co.talysts is evidently granter thnn for crystelline catalysts tmless by 

rare chance the lattice dimensions in tho lo.tter case should bo nenr the 

optimum. Not only is this true because of the various inter-po.rticle dis

tances in amorphous precipitates, but Taylor, Eyring and Shemnn {1) find 

that minute crysto.ls (which probably form the unit of structure in nmor

phous pracipito.tes) m~ in genoral possess lnttico dimeusions differing 
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widely .from thu normal. 

On the whole the impression \thich m~~ be gained from recent work roln

tive to the nature of nctive centers does not differ substnntielly .from th.o.t 

presented in the Sixth Report o.f the Committee on Contact C~t..'llysis ( 5) except 

a possible specinl position of ions was neglected there. 

It was pointed out under "General Considerations" that an importm1t 

function o.f catalysts mey be to relieve restraintr. on energy transfer, by 

providing a perturbation betl'l-ecn systems otherwise relati voly isolated. Ions 

would be especially effective for this purpose. Another type of catalytic 

action lTJ ions is included in the e.bove rellll!rks by .Polfmyi. A. K. Brewer, for 

some years has been suggesting thnt ions play a aubs·te.ntial part in cat.nl;rsis. 

'hhile his suggestions have not been pointedly cozmected with relief of energy 

transfer, in view of our new consciousness of this field of catalytic action, 

Brewer hn:: been asked to 8'1lmJilarize his evidence and hcs done so in what 

follows. 
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Surface Ionization 2! Gases 1m!! Catolytic Actirtt.v 

A. Keith Brewer* 

In summarizing the effects of gases on the emission of ions from hot 

surfaces, Richardson (1) concludes that the result hnrmonizes with the view 

that the carriers arc charged atoms or molecules of the gas liberated by 

its interaction with the metal. Recently these results have been extended 

by Brewer (2) who has attempted to correlate ion formation with surface 

catalysis. 

The presence of adsorbed gas ions (adions) can be detected by meas

uring the change produced in the work function for electrons, and by on 

enhancement of the positive thermion current. An electron or ion in escap

ing from a conducting surface must do work against its electrostatic image 

attraction. This work is expressed by 500/4 r2 volts per em. (5); it 

becomes appreciable at lo-4 em. from the surface and amounts to 56 x 106 

volts at lo-7 em. removed. The presence of positivo adions tends to 

decreo.se the work function for electrons by counterncting the image field. 

A quantitative estimation of this decrease was obtained from measurements 

of tha enhancement of the photoelectric emissivity from iron and tungsten 

surfaces on which a know amount of Blknli ions had been deposited. The 

results showed that for small fractions of the surfnce covered the emissiv

ity increases, and hence the work function decreases, in a manner nenrly 

proportional to the fraction of the surface covered. The wave length vs. 

emissivity curves possess distinct cho.rnct~ristics for tlds type of compos

ite surfnce; they show tl1at the work function varies from point to point 

over the surfaces rutd that the field about the adion is appreciable to about 

*Bureau of Chemistry ond Soils, U. S. Depart..mcnt of Agriculture. 
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ten times the ion radius. 

Adsorbed gases, in specific cases, affect the photoelectric emissivit/ 

in exactly the same manner as do adsorbed alkali ions. To illustrate: thP. 

threshold of iron, normally o.bout 2575 A, iD shifted to 2750 A by H2; to 

At 5 llDll. NR 
5 

pressure tho wave length vs. emis8ivity curves are identicnl to on iron sur

face ~ covered with K+ ions, and shov.· the some peculi111·ities characteristic 

of composite surfo.ces. The effect of various gases on plo.tinum is distinctly 

different from iron; the threshold of 2650 A is un3.ffected by A, is shifted 

to 2700 A by N2 and NH5 tmd to o.bovo 5650 A by H2• Thus NH5 is highly disso

ciated on iron and only slightly on plo.M.num, nhile just the opposite is true 

tor hydrogen. 

The dissociation of adsorbed go.s into ions can be detected by an 

enhancement of the po~i ti ve thermion emission o.s well as by the change in the 

photoelectric emissivity. It can be sho\m {5) from kinetic theory con3idaro.-

tiona that tho number of adions escaping from 1 sq.cm. of surface per second 

is given by 

,...---- 2 
N ~ n / KT e - m w0/2 kT 

..,~ 21r m 
(i) 

where!!. is the ion density at th9 surface, k is Boltzmen's const::mt,!!!. the 

mass of tho ion o.n:l ~ the veloci t-,r component an ion rnust have nomnl to the 

aurfo.ce to just overcome the surface ottr~ction. ·Since 0.5 ~ ~ ie work it 

mey be replaced by Q ¢, where ~ is the cho.rge on the ion o.nd ¢ is the work 

function in volts. The positive ion current, therefore, is expressed by 

,• - AT0.5 -ki _ ~ 1110.5 -.!2/T '- -!!__ §. -A!_ §. -, . (ii) 
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where J2. is Richardson's work function. 

The results ( 2) from the positive thermion emission were in complete 

accord with those obtained photoelectrically. In the case of irm positive 

ions in the presence of NH5 were detected at o. lower temperature than from 

the best potassium impregnated emitters; N2 had a more pronounced effect 

than did H2• The results with nickel surfe.ces wore similnr to iron except 

that the effect of NH5 wo.s not quite as mo.rked and that or H2 was much more 

pronounced. Platinum on the other hand showed no effect from N2 and n large 

effect from H2; NH3 soowed a moderately small effect which came from the H2 

liberated from the small amount or NH3 decomposed. 

It is possible to correlate the above results with the catalytic 

activity of these surfaces as Ill8¥ be shown by tho following examples. In 

the case or the deco!lposition or NH5, iron and nickel are excellent cata

lysts and platinum is poor; NH3 is markedly dissociated into ions on iron 

and nickel and not on platinum. Iron and nickel are good catalysts for NH5 

synthesis and plnt:inum is poor; N2 is appreciably ionized on iron ond nickel 

surfaces while not on platinum - tho synthesis or ammonia is induced by N~ 
+ ions but not b-,r H2 ions (4). On the other hond plntinwn is on excellent 

catalyst for tho oxidc.tion or H2 while iron is comparatively poor; 112 is 

dissociated into ions on platinum far more then on iron.-- the reaction is 

readily induced bf H~ ions (5). 

It the chemical activity at a given suri'nce is a .function of the con

centration of ~1e ions utitinting the reaction, then from oquntion (ii) the 

rate par unit volume can be expressed by 

~ = n AT0 •5 e -~' 
dt (iii) 
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where .§. 91 is the work necessar,y to looseb the ionl stitf'lciently from the 

surface for reaction to toke place; & 91, therefore, is the chemical work 

function, and is identical to Q, the encrgr of activation in the ordinary 

expression for the ro.te of reaction. Tho feet tho.t 91' for chemical a~tion 

is smaller than ~ for thermionic emission indicates that it is not necessary 

to remove the ion to any appreciable distance from the surface for reaction 

to take place. 

In summar,y it has been shown by photoelectric and thei'Iili.onic measure

ments that gases in specific cases aro dlssociated into ions upon adsorption 

b,y metallic surfaces; that there is o. distinct correlation between the amount 

of dissociation and the possible cat31ytic activity; that the effect of tem

perature on the ro.te of ion emission ond ti1e rate of chemical action is 

expressed by the same tom of equn.tion; and thut the vl.l.l.ues of the work func

tion in these equations are in line with t."le concept thnt the chemicr~ ncti v

it,y is dependent on ion formation. 

O. Schmidt (6) bas suggested that cntl'lytic h;rdrogenations proceed 

through the fomation of ions in 9.Ccordance with th3 schemes: 

H2 + 2 e ·= 2 H-

uhen the catalyst is an D.lkali or nll:alino earth, and: 

H2 ~ li~ -4 Rt + 2 o --+ n+ + H 

(H~ represents a deformed ruolecule) 

when tho cr.tolyst is n metol of the V'Rri.:-.blo vnlence type such as iron, 

platinum, copper, chromim, mm1gnnese and rhenium. 
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INTERCHANGE OF l!lf&!GY 1!i MOLEC~ COLLISIOUS 

Clarence Zener, 

University of Bristol. 

OONTJ!:NTS 

Part I Interchange of energy between massive bodies 

Introduction 

Anomalies in sound propagation 

Uuimolecular dissociation 

Energy interchange bet1ween atoms nnd solid surfnces. 

Part II Interchange of electronic energy. 

Part III Interchange of energy between electrons anu mnosive bodies. 

PART! 

Interchange of energy bctwnen massive bodies. 

Introduction 

In mcny colltsions between molecules and between mol<Jcules Dnd surface3 

tho electronic structure of matter need not be consi~lerod. The atoms may be 

regarded ns masoivo particles which nttract, or ropel, one nnother with a 

force depending 0nly on their dist:mccs npart. It is with :mch collisions 

that the present section is concen1ed. 

A naive model of a collision is one in \"adch the atoms of each system 

are bound together ~ cln~tic forces, while tho atoms of different s,ystems 

int')rnct ?.s hnr1 el£J.stic spheres. The energy interchnnge mr-ry be calculnted 

d.irecUy fro!U the principle3 of conservation of energy· and momentum providod 

only a single impact occurs during the collision. On this model it is 
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possible to explain the persistence of the rotation of 12, and th'3 still 

greater persistence of the vibration of 12, in He gas (1). In general more 

then one impact \iOuld occur according to this model, auch ns with the col

lision of an atom heavier than .H with on H atom bound to n molecule. A cal

culation of the energy transfer on this model wuld then be very involved. 

Moreover, the calculation, if carried out, would give much too large t>.n 

energy exchnnge. T"nis is because the collision between too atoms is not 

instnntruleous, but has a finite uuration. 

It has long been recognized that the finite time required to estab

lish contact between tuo systems on collision acts as a severe restraint 

upon tho change of tho internal energy of tho two systems. Thus if the 

contact between two solid rods took place instnntancouoly, their collision 

would in generr~ be ver1 inelastic { 2) • The observed high ele.stici cy of 

such collisions ia due, os Hertz ( 3) pointed out in 1882, to the roughness 

of the surfaces \mich mo.kes the time taken in establishing a ~mum con

tact longer than the time l~quir~d for o. sound wave to trRvel to nnd fro in 

t."le two rods. Je·ans (4) (1903) has shown that the effect is even more pro

nounced in molecular collisions, one! predicted that billions of collisions 

would oo required to convert an approcie.ble fraction of vibrational ent:rgy 

into translational energy, or into vibrational e:uert?Y of lower frequency. 

This is because the interaction bet~1een molecules is so genUa tho.t in gen

eral ~any vibrations occur during the effective time of collision. The 

tileory sho\iS in fact that the energy transfer dies off exponentially with 

the number of these vibrations. 

The simplest improvement upon the model of rigid spheres is the 
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assumption that the atoms of scpfl.rute systems repel one a:oother according to 

some simple lat1. The law in vogue until recontJ.y was to take for the mutual 

potential energy 'Y an inverse power of the interatomic distance, cr-!! (5). 

This law is tmsatisfactory because of the lack of n theoretical justification, 

and because not only is the exponent .n difficult to determine miquely, but 

the best value of n varies from gas to gas. The repulsive law, Y = Ce -yg , 

is more plausible since at large distances the charge distribution about an 

atom dies off exponentially. Moreover, tho qua.ntitu .5! is fnirly constant from 

atom to atom, as mey be seen from 'fl'l.ble I. 

TABLE l (6) 

F Cl Br I 

Li 0.557 0.382 0.582 (0.460) 

Na 0.526 0.334 0.384 

K 0.319 0.316 0.526 0.551 

Rb 0.556 O.MO 0.551 

Cs 0.310 0.327 0.355 

The clo.ssical mechAnics ha.e predicted correctly, as we have seen, that, 

for.!! not too smoll, the energy of a rnpid oscillntor has r..n extreme reluc-

tauce to be transferred to a less rnpid oscillator, or to translational degrees 

of freedom. For the r.ctua.l calculation o:f' the energy tronsfor, however, we 

must use quantum mechanics. The ~lli:Ultum numbers of tho internal vibrations 

are usually small, so that the m~lecules have some es3ontially nonclassical 
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properties. In particular, we cannot specify the phase of the oscillators. 

The rotational quantum numbers of molecules are generally large, so 

we may specify the phase of the rotational coordinates at the beginning o£ 

J. collision. Thus if we wish to find the energy transferred from tJle vibra-

tion or a diatomic molecule A to the rotation of a diatomic lllOlecule B, ~~e 

specify the initial phases as in Fig. 1. 

~-

) 

A 

B 
Fig. 1 

Change of RotRtionel Energy. 

In the case illustrated the energy trnnsfor wjll be essontiP.1.ly tho snme as 

if the collision wer~ between the molecule A ftnd n frco at.om. 112 is an 

exception. Its low rotational qurmtum number uL ordinnr-.f tcm1,erntures pre-

vunts us from specifying the phase of its ~ta.tional coor'lino.te. Here tho 

rotation qum1tum number must be tron.ted o.s nn intcmlll quantum munbcr. 'The 

large energy whici1 is absorbed by n chm1go of rotationlll quantum nuruber 
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. . 

(the rotationo.1 quontua ·number must chtirigo by an even n'\.11ii'Mr, sinc!a pA.ra--H2 

remains para-H2, and ortho-H2 remains ortho-H2) giVes H2 unique powers as a 

catalyst. In Table II we give for fUture reference the energy qUllDta which 

con be absorbed. 

Rotational quanta absorbed by H2 

Quantum number j 0 1 2 4 5 

Fraction of molecules 
in state j. 0.24 0.59 0.27 0.104 0.025 0.004 

Ej + 2 -Ej in 

electron volts. 0.042 0~070 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.18 

We now consider the probability of A particular inelastic collision. 

Let. one or more internal quantum numbers change, the total loss of internal 

energy being h -1 • If tho initial relative kinetic energy is e , the final 

energy is then t + h v • The proba.bility f of this particular inelastic 

collision mey be expressed as a product of factors (7), the first factor 

being a 1\mction of e , h v' ., and the reduced ma.ss of the two systems, 

while each succeeding factor is associated with the cha.nge of only one inter-

nal quantum nw:1ber. Thus p = 
• • • • (i) 

Except in experiments with noleculnr benms, we know only the distribu

tion for the initinl relntive kinetic energy .;;; , i.e., only the temperature 
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is given.. Since tho probability of an inelnstic collision is very depend-

ent upon tho time of collision, and hence upon f. , the average vnlue of 

'z( ( e ) is, in general, of n different order or magnitude from the value 

of '{ ( f. ) for the average value of c . The nverage vnlue of 'f ( C.. ) , 

(~J, is given in Fig. 2 (8). If we nieh the c.ve1•age vclue of ( when 

· the intcmol coordinates absorb instead of lose the net energy h v" , we 

have merely to multiply L: 1 J as given in Fig. 2, by exp(-h v' /kt). 

In n collision involving H2 one fnctor .2. may be a:;;sociated r.ith the 

change of rotational qunntum number of H2• In all other cases each factor 

l2. is associated with a particular normcl. coordinate of vibration which gains 

or loses energy. When a vibration qunntum number changes from n - 1 to n., 

or from D. to a - 1, the corresponding .2. is given by the eqlVltion 

(ii) 

The quantity f.l represents the coupling of the normal coordinate with the 

atom which suffers the impact during the collision. Thus if we expand the 

displacement of this atom from its position of equilibrium (uith respect to 

its axis rotating with the molecule) in terms of the normal coordinates of 

the molecule, ;2 will be the coefficient of the normal coordinate in quos-, 

t:ion. Thus in a diatomic molecule ('3 = 0.5. In the collision of an atom 

~1ith a solid surface, we regard the solid es a cube having dff¥ M. atoms. 

LJ -0.5 The ,tJ = M, for such normal coordinates of the solid as correspond to 

a displacement normal to the surface. n1wn we then sum over ell trr.nsition 

probabilities, the factor !-l V3Ilishas. The quantity .£ is the natrix elc-

mont of the normo.l coordinate vlith roi3pect to the normal und first excitod 
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states. It is given by the equt\tion (9) 

(iii) 

where J! is the mass, and ·rf is the frequency associated with the po.rticu-

lar normal coordinate. Typical values of .§. o.re given in Tnble III. The 

length g may be taken to be 0.55 x lo-8 ems. The factor associated with a 

change of the quantum number by more than unity is much smD.ll.er. Thus the 

factor for the transition n = 0 to n = m is equal to t.l-J.e m' th power or the 

factor for the transition from n = 0 to n = 1. 

Before we can give the value of R. which is associated with a change 

in the rotational quantum number of H2, we must know the dependence ot t'he 

interaction energy upon the angle Q from the nuclear axis. A reasona~le 

dependence is cos2e. Then the factor .12. for a change of two unite is ~/4, 

and zero for other changes. 

As an example of equation (i), we calculate the average probability 
. ~· . 

of an inelastic collision between a He atom and an 02 molecule in the first 
~ 

excited state. Here the reduced mo.ss is about ~' nnd h ..; = 0.25 eiec

tron volts, so from Fig. 2 we obtain [ (' = 10-5• From equation (ii) ·and 

0.040 0.017 

TABLE III 

Values or X X 108 

0.017 

c - c 

0.019 

* .§. or normal coordin:lte or highest frequency. 

W (solid)* 

0.019 
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Table III ue obtain, using ;B = 1/2, E. = 6 x 10-4• We thus have 

We ere now in a position to examine more closely the restraint which 

the gentleness of the collision has upon the transfer of energy. In the first 

place let the lack of resonance h. v be zero. The probability that an energy 

quantum is transferred from a nome.l coordinate of one molecule to the nomal 

coordinate of a second molecule is proportional to _g-4 • For the particular 

case of the transfer between, say, two N2 molecules we obtain for the proba

bility average f the value tYJ £2 • 40 x (6 x 10-4) 2 ~ 10-5• When h.V 

is different from zero the restraint is much more severe. It is the more 

important the heavier the molecules ( cf. Fig. 2), for then the relative veloc-

ity is lower, and hence tho time of collision is increased. 

Equation (i) will give a probability greater than unity when the 

reduced mass is large and uhen h v is sufficiently smell. The assumption 

under which this equation uas derived is of course then no longer valid. In 

such a case the probo.bili ty will oo lass than but comparable to tmi ty. 

Anomn.lies }.11 Sound Propagation 

The reluctt~ncc of the intornnl energy of molecules to be converted 

into translational energy may have a profound affect upon the propagation of 

sound in polyatomic gases (10). As a sound wave passes, the periodic expan-

sion and contraction of the gas is accompanied by a periodic change in the 

temperature. Now if the period of the sound wave, 1/ v , is much s..~orter s 
than the time --r required for equilibrium to be established between the 

translational energy and the internnl energy (assuming only one internal 
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vibrator) the intGrtl~ energy will ntit f(,llo'W the fluctuations, nrd hence 

will not contribute to the effective specific heat. Conversely if 

1/t/)) f , then the specific heat nssociated with the vibrator will 

have its normal vnluo. The velocity of sound will have different constnnt 

values in the two regions. In the transitiCJn region tho velocity will va:ry 

with the frequency, and the energy of the sound wave will be dissipated. 

Gas molecules with more than one vibrator \iill have n transition region 

associated with each vibrator. 

The time 1" required to establish equilibrium is roughly equal to 

the time required for n quantum of vibration to be converted into transla

tional energy. From equation (i), Tnblo II, and Fig·. 2, we see that for 

o2 -r is of tho order of seconds (h v' = o.-23 electron volts, number of 

collisions !1' 1ol0 sec-1 ), Hence equilibrium crumot be established by o2 

molecules alone.. Certain gases mey, however, act as catf'..lysts for maintain-

ing equilibrium. If such a catalyst is to _ transform vibrational energy into 

translational energy in a single collision it must be very light [cf. Fig. 2 

(H2, He?)]. Or the catalyst must be able to absorb nearly the whole h V' 

&s internal energy and then dissipate this energy as trrmslational energy 

in smaller quanta. We see from Fig. 2 that in·t.emnl energy will be dissi-

pated much more rapidly if it can be given up to translational energr as 

several small quanta than as one large quantum. Knudsen (ll) has found 

that water molecules act as such a cnt~~yst. 

The smaller h v of co2 and H2o allow equ.Uibrium to ba established 

without the aid of catalysts, although water has beea found to hasten the 

equilibrium. The eJq.>erimentnl results are given in Tnble IV in terms of 
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the number of collisions nccess~ to dissipnte nn internal qunntuu of vibrn-

tion. 

TABLE J.V 

Number of collisionc necessary to dissipnte one 
vibrationnl quantum. Experiuental. 

Collisions with like 5 x 104 (12) 
molecules 

Collisions uith H2o 200(14) 

5 X 105 (1.3) 1ol2** 

104 (15) 

N., 
""' (0.35) 

*Numbers in brnckots are t..11c energy qunnt'l. h v in electron volts. 

**Calculated. 

It is interesting to note ti1e much grantor effectiveness of the colli-

sion of H2o with C02 thrm ~dth_02 • This is prob~bly due to the greater diffi

culty of H.,O in absorbing n l<!rgCJ quantum of 0.25 electron volts. 
""' 

A study of unimolcculnr rcac t.ions 7ields it;tteresting information about 

cha~es in the internal energy of molecule::3 during collisions. Complex mole-

cules dissociate with a uniruolecule.r rate \Jhen the natural life of the acti-

vated molecules is. 1:rn~ch longer .than the time bet\Yeen deactivating collisions 

(16). Of particular ~ntercst is tuc fact. that H2 alonl.3 of all foreign gases 

(.exqept gases of similar nature to the dissooia.ting gas) is able to deactivate 
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the molecules (17). Moreover, n molocule of H2 is about as effective as a 

molecule of the dissociating gac. 

We shall not investigatn what information the theoretic~~ considera

tions of the above introduct:1.on yiold upon this problem. Following Rice (18), 

we shall tc.ke as a typical dcacti vati.'lg collision one in which en oscillator 

of frequency h ·./ = 0.125 electron Yolts goes from the fourth to the third 

quantum level. i·:hen the deactivating molecule is of the srune kind o.s the 

activated mo1ecule, except that lts o~cillators arc in their nonnnl state, 

ue obtain i. 'I ..i N 102, t>.nd R. = 6 x lo-2 ana 1. 5 x lo-2 for the activated 

~d the denctivnting molecule respectively. We ha.ve omitted the fc.ctors 

!3 , a.s in the most fuvour::~.blc case they will disappear r1hon we sum over 

nll the normal coordinates of both molecules. In this case we thus obtain 

the c.verage deactivating probability f. = 0.06. We shnll now calculate the 

efficiency of H2, assuming the energy to be nostly aboorbed as rotntionol 

energy. Assuning that on the n,or1.go 0.025 electron volts (cf. To.ble II) 

must be ab~orbed as translntional unol'e:f duo t-J lack of resonance, we 

obtain ~ v J = 5, and R. = 6 x lo-2, 0.25 for the nctivntod molecule and 

for the H2 molecule, respectively. This gi·res tho same efficiency o.s before, 

namely 0.04. We now calculA.te the efficiency of the deactivating collisions 

when all the energy h v must gv :i.nto trrmslntioncl onergy. \le hA.ve 

r: v 1 = 0.016 or O.OOG, according to whether the deactivating molecule is 

H2 or He, and t.'le R. for the activated oolccule is the same ::~.s before. We 

obtain for tho efficiency 0.001, 0.0004 for H2, He, respectively. The 

efficiency of any heavier gns will be much less (cr. Fig. 2). 

He thus conclude thc..t the corJ.po.rntivcly larJe qunntn i7hich H can 
2 

absorb as intoma.l .:3nergy of rotation mc.kes it 1.mique in deactivating 
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efficienqy. We also see the efficiency for deactivation b,y like molecules 

m9l' be considerably less than unity, as is sometimes observed (19) • 

.Energy Interchange between Atoms and 
Solid Surfaces. 

The interchange of energy between solid surfaces and u gas is obtained 

experimentally by tho cooling effect of the gas. Tho energy interchange uith 

the light gases, H2 and He, is or most interest, since other gases are in 

general first absorbed and then re-emitted (20). 

If I is the temperature of the surface, and ! 1, ~ are the temperatures 

of the gas atoms before and after collision, then the energy interchange is 

measured by the accommodation coefficient. 

OC.=t -t /T-t -2 ~ - , 

The only measurements of 0( uoiue clenn surfaces are tho:Je of Roberts ( 21), 

with He ru1d W. His vr~ues are shotm in Fig. 5(Soo .Ps.ge 117). These low values 

of (?( are due to several causes. In order to examine these cffecto sopa-

rately it is best to consider only collisions of the type shown in Fig. 4 (See 

Page 117). Double collisions uro thus avoided. We isolate the effect of the 

small ratio of the masses of He and W b,y regarding the gas and surface atoms 

ns hard elastic spheres, and by letting the surface atoms be bound to their 

positions of equilibrium by such small forces thnt their energy quanta!! v' 

are much smaller than ,!U. Then (22) 

0(. = 4 m. ll!!. = 0.087 
He . ., 

and vrould bo again raised b,y auublc collisions. 
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The primary effect of the ql.lllntisn.ticn of energy, h..; ) kT, is to 

introduce o. depeudenye upon the temperature. This ia given npprox::i.mately 

by the factor 

~tlrJrgy contont per ato~ n:f :;uliJ / kt ; 

this effect thus makes <X nppronch zero at thJ absolute Zi3ro temperature 

(no attractive forces betneen He and surface being assumed) • It is readily 

seen how the small specific heat of the solid at low te~pcruturcs \till 

reduce the amount of energy transferred. 

Finally, there is the effect of the gentleness of the repulsive 

forces between the gas atoms and the surface, which \las discussed in the 

Introduction. The effect vr.lll be quite different according to whether ne 

regard the surface atoms ns bound to positions of equilibrium, as in the 

Einstein theory of specific heats, or trent the motivn by the normal 

coordinates of the solid as in tho Debye theory of specific heats. For we 

sey in the Introduetion that tho r•Jstraint upon the exchange of energy 

between an atom tmd nn oscill~tor depends upon the ratio of the time of 

collision to the period of the oscill~tor. This rcstrr:-int is thus much 

nore severe for the nol'mlll modes ·Jf vibration id th high frequency, which 

are the only ones present in the first model. 

Although the small energy interchange ootlleen He Olld a If surface is, 

aside from the temperature dependence, essentially a classical effect, the 

high per cent elastic refiection vf light atoms from surfaces is n distinct 

quantum phenomenon. Only the atoms rcfiected elastically (no energy inter

change with the surface) cra.n give do Broglie diffraction patterns. b'uch 

diffraction patterns have been observed for H and He atoms with crystcl.s 
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X experimental points. Curve(~);~ for no energy qur~tisa
tion. Curve (b): Dcbyo function, Q/kt, times an arbitrary 

constant. 
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Fig. 4 

Model of a collision of an atom ;lith a solid surface. 
Only the normal component of the velocity of atoms is 

changed. 
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of LiF, No.Cl, etc. { 23). According to the classical mechu."lics some energy 

would always be either gained or lost in a collision. This is not true in 

quantum mechanics, th()re bej.ng o. probo.bili ty not much les3 than 'Wlity that 

no energy tronsfer occurs during the collision {21.!,). This difference 

between tho two mechanics is be3t seen by considering a single lineor oscil-

lator acted upon by a small extemr.~ force between the times ~ and l:t. 
The calculation of the energy cho.nee of the osciJ.lator is the same whether 

performed according to the classiccl or qunnturu mechD.llics, provided, in the 

first case, that we averllge over nll initi~ phases of the oscillator. How-

ever, according to the cle.ssical mechnnics the probability is infinitesimal 

that the energy be tho same after the application or the force as before, 

while this probability is finite in the quantum mechanics. 

Interchangy of Electroni.,£ Energy 

The interchange of electronic on.ergy betv:oen tno systems is very 

improbable unless the electronic enereY given up by one system can be almost 

all absorbed as electronic energy 1Jy the second system. In such a case the 

energy interchange has a probability or 1/2 if the closest distance cr 

approach or the two systems, :e., is less than a critical value .12o { 25) • As 

.12. becomes greater than-%' the probability vanishes very rapidly. The 

effective cross section for the transition is thus equal to ""(\" &2. The 

case where both systelals nre isola ted atoms, and the transi tiona are opti

cally allowed, has been thoroughly investigated. The errecti ve cross sec-

tion is shown in Fig. 5 (See Page 119) as a function or the energy J"" 
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\ 
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Fig. 5 

Effective cross section for optically allowed 
transition~ at room temperature. The effective 
dipole moment of each atom hae been taken 'as 
~ x lo-8• o- is in units of electron volts. 
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which must be absorbed as translo.tional energy. Other types of trllllsi tion 

have been studied ( 26) , but no general results can be given. 

Tho writer wishes to stress that the extremely sharp resonance shom 

in Fig. 5 is not peculiar to the quantum mechanics. Exactly the same curve 

is obtained if we replace each atom by a system of virtual oscillators and 

calculate (27) on the classico.l mechanics the effective cross section for 

the energy transfer from an excited to a non-excited virtual oscillator in 

a different atom. Then of course cr = h)/" , whare tf is the frequency 
. 

difference of the two oscillators. In the literature this sharp resonance 

is often spoken of as a pure quantum phenomenon. 

Interchange of Energy 
between E!§ctrons and Massive Bodies 

In Part II we examined a case where a change of electronic quantum 

numbers is accompanied by a very small change in the translational energy 

of two colliding systems. However, the collision of two systems is in 

general accompanied by a large change, at least a transitory change, in the 

kinetic energy of the massive bodies, even when the electronic quantum 

states remain unaltered. 

Since the electronic moticn is much faster than the motion of the 

atoms, it is customary to regard the atoms as interacting with a mutual 

potential energy, this potential energy being, aside from the coulomb inter-

action between the nuclei, the total energy 1ihich the electrons would have 

if the atoms were stationary. The potential energy diagram of a diatomic 

molecule is a familiar example. A trivial example of the interchange of 
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energy between electrons and massive particles is thus the vibration· of a 

diatomic molecule. 

Interesting conclusions may be obt:.:.i.nod \1hon wo consider the potentif.ll 

energy as n function of t:ro !Jarnmeters. 'l'hus t.nk•3 the collision of an excited 

Hg atom with a hydrvgen molecule, the two paro:not.ers being indicated in Fig. 6. 

If we let 2£ and :t. be rectilineo.r coordinates, and }Jlot the potentie.l energy 

< 

/ 
J 

I 

Model of 

---~>~<--

(~ 
\. ) 

~- . ___ _..,., 

Fig. 6 
collision of excited Hg atom vd th 

H2 molecule. 

) 

along the .! rods, we obtn.in u pvtentinl ene:cgy surface. This surface w:l.ll 

have t'f:o valleys, one parallel to the :t. axis for large values of ::£., and one 

parallel to the 2£ axis for large vclucs of .if• These two valleys represent 

the systems normal HgH + H, excited Hg + H2, respectively. Since the 

first valley is deeper thnn the second, the collision of. excited Hg with H2 

may be accompanied by the fonnation of HgH + H, the hydrogen atoms after 
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the collision hnving a large amount of· kinetic energy which has been obtained 

from the electronic energy of the excited Hg atom. This mothod has been 

used extensively by Eyring and hi·s collaborators in stud;ying chemical reac-

tions (28). 

If the parameters or a system move sufficiently rapidly past a region 

where two potential energy surfaces come close together the electronic quan-

tum state will change, so that the system will pass from one potential 

energy surfa~"a to another. The one dimensional case has rocei ved special 

l'ltudy (29). It is illustrate~ .;.n Fig. 7. 

t--v 
, rf ~ ) 

'l'he trc.h~ition probabilit~ J.. exp\ - ) 
( hll,.§.l- .§.2( ) 

where E is the smallest distanco bC3tween the two potential energy curves, 

;y is the velocity /d!Y'd!J, and .§.1' .§.2 are the slopes of the asymptotes 

to the two potential energy curves. 
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CHAIN REACTIONS M!Q INHIBITORS 

In the simple cases of chemicn.l renction, one set of properly acti

vated reactant molecules react to give the stoichiometric set of product 

molecules and fuzther reaction must wait for additional active molecules to 

be created through the normal processes of energy distribution. But it mey 

also happen that, during the reaction, bodies are generated which increase 

the rate at which active molecules fom. 'lhese reactions are very differ

ent kinetically from the simple types .md are called chain reactions. These 

bodies are evidently in a sense catalysts. They may be (a) merely product 

molecules of high energy content (in the case of exothermic reactions) (1), 

(b) radicles or atoms (2) as illustrated by 

H2 + 02 ~ 2 OH 

OR + H2 --~ H20 + H etc. 

(c) orthodox molecules which act as catalysts but are themselves destroyed 

after a short lif'~h This is illustrated by the peroxide theory (3) of the 

oxidation of eydrocarbons. 

The field of chain reactions has been reviewed by Semenoff ( 4) and 

more recently by Hinshelwood (5), both of whom have contributed extensively 

to the fielu. 

Milas (6) has collected 273 papers on the subject of autoxidation, 

perhaps the most prominent example of chain reactions. His point of view, 

however, is not the kinetic one. 

Not only are chain reactions particularly sensitive to catalysts 

which may act in the sense of a trigger, but they are often susceptible to 
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inhibition. A theory of inhibition basecl upon the first type (a) or chain 

reaction was put forward by Christiansen {7), and received a substantial fol

lowing induced partly tu the experimental work of Bllckstr6m {8). According 

to this theory an inhibitor acts by taking selectively the energy from the 

product molecules in such a way that this energy becomes ineffective in acti

vating fresh reactant molecules • 

. The thermal chain theory itself indisputably represents a possible con

tributing factor in some cases. It l'IOuld be most probable when reactant and 

product molecules are small, in the early stages of a strongly exothermic 

arrangement reaction in the gas phase at low pressure. Departures .from these 

ideal conditions render the mechanism less and less probable the greater the 

departure. Thus if the molecules are largo, they act as reservoirs for the 

storage of energy of reaction and activation so that the certain selective 

transference of this energy to a fresh reactant molecule becomes improbable 

and the certain reaction of this largo reactant molecule even if activated tv 

such a procedure itself becomes improbable. As cold product molecules pile 

up the chance tor the dissipation or energy of renction and activation to them 

rather than to fresh reactants increases.. In solution the molecules of sol

vent also would act a.s acceptors for this energy. For reactions involving 

more than one product molecule, there is distribution of energy in the act 

of reaction itself. For the proposed mechanism or inhibitor action to obtnin, 

one then has to assume that it is very specific in its ability to take up the 

energy from energized products even when compared with the corresponding 

power of reactant molecules, and that it is then lmable to give up the energy 

in such a way as to activate fresh renctants with high probability. 
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The writer (9) feels that this compounding of probabilities renders 

the thermal chain interpretation or inhibition or reactions as a general 

mechanism a litUe too much to expect of one's credulity. Moreover, inhib

itors are effective in preventing the oxidation of rubber which would seem 

to offer a superlatively inappropriate setting tor a chain mechanism. 

B!ckstrlSm' s "proof" of a mechanism of inhibition consisted in setr 

ting up a general parallelism between the infiuence of inhibitors on the 

dark and light reactions for certain oxidation reactions, the latter having 

been shown from quantum efficiency measurements to be of the chain tn>o. 

There were, however, various irregularities in BlckstrlSm' s proof, e.g., 

when a sodium sulfite solution was illuminated with line 265, the reaction 

with o~gen proceeded after the light was turned ott at a rate not sensibly 

lower than the rate in the light indicating the formation or catalytic 

bodies, since line 254 was as effective but did not give rise to a photo

chemical after effect anything like as great (10). In other cases (11) the 

quantum efficiency for the light reaction v~~ed with light intensity. 

Worst of oll for his argument, there are co.ses (12) when an inhibitor 

affects the light reaction without o.ffecting the dark reaction and vice 

versa. 

More recently quite different interpretations of some of the reac

tions investigated by BlckstrlSm have appeared. Thus Franck and Hnber (13) 

suggest that in the autoXidD.tion of sodium sulfite solutions, the chains 

are not thermal but are propagated by means of atoms or radicals. In their 

mechanism, the known po'flerful catalytic notion of cupric ions is likewise 

token into account. 
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Bodenstein (14) too suggests that in the oxidation ot hydrocarbons ond 

aldehydes, more or less stable intermediates structurally, not merely ener

getically, ditterent from product molecules are formed in the process. 

Various other factors may be advanced against thermal chains in Jll8D1' 

practical. cases. Thus some oxidation reactions (15) are thought to start at 

surfaces, whereas highly energized product molecules would be expected to lose 

that energy to the surface and leave it with average energy- corresponding to 

the temperature ot the system. According to ~nd (16) benzaldehyde when 

sufficiently pure does not react 1'1ith o~gen at ordinary temperatures. 

The writer feels in view ot the foregoing e.nd other considerations that 

the chance ot the tbema.l chain mechanism and therefore the Christiansen 

theor;y of negative catalysis applying ver;y generally in their original tom 

is remote. A tim decision in the matter depends among other things upon the 

quantitative values which mey- be given to the probabilities ot energy exchange 

in various cases. 

The state ot knowledge in this respoct is set forth on page 103 in this · 

report by C. Zener. 

It one limits probable general chain mechanisms to (b) and (c) above, 

and then revises Christiansen's theor;y ot inhibition accordingly, the writer 

would concur in the attitude. It should be remarked, however, that the 

theory ot inhibition would then become substantially the same as the original 

one, i.e., that an inhibitor acts by preventing the action ot a positive cata

lyst (17) • The ditticul ty or determining the precise mechanisms in such 

cases should also be reiterated. 
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Homogeneous Catalysis 

~ . ... ' . 

While. a huge number of pa~ers have appeared upon the subject of catal-
. . . . : ') ' ·· . . . . : . \ .. ; 

ysis ip s~lution 1 ':lJltil . ;rec~t+Y no ~~plea of homogeneous . catalysis in the 
• • , : • ' • • ' • '• '' .: ' ,,, • • : I . • •' 

gas phas~ .. have been subjected to kine~i~ st~ because the ch~ice o.f a suit-
, ' . l' . . . • .. · . 

able example was a matter of discovery rather than selection. Thus the writer 
. . . . . ~.: ... 

and. G. J. North. (1) attempted to s~dy. the gaseous reaction 

SO 2 + ~p 2 = NO + SO 5 

catalyzed by water vapor. Unfortunately the reac~ion. appeared to be largely 

heterogeneous. 

Hinshelwood and Glass (2) discovered that io~e had a pronounced cata

lytic effect upon the thermal decomposition of isopropyl ether ,apd, that the 

catalytic reaction was homogeneous. Subsequent investigation-s ( 3) disclosed 

that certain types of. compound.s: .al,iphatic ethers (except dimethy~), aldehydes, 

aliphatic amines (except methyl amines and mono amines), and es~rs. were cata

lyzed. Ketones, alcohols, alkyl halides, carbo~lic acids, and p_ara.ffins are 

thought not to be catalyzed. 

·The reactions. all consist of the .migration of a hydrogen atom and the 

breaking .of a bond which possesses a dipole moment. They, are characterized 

b,y a simplified activation mechanism. Tne catalyst is the i~dine molecule 

rather than the iodine atom. In the catalyzed decompositioJ;l of .diisopropyl 

ether only two square terma need be taken into account, that . is the number of 

collisions between iodine molecul~s and ether molecules .is the ~tal number 

of collisions multiplied lJT Jl~i/~. ! in all these cases has a much lower 

.. ralue than for the uncatalyzed ~CJ.ction. 

It is concluded that th~ _ J>Olar nature of the bond ~ich . is broken 
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together vii th the polarizabili ty of the iodine molecule make for a facili

tation and simplification of energy transfer to thet particular point. The 

bond in question is likewise thought to be weakened by the iodine. The 

explanation is in part thought to be 3ll increase in the perturbation factor 

required by quantum mechanics for energy transfer. 

Some of the kinetic forms which homogeneous catalytic reactions m~ 

take are outlined by Hinshel\7ood {4). He also considers various solvent 

effects from the same general point of view as homogeneous catalysts. A 

quantitr.tive kinetic pursuit of such matters in liquid systems involves the 

necessity of knowing the collision number between solute and solvent mole

cule•• 

This problem has been attacked by Jowett {5) and by Moelwyn-Hughes 

( 6). The lntter has developed n formula for the calculation of this number 

which in its development uses the reciprocal relation between viscosity and 

diffusion coefficient 

Q = RT/61fn.rN 

His formula makes the collision number proportional to the viscosity and it 

therefore decreases as the temperature increases. The physicAl recourse to 

explain this would be on increase in the free space of liquids. However, 

experimental work on the viscosities of liquids denies this conclusion (7). 

The ·;.rri tor feels that tho theory or the structure of liquids advonced 

by C. V. Ramon (8) and supported at the time by II. H. Bragg has much to rec

ommend it. Raman points out that on account of the difference in potential 

energy of molecules, e.g., in the crystalline state, and when they are free 

frolil each other, some of the molecules must be in that state above the 
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melting point. In other words above the melting point we have within the 

liquid submicroscopic c:cystals which ~, however, differ from macro crystals 

in certain ways. 

Their presence has been deomonstrated experimentally (9) by G. W. 

Stewart ond others; an extreme case is represented by "liquid crystals". 

Herzfeld (10), in discussing the viscosities of ideal liquids (11), shows 

that a "jumping of momentUJil" effect, i.e., high velocity transmission of 

momentum through molecules themselves by means of elastic waves becomes a 

large factor in such ltquids. Rrunan assumes that such high velocity trans

mission of momentum occurs through his microcrystals so that the viscosity 

of the liquid would be augmented in proportion to the fraction of the voll.llle 

occupied by such microcrystals. This fraction is in turn determined by the 

Boltzman law, and would decrease exponentinlly with increaae in temperature 

as tho viscosity of simple liquids such as benzene does. 

This factor tending to augment the viscosity of liquids would hinder 

diftusion to a corresponding extent tmd Vlould therefore account for the recip

rocal relation existing between these tno quantities. 

Ir we are to accept tho reasol}ableness of this picture of the structure 

of liquids it should be emphasized that wha.t appof'.rs to be a homogeneous reac

tion in solution might turn out to be a heterogeneous reaction occurring on 

the invisible surface of the microcrystals. The extent to which properties 

of liquids mey be accounted for. by this assumed structure of liquids has not 

been investigated experimentally. 
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Catalfpis !oc 15m§. iJl iQlutio.n, 

lhe ihteresting possibility that electrostatic perturbations mey be 

of great importance in cheJ:dstey renews our interest and confidence in the 

large runount of work which has been done on acid and base catalysis, and 

renders desirable a summary of accomplishments. 

J. N. Br8nsted (private communication) sw:1111arizes his ilork on acid 

and basic catalysis in the following statement: 

·~ ideas on acid and basic catalysis (or protolytic catalysis, as 

I should like to designate the two effects) is that the catalysis is not 

only ascribable to the hydrogen (H3o+) or hydro~l (OH-) ion, (or, for the 

case of pro tic sol vents other than \tater, to the corresponding protolytic 

ions of the solvent) but to all acid and basic molecules o.t a proportion, 

that depends upon their strength as acids and bases. For a number of cases 

there has been shown to exist a linear relation between log k and log K, 

where k is the catalytic constant of the acid or base and K the strength 

constant. In this plot, however, statistical factors have to be considered. n 

Twenty-four references (12) are included. 

The work of Dawson has been summarized by Moalwyn-Hughes (13) and 

need not be repeated here. Suffice it to say that Dawson suggested that in 

accounting for catalytic reactions in solution, the contributing effect of 

all species present must be taken into consideration. He has succeeded in 

evaluating the contributions of the various participating species in cer

tain instances such as the enulizo.tion of ketones and the hydrolysis of 

esters. 

Moelwyn-Hughes (14) has also reviewed the work of Lowry on "proto-
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tropic" and hydrolytic changes. Lowry appears to regard these processes as 

being similar to electrolysis. Thus when such changes are catalyzed by acids 

in aqueous solution, the following steps are involved: 

(1) "the reactant molecule collides with a proton-donor, giving rise 

to an acid complex; ( 2) this complex collides with a molecule of water; where

by (5) internal electrolysis of the reactant molecule results, the water act

ing as a proton acceptor in the case of prototropy and as o. hydroJC1l donor in 

the case of hydrolysis." 

This theory is cited in explanation of the efficiency of 8JII)hoteric 

solvents. 

In his general review of catalysis in solution, Moelwyn-Hughes (15) has 

analyzed some complex cases such as the mutarotation of glucose o.nd finds the 

effects of SOIM of the participating species such as hydrogen ion are of such 

mo.gni tude as would be given by 

Number of molecules reacting/ Toto.l number of collisions • §.-Yl!t , 

where, in this irustance, the total number of collisions refers to those 

between hydrogen ion and reactant, and! is the experimento.lly determined 

energy of activation. 

Moelwyn-Hughes (16) also makes clear the position of activi1:1}" coeffi

cients in reactions in solution. He says: 

"The study ot reactions in solution, including changes undergone by 

both ionized o.nd un-ionized molecules, affords evidence for regarding the 

instantaneous rate of reaction (-dc/dt) as directly dependent upon tbe concen

tration of reactants. If the reactant molecule is engapd in maintaining a 

state of equilibrium by combination with either the solvent or any other 
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compound, its concentration becomes indissolubly connected with its activity 

coefficient, Which enters into the kinetic scheme solely on account of this 

circumstance. Accepting this interpretation as correct, we mS¥ look upon 

parallelisms between velocity coefficients and activity coefficients as evi-

dence that the reaction concerned entails the establishment of such equi-

libria. r1hen the chemical reaction .:e&!: a proceeds to completion, the equi-

librium must relate to interaction between reactant and solvent." 

On page 150 the wey in tlhich a velocity constant may be related to 

activity coefficients is illustrated. 
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CHAPTER ll 

TRENDS IN THE CURRmT APPLICATION 

OF CATALYSTS 

Hydrogenation 

(a). Petroleum and Coal. This developmont which was started by 

Bergius and is being developed by the Standard Oil Development Company (1) 

and by the I. G. Farbenindustrie A.G. and Imperial Chemical Industries has 

for its object (i) thP. production of motor fuels from substances which 

hitherto gave poor yields of such fuol. (ii) The improvement of lubricat

ing oils, burning oils, etc. (iii) Tho production of special products. 

Tho ca.talysts used are not precisely known but judging from recent 

patents (2) consist of chromium, molybdenum or tungsten oxides or sulfides 

or mixtures of these possibly with supports or promoters or both. A manu

facturing process involving a catalyst involves likewise the necessity for 

constant efforts to improve the ca.talyst. This is particularly pressing in 

the case of this type of process on account of the large capital investment 

involved, and substantial progress in this direction nppoars to have been 

made. Temperntures of 400 to 550°C and pressure of the order of 200 atmos

pheres aro used. The required purity of hydrogen is not as greet as in 

some other cases of hydrogenation. It contains hydrocnrbons end oxides of 

carbon. 

The process at the moment appears to fill a li tUP. short of being 

economic as applied to the problem of making motor fuel (3) in th·3 United 

States but large pl3llts are in operation for making lubricnting oils. The 

process is a world asset of great vr~uc. 
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(b). Nitrogen. The fi::mtion of nitrogen by causing it to combine lrl. th 

hydrogen has been one of tho most romantic applications of cntlllysis. The 

technical process has been described by C. Mflller (4). The present state of 

the theory involved has recenUy been reviewed by Franken burger ( 5) • The 

scheme which he supports is: 

N2 (gas) 

l 
H2 (gas) 

1 
N2 (adsorbed) {by Van der Wnels 1 forcesl H2 (adsorbed) 

l 1 
Nitride (e.g. Fe4N [surface compounds Hydride on active 
on active spots of or chom. adsorption] spots or adsorbed 
the surface, or _.., H atoms 
adsorbed nitrogen atoms ~ 

1 (hydro~:: =~trogen nt the boundarioe 
(-.of active spots of the adsorbent) 

NH (ansorbed metal imide) + H 
+H NH3 adsorbed 

NH2 (adsorbed metalamide) 
NH5 gas 

Some of the implications of this mechanism have been discussed in Chapter I 

of this report. This reaction, or rather the reverse of it, the thermal 

decomposition of ammonia has been the subject of many theoretical cata}Jtic 

studies reference to which may be found in Frankenburger1 s papers. 'fhe · 

writer wishes to emphasize the importance of knowing tJ great deal about onP-

reaction such as this one as well as something of many. 

The catalyst actua1ly used technically in this reaction is thought to 

be basically iron. It m~ be supported by alumina and promoted b-.r alkali 

oxides. The temperature used (in the Haber process) is about 500°C and the 

pressure about 200 atm. It is also thought ( 6) that the world is at the 
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moment oversupplied with plants for the synthesis of ammonia. 

(c). Oxides of Carbon. The results obtained vary widely depending 

upon the catalyst employed. 

A pure and inexpensive methanol has been made available by the use 

of catalysts which are believed to be zinc oxide with additions of chromium 

copper, etc. In any case such catalysts can be used (7). The pressure 

used is thought to be about 200 atmospheres and the temperature less than 

450°C, depending upon the activity of cataJ.¥st. This process is a well

established component of the chemical industry. It is thought to coordinate 

with ammonia synthesis as practiced, e.g., by E. I. du Pont de Nemours and 

Company. 

When dehydrating components are in the catalyst, higher alcohols 

result at high pressure and c:liMthy'l ether at low pressure (8). Among the 

higher alcohols are n-propanol; isobutanol; 2 meth.yl-1-butanol; 2-meth.yl-

1-pentanol; 2, 4-d.imcthyl-1-pentanol; 4-meth~rl-1-hexanol; isopropanol; 

2-meth.yl-2-butanol; and 2, 4-dimeth.yl-5-pentanol (9). It is thought that 

the ability to produce normal alcohols gives the process an advantage over 

that involving the addition of sulphuric acid to olefines with subsequent 

hydrolysis. The process is operated, e.g., by E. I. du Pont de Nemours and 

Compa."lY (10). The mechanism of this formation of higher alcohols has been 

discussed by Graves (9), and by Frolich Cllld Cryder (11). 

Somewhat related to the process of synthesizing higher alcohols from 

CO and H is that of Fischer and his colleagues (notably Tropsch) for syn-
2 

ther.izj_ng liquid tuel from the same starting materials (12). It is stated 

(15) that on Ni, Co and Fe, higher hydrocarbons are the only product (except 
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water) at temperatures less than 200°C. Pressures used in this process are 

nominal. This process also appears to be under development in JapAn (14). 

While any process offering the possibility of' making motor fuel from CO and 

H2 is of' military interest to colmtries like Ge:rmany and Japan, this proces~. 

does not seem to have gained a substantial commercial footing as yet. With 

prices of crude oil and motor fuel what they have been in the United States, 

one cannot afford much expense in the production of' the latter. The cata

lysts mentioned do not appear to be robust onee from the point of' view of 

poisoning. The process also appears to involve the scrubbing of relatively 

small amounts of liquid from large amounts of' gas and high recirculation 

ratios. Methane appears to be a by-product which restrains attempts to 

increase temperatures. Whether these are the rea.l difficulties involved in 

process or whether the process is .1\mdo.montal.ly inferior to Berginization for 

motor tuel production, the wri tar cannot soy (15) • 

Other products mey be produced by hydrogenation of oxides of' carbon 

which, however, at the moment appear to be of' less importance (16). 

(d) Hydrogenation of' C = C Double Bonds. The classic exn.nple here is 

of course the hardening of' fats as practiced, e. g., by the Procter and Gamble 

Compcny. According to J. E. Taylor of' that Company (17), the preparation of 

oil for hydrogenation is well described by Maxted (18). Taylor goes on to 

s~: ••• "the catalysts that have been used most industrblly ere p:cepureJ. 

by reduction of nickel carbonate supported on kieselguhr, adxed nickel nnd 

copper ca.::cbonatas, and nickel formate. The preparation und rcduc·::.ion of the 

first t1:o llre described in Ellis's "Hydrogenation of Organic Substcnces11 pa:ra

gro.phs lll5-1122 and :1722-26. 'l'hl3 process of' wet reduction of nickel form11te 
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and mixed copper and nickel cnrbonate is discussed in pnragrapha 1152-38 

and the preparation of the mixed nickel-copper catalyst is described in 

paragraph 5715. ". • • The process of hydrogenation goes very well in a 

simple machine like that described by Ellis, po.rngre.ph 5710. Hydrogenation 

is carried out as described in pnraeraphs 5725 ••• nickel can be recov

ered by the process described in paragraphs 5721-50." 

This is the only process of industrial importance coming under this 

head which the writer is aware of. It is, however, a reaction which pro

ceeds with extreme ease nnd many other eXIlDlples have been investipted (19). 

The reverse reaction has recently become of interest in connection 

with the desire of converting natural ond refinery gases to olefines and 

perhaps to motor fuel (20). 

(e) Other Hydrogenations. The hydrogenation of nitrobenzene to 

anUine is thought to be in commercial operation. Iron is a suitable cata

lyst (21), though others J118Y be used. The Ihw Chemical Company is thought 

to have o. superior process for aniline production in the catalytic reaction 

of ammonia and chlorbenzene. 

Production Q1. Hydrogen 

This process, too, in its most economical form has become catalytic. 

Water gas mey be produced by: 

1000°C 
C + H2o = CO + H2 

c + 2H20 = co 2 + 2H2 

CH4 + H2o --7 CO + 5H2 

CH4 + 2H20~C02 + 4112 
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While coal is usually treated with steam at high temperature and in the 

absence or catalysts consciously added, the treatment or hydrocarbons for the· 

production of hydrogen is strictly a catalytic process. It mPy be carried out 

at about 875°C, and nominal pressures. Nickel is thought to be a suitable 

catalyst (22). Both processes are in large scale operation. 

Each is followed by the catalytic step CO + H2o ---+ co2 + H2, which is 

carried out at 400-SOOOC and nominal pressure over a catalyst which is thought 

to be promoted iron oxide. It is evidently highly desirable to lower the tem

perature at which the first step occurs, which might go so far as to render 

the second step unnecessary. 

Catalytic Oxidation. 

On account of the tund8JIIelltal position which this reaction occupies 

not only in life processes themsel vea but in the means we have devised to 

support lite, and to amuse ourselves and make ourselves comfortable, it mq 

not be too much to say that oxidation is the moat important type reaction. 

Whether or not oxidations generilly are to be considered as catalytic reac

tions is an open question depending upon the breadth or our definition or n. 

catalyst and upon the precise mech3llism of oxidation reactions. Even the 

simplest cases are in reality complex ns mey be illustrated by the reaction, 

2H2 + 02 ----+H2o (24). Oxidation reactions are often "chain" reactions. 

While it has frequently been inferred that this means "thermo~" chnins, the 

writer continues to feel (25) thc.t this point of vien has been presented 

entirely too favorably. Definite evidence has been presented in some cases 

that the chair.~.s are "material" in nature in some cases, that is, that they 
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are propagated by rather definite molecular species, however strange the 

species may appear. In this case, since these propagnting nnd therefore 

accelerating species are different from the apparent reactants, such cases 

m~ be considered as catalytic reactions. Others (26) suggest that the 

r~ctions are catalytic in a more usual sense in that peroxides are formed 

as intermediate compounds which catalyze the oxidation reactions. Still 

others suggest mechanisms which do not necessarily involve catalysis. Thus 

Bone (27) appears to believe that oxidation of hydrocarbons proceeds by a 

mechanism illustrated by 

It is thought that the kinetic method has not been sufficiently 

employed in arriving at this conclusion. 

A recent description (28) of the high pressure oxidation of the lower 

paraffins shows that the major product in each case is alcohols. The Bone 

mechanism does not necessarily deQ1 a pQrticipation of catalysts. 

Yet another school of thought (29) would have preliminary dehydro-

genation ple.y on important part in oxidation processes. Catalytic agents 

could readily play a part here. 

~1hether or not all oxidation reactions are inherently catalytic, it 

is well enough established that they are verJ subject to catalytic nction. 
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The primary application ot oxidation is in combustion tor heating and power 

generation. Here the naturnl propensity ot the reacting system to rise in 

temperature with corresponding increase in speed largely obviates the neces

si-cy tor introducing catalysts. Nevertheless, a certain atJount of combustion 

space must be allowed in furnaces in order to allow the reaction adequate 

time to complete itself which might to advontn~ be cut down (50). Bone in 

his surface combustion has shown how cat~sis may be applied usefully for 

combustion. The principle is in common practice in household heating with gas 

and a specialized combqstion catalysis is exemplified by the waning Welsbach 

l¥Jltel. 

While with complete combustion the products are simple even though the 

mechanism mq be complex, in the case ot partiol combustion both the products 

and the mechanism are ordinarily of great complexity which tends to limit the 

use.f'ulness or this application. Starting with aliphatic eydrocarbons, not 

only may one get a wide variety of oJCiYgenated compounds ( 31) but depE>..nding 

upon the conditions the products of decompositio~ of the hydrocarbons mey also 

be obtained (52) • 

In this connection, however, F. Fischer o.nd H. Pichler (53) have sug

gested the synthesis of acetylene from methnne and other hydrocarbon gases by 

means ot dehydrogenation with ·oJCiYgen. 

The complexity of homogeneous ( uncatt.uyzed?) oxidation reactions ren

ders the application ot selective catalysis important if these reactions a1·e 

to be simplified tor synthetic purposes. While oxidation products of some 

complexity are now made commercially ( M), that produced on the largest scale 

being in all probability "blown" asphalt of the petroleum industry, the 
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Widest successes in oxidation synthesis have been in just those cases where 

a high degree of simplification has been achieved through the application 

of selective catalysis. 

This is well illustrated by the oxidation of naphthalene to phthalic 

anhydride, as practiced, e.g., by the Monsanto Chemical Com!Jany. Th'3 ftmda

mentals of this process were worked out by Gibbs and Conover ( 35). Cata

lysts consisting of oxides of molybdenum, vanadium, etc. are thought to be 

suitable, at 350 to 550°C and at nominal pressures. The phthalic anhydride 

m~ be broken down to benzoic acid catalytically, a practical procP.ss being 

used by the Monsanto Chemical Company (36). 

An adaptation of the process is also practical for the oxidation of 

anthracene to anthraquinone ( 37) • 

When the starting material is benzene in a similar process, maleic 

anhydride is the principal product (58). This process is thought to be in 

operation by the Barrett Company but is of less importance at the moment 

than the oxidation of naphthalene and anthracene. 

While it seems to be easier to achieve catalytic simplificntiou and 

selection of oxidation reactions with nromatic starting materiP.ls than with 

aliphatic, processes are being suggested for tha oxidation of aliphutic 

hydrocarbons. For example (39) very substc;ntilll yield::; of Dl()thjl'l, ethyl 

and propyl alcohols appear to be posf:lible in the oxidation of propune at 

136 atmospht:lres and 500-350°C. Difficulties appear to be (a) smt~l possible 

conversion per pass, (b) introduction of oJ~gcn Pnd (c) s~paration of prod

ucts (40). 

Ano~1er example of the production of relative pure chemical substances 
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by the oxidation of aliphatic hydrocarbons is that sponsored, e.g., by the I.G. 

Farbenindustrie for making acids sui table for soap manufacture by the oxida

tion ot paraffin wax (41). 

Other practical processes involving catalytic oxidation consist of the 

oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes with catalysts such as coppor and silver 

(42). The precise economic position of these processes is, however, not known 

to the writer. 

In the field of inorganic catalytic oxidations, the oxidation of sulphur 

dioxide in manufacture of sulphuric acid in which platinum, oxides of nitrogen, 

and vanadium pentoxide are employed as catalysts, and the oxidation ot ammonia 

in the manufacture of nitric acid in which platinum and base metal catalyst 

consisting ot iron oxide with possible addition of bismuth, copper, etc. mey 

be used as catalysts, are outstanding (45). 

The removal of H2s from gas by means of hydrated ferric oxide may be 

catalytic when oJC¥gen is present, although as often practiced is an inter

mittent one, not truly catalytic. 

Polymerization ~ Condensation Reactions 

The growth or the synthetic plastic industry' the start which has been 

made in commercial synthetic rubber manufacture in the United States ( 44) , 

commercial production of special lubricating oils by the polymerization of 

high molecular weight olefines (45), the opportunity offered by the huge 

quantity of olefines produced by cracking petroleum fractions or which would 

be available by cracking such fractions for the application of polymerization 

reactions (46), and various other factors have stimulated a growing interest 
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in polymerization and condcncation reactions. 

The field of synthetic rubber has been rather elaborntely rev:i.e;md 

by Whitby and Katz ( 47) • 

Carothers and his colleagues (48) have been studying reactions such 

as the esterification of dibasic acids with glycols, the action of sodium 

on di bromides, etc. in connection with a general . study of polyme:&.·i:w.tion. 

Studies of polymerization reacbio:LlS where high molecular weight com-

pounds result become involved in complexities due not only to the complex 

structure of a single molecule but to the fact that n single molecule is 

not and canndt very well be formed as a product. While most studies in 

this field are from the organic or industrial point of view, it is evident 

that a study of mechanism by the kinetic method v;ould also be embarrassed 

by complexity due to the variety of courses which the reaction may take. 

Such studios are nevertheless to be recommended. 

H. StaUdinger's "Die Hochmolekularcn Organischen Verbindungen", 

(Julius Springer, Berlin, 1932) is a. recent contribution (500 pages) to the 

field. Our ignorance of mechanism in this field is accompanied by an igno

rance substantially as deep of the viscosity of liquids. Staudinger (49) 

concluded that many of the high molecular \Yeight compounds hnve linear 

structures and that their viscosities are to be accounted for on the ~ssump-

tion that these molecules spin and thus occupy a volume which Einstein's 

formula (50) (and the measured viscosity) would suggest. T'ne objection to 

this picture is that tho density of, e.g., styrene to vmich Staudinger's 

theory was particularly applied go~s up as polymerization proceeds (51}. 

Einstein's point of view ~- also be correlated with that of Raman on tho 
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structure of liquids which has been outlined in the theoretical section of 

this report (page 132) • 

In order to gain an insight into the mechtmisms of the complicnted 

cases, tho study of the first steps of simple cnses is to be recommended. 

However, re:Jults obtained so fnr have not given rise to goner~~ agreement. 

Thus it ho.s been proposed that in the polymerization of ethylene (52) the 

first step may be: 

3Cti4 ~ 2Cti6 (propylene) 

2Ci!4 ~ c4H6 (butadiene) + H2 

----+ C:ti2 (acetylene) + H2 

~ 
polymerization 

Polymerization reactions are very subject to co.ulytic action. It has 

been suspected that the presence of oxygen has a oarked effect on them (53). 

This suspicion has been confirmed by Conant and 1\mgbera, by Conant r.nd 

Peterson (54) and by Adkins l'.nd Houtz (55) for the polymerization of styrene. 

The m-iter and H. E. Thompson (56) have found that citral purified by 

distillation in high vacuum ond preserved in n "corex" tuoo, contro.Ij• to its 

usual behavior, underwent no apparent chnnge in three years, and r1ould with-

stand exposure of lll8llY hours duration in direct sunlight or the f'ull radia-

tion of a mercury vapor lamp without polymerizn.tion. 

The part pleyed by oxygen in the formation of gum in cracked gasoline 

is well known. 

The writer therefore wishes to suggest that before attempts to 
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correlate molecular structure with propensity to polymerize arc cnrried too 

far, that the part played by catalysts in these proc~Jsses be given adequate 

consideration. 

The best known application of the interrelatjon of oxidation and poly

merization is in paint driers where positive oxidation catalysts al~ used to 

achieve a result which could be arrived at (and perhaps with better results) 

by polymerization alone. These catalysts consist of leaa, mangnnese, cobalt, 

aluminum, cnlcium, zinc, and cadmium soaps (58). 
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RESTRAINT OF .§!m1 OllDA'riON R&JlC'l'IONS 

11. P. Lankelma 

Cracking coll distillate 'l'Jhich constitutes e.pproximatcly SO% of our 

present motor fuel, deteriorates on storage. This deterioration is accompanied 

ey a loss of knock rating and the formation of gum. Both of these results nre 

highly undesirable in t.ltat they seriously interfere with the performance of 

the fuel in tbe automobile motor. For example, losses of knock rating in tho 

neighborhood of 20% ho.ve been reported from six months storage of a cracked 

gasoline (1). 

The amount of gum formed tnay also be very considerable and ~ even 

amount to several hundred milligrams per 100 cc. of gasoline, from a few 

months of storage. This gum may deposit in tho induction system ot a motor so 

as to interfere with or even prevent engine operation. The de'\;erioration of 

cracking coll distillate has been shown to result from a process of oxidation 

of the unsaturated hydrocarbons present, accompanied by polymerization ( 2) • 

The ox;ygen absorption curve (the conventional oxygen bomb stnbili ty test) of 

the cracked distillate with time shows a measurable induction period. The 

rate of ox;ygon absorption is markedly susceptible to catalytic infiuence. 

Pro-oxidants nota~ copper (the conventional copper dish test for gum stabil

icy) and copper salts reduce this induction period, and antioxidants (inhib

itors) serve to lengthen it. In the class of antioxidants, phenols and their 

derivatives (1, 5) are especially effective. 

Egloff and coworkers (4) have correlated the effectiveness of an inhib

itor with its critical oxidation potential, the effectiveness being mea:rured 

b,y the induction period in the accelerated oxidation test. 
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The same type of chemical compounds have been successfully upplied 

to the analogous case of inhibition of deterioration of rubber by oxidation 

on ageing ( 6). 
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ANTIKNOCK COMPO~ 

George Calingaert, 

RefJearch Laboratories, 
Ethyl Ga~line Corporation, 

Detroit, Michigan. 

Another very important example of the practice+ utilization of oxida-

tion inhibitors is furnished by the use of antiknock agents to prevent knock

ing in internal combustion engines. The efficiency of the Otto cy~e engine 

increases with a decrease in the volume to which the charge is compressed 

before firing. Unfortunately, the corresponding increase in pressure and in 

temperature causes the occurrence of on extremely rapid and violent combus

tion of that portion of the charge which is the last to burn. This phenom-

enon is readily noticeable by the clicking metallic noise which i~ ~auses and 

from which it derives its name of "knock". The knock causes loss o.f power, 

overheating and excessive wear of engilie parts; ·thus making it imperative to 

keep the compression below a sate limit. · 

Althou&h tbe combustion processes which result in knocki,ng are by no 

means clearly understood, it is evident from recent ·investigations (1) that 

the phenomenon is dependent in general on the chemical nature ot the .t"uel ond 

in particular on the occurrence of slow oxidation reactions in the air-tuel 

mixture prior to its infiammation. The tendency to knock is suppressed by 

retarding or preventing this slow oxidation, and one of the simplest methods 

of accomplishing this is by the use of antiknock agents which function, at 

least in part, as oxidation inhibitors. 

The quantitative measurement of knock itself has been the subject of 

a considerable number of investigations in recent years. The outstanding 
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result or this search, as far as the present review is concerned, is the 

recognition that its occurrence end intensity vrtry greatly with every vro·i

able which may affect the operation or an inteme.l combustion engine. Suf

fice it to name a few or the most significa."lt variables: nature or the .f'uel, 

operating temperature, air-fuel ratio, compression ratio, speed. Not only 

does each variable affect the tendency to knock, but each change in condi

tions usually has a different effect on different fuels. To illustrate: a 

gasoline-benzene blend gives the same performance undCr a given set or con

ditions as a lead-treated fuel; the cooling jacket temperature is raised, 

and the benzene blend knocks mu.ch more than the leaded fuel. Again: A 

blend or straight run and cracked MidContinent gasoline is prepared which 

mat,ches a California gasoline; the some 'SIIlall amount of tetraethyllead is 

added to both, and the California fuel becomes far superior to the Mid

Continent gasoline. Likewise, th~ relative value or vorious fuels ond the 

relative effectiveness or various antiknock agents will change with the con-

di tiona or the test. A study ot th~se variations would be outside or the 

scope or the present paper. 

For these reasons the overa:J.l relative effectiveness of Vflrious com

polmdS as antiknock agents cannot ~ reported with any great degree of 

accuracy unless the exact conditions or tenting arc fully specified. Since 

data reported by different laboratories wore usually obte.ined under differ

ent conditions, the figures given below may vnry from other data reported 

el~ewhere on the same compolmds,. It will, ho\'99Ver, be fair to assume that 

these figures correspond reasonably well to operation in a standard type or 

automotive engine. 
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A list of some typical ant.iknocl: compounds is givon in Tnble I. 

TABL~ l 

Relative Effoctiv;Jness of Antiknock Compounds (5). 

Reciprocal of number of. moles giving tho same 
antiknock effect as on~ mole of aniline. 

Benzene* 0.085 

2,214-Trima~lpentnne* 0.085 

Ethyl alcohol* 0.104 

qlene* 0.142 

Aniline 1.000 

Ethyl iodide 1.09 

Titanium tetrnchloride 3.2 

Diethyl selenide 6.9 

Diethyl telluride 26.6 

Nickel carbonyl 55. 

Iron carbonyl 50. 

Tetraethyllead 118. 

(approx.) 

* Theso compounds are conunonly regarded o.s non-knocking 
fuels rather than as nntiknock agents. They are included 
here for the purpose of comparison. 

As will be seen from Table I, antiknock agents, in general, fA.ll into 

threo categories: (a) inert fuels; (b) organic inhibitors and (c) mettU.lic 

compounds. 

The first class comprises relatively stable hydroCD.rbons such as ben

ZEmG and 2,2,4-trimethylpentrule ( "isooctane"). Comparatively large percent-
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agos of these hydrocarbons must be used before any noticeable effect is 

observod on the tendency to knock. For this reason, they are usually oon

sidered as non-knocking fuels rather than as antiknock compounds, and their 

effect is attributed to dilution of the knocking fuel. In the nbsonce of 

An absolute scale of meos~...ment of antiknock action, it is impossible to 

determine by an engine test whether tho effect obt~ined is merely tho sum 

of the partial effects of the two fuels or whether the non-knocking fuel 

Rlso acts as on inhibitor or the knock co.usod by the other fuel with which 

it is mixed. There is o.t least a suggostion that th.J latter is correct: 

Mardles (6) has sho\m that benzene inhibits the slor; oxid.Ettion of .n-hexsne 

and cyclohoxano, and Beatty end Edgor (7) ho.ve found a similar offoct of 

2, 2,4-trimothylpentone on the rate of oxidntion of n-heptP.ne. 

The second class comprises the organic compounds of nitrogen. Tnble 

II gives the relative effectiveness of ~ comprehensive group of compounds 

or this class. 

TABLr~ II 

A· Influence of Some Grc:ups Attnched 
to the Atom on tho Antilmock Effoct of 

Nitrogen (8) 
Raciproccl of number of mols giving the 
SlU'lle antiknock effoct as one r.1ole of 

r.niline. 

Al;anonia -0.09 (prolr.nock effect) 

Ethyl amino 0.20 

Diethylamine 0.495 

Triethylamine 0.14 

Diethylaniline 0.24 

Ethyl diphenylamine 0.58 

Triphenylamine 0.09 
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(Teble II. ! continued) 

DiphenylBilino 

Phenylamino (tmiline) 

1.5 

1.0 

B. Effect on the Antlknnck Value of 
Aniline of Substituting Vnrious Organic 
Radicals for Hydrogen in the Ring o.nd 
in th'3 Ar.U.ne Group ( 8) 

Aniline 1.0 

Toluidine 1.22 

m,-Xy1idine 1.4 

Cumidine 1.51 

Ethy1aminobenzene 1.14 

~-Propy1sminobenzene 1.10 

n-Buty1aminobenzenc 1.11 

Amylaminobenzene 1.15 

J\minobipheny1 1.14 

Monomethyloniline 1.4 

Monoethy1aniline 1.02 

Mono-n-propy1aniline 0.75 

Mono~-buty1ani1ine 0.52 

Mono-isoamy1oniline 0.248 

Diphenylamine 1.5 

Dime't:.ey 1ani1ine 0.21 

Diethy1anilino 0.24 

Di-a-propy1aniline 0.27 

As a class, the nitrogen compounds nre fe.r superior to the non-knocking 
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hydrocarbons. Indeed, mnny of then: a.""a better tllru1 :miline, \IDich ia nbcut 

12 times ns off,")ctive as ben:c~eno, uno cf th0 bost hydrocnr1xma. It is quite 

clenr, moreover, thc.t thoJ o£1'ectivo nntiknock a.gont iP not tho elOiilent nitro

gen (nitro col4lpounds nrc knock induce:..'s) but rr.thcr n specinl 'tyi)c ot linkage 

betueen it ond org~nic rndicals. Thus, the least ci'fective compcunds o.re 

those containing nc aromatic linkage tc..· tho nitrogen, while tho most effec

tive contain at least one such linko.gu and ut least c.ne N-H linkage. This 

is probc.bly linked with somc t~xid:J.tion <lr oxidation-rcJucticn process to 

which compounds of this type o.ro particularly susceptible. 

The third clnss comprises compounds of metr..llic or n-;n-raet·'.ll:f.c cl.e-

menta, in which the antiknock action is ldentified more closely r.ith the 

element itself, and ia less affected by tho type of compound in which the 

element is present. 

This class of compounds covers a widor rnnge ot >3ffectiveness thnn 

the nitrogen compounds; it also comprises the most effective antiknock com

pounds known. Tables III and IV give the relative antiknock value of sev-

eral compounds of the same olem-3nts. 

Element 

Iodine 
Selenium 

Tellurium 
Oxygen 

TABL.S ill. 

Relnti ve Antiknock Effect ot Ethyl anC: 
Phunyl Compounds of Four Elements (9). 

Reciprocal of number of moles ei ving 
the s~e antiknock effect as one mole 

of aniline. 

Ethyl Compum1d 

1.09 

6.0 
26.8 
-0.036 (proknock effuct) 

Phenxl Compormd 

0.88 
5.2 

22.0 
0.122 
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TABLE IV 

Relative Antiknock Effect of Various 
· Organo-Lead Compounds (10) 

Reciprocal of number of moles giving 
the same antilmock effect as one mole 

of tetraetqyllead. 

Dibutyldiphenyllea.d 0.55 

Diisobutfldiphenyllead 0.58 

Di-sec.-butyldiphenyllead 0.45 

Tetraethyllead 1.00 

Our knowledge of the mechanism of antiknock action is still very scant. 

The main reason for this is probably that ne still know very litUo about t-ile 

mechllllism of the simple combustion of hydrocarbons. A fen facts, however, 

appear to be rather gener£dly accepted at present: 

1.- The preliminary stages of the oxidation of hydrocarbons comprise the 

formation of reactive oxygenated products (2,5). 

2.- A certain runount of oxidation ~'lkes place in the unburned portion of 

the fuel charge in an intemal combustion engine (4,11) under condi

tions of incipient knock. 

5.- This amount of oxidation increases \dth the intensity of the knock (4). 

4.- The addition of an antiknock agent nppenrs to decrease this runount of 

precombustion oxidation (2). 

5.- When knock occurs, combustion spreads at c. high rate of speed through

out the unburned mass, or may even start spontaneously and very rapidly 

throughout this mass ( 4,12) • 

Based on the abovo fncts, nnd by amlogy with the suggested mech~nism 

for the action of oxidation inhibitors, tho following mecht~nism has been sug-

gested for antiknock action: 

t 
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(a) The unburned tuel ahead of the flame front is boing heated b;;· 

radiation and by adiabatic compression. It undergoe~J partir~ oxidation 

with the formation or oxygenated products whose ch~col activity is suf

ficient to initiate chain reactions of o.xido.tion. When the chain reaction 

velocity reaches a critical vr.~ue, the whole mc.ss or unbumt fuel roncts 

explosively, nnd the sudden increase il1 i)ressurc co.usos the phenomenon 

known as knocking. 

(b) Antiknock agents act ns deactivators or inhibitors of these 

chain reactions. This mechanism of thu d.uhibition of n chain reaction satis

factorily explains the extreme effectiveness of some Antiknock compounds, 

su~~ as tetraethyllead, ono moleculu of whic~h exerts a noticenblc effect on 

the combustion of 215,000 molecules of a kerosene-air mixture. 

No light has been throm1 as yet on the actu.n~ mechcnism whereby this 

inhibition is achieved. None of the compounds involved ure stable under 

the conditions existing during combustion. It is sufe to nssumo, therefore, 

that at least tho organic antiknock compounds exert their action mostly on 

the oxidation which takes place in tho unburned mass ahead of the £"lame 

front. To what extent they themselves undergo oxidation in the process or 

deactivating the oxygen ct:~.rriers has not yet been ascertained. 

The metallic ru1tiknock compounds may like\liSc act before ignition. 

They will, however, yield by oxidation compounds \1hich are st.-"1 ble in the 

flame, and which, tht!refore, may still be active during the process of igni

tion. Pidgeon and Egerton (15) have alreudy sho;m that totroothyl le11d 

must be oxidized before it becomes effective in reducing the rate of reac

tion of a mixture or pentane and oxygen in a glass vessel un<k.r 400 IDIIl. 
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total pressure and at 265°. It v.ooul<i. e.ppear therefore, that at least some of 

the effect of this type of inhibitor is directly attributl'ble to the oxide of 

the metal. On the other he.nd, organo-metf'lllc compounds are also effective 

as oxidation inhibitors in the liquid phase at room tomperature, under condi

tions under which they ~ normo.lly quite stable (14). It is conceivable, 

therefore, that they are effective both before Md nfter ignition, end that 

their great effectiveness is due to n rev~rsiblo process of deactivating tha 

oxygen co.rriers, involving an equilibrium between t\.-o degreot:i of oxidation of 

the metal. 

A large amount of work has been done on the effect of antiknock agents 

on the ignition temperatures end on the oxidation of hydroc~bons. This in 

general confirms the rclationahip between these processes, while at the Sl'~e 

time revealing marked differences between thom. For this reason, the best 

way to gnin more insight into the mechanism of knock and i t3 suppression 

probably lies in the direction of a study of combustion in the engine, before 

o.nd aftor ignition, by chemical rmalysis, a study of the emission nnd absorp

tion spectra, etc. 

The coJIWlcrcial valuo of ontiknock agents is n complex function of their 

effectiveness, cost, and some of their other propertie~, such as st.nbility, 

freedom from harmful ef!'ects on human beings or ani1Jles, etc. Although the 

field has bean scanned caref'lllly by many investigntors, as evidenced by the 

patent literature, over tho 15 years siuce Midgley nnd Boyd disclosed the 

results of their fundru:1ental \K)rk, only tetraethyllead, iron cnrbonyl and 

aniline hnve aV!3P recoived s.ny serious consideration as comrnercinl antiknock 

compomds. 
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b1CNT~~IC PLASTICS 

Some of the synthetic plastics which are manufactured or have been sug

gested for manufacture are representatives of condensation reactions, while 

others ara polymerizations. 

Scheiber and SAndig (1) list tho technicnlly important resins o.s the 

following: 

(1) Cumaron resins. These are produced by the polymcrizntion of cer

tain fractions of sol vent naphtha under the influence of ~ulphmi.c o.cid. 

(2) Aldehyde rosins. These a.re produced from acetaldehyde, croton

aldehyde end the like by action of condensing o.gents such o.s ol!·:o.lis and sul

phuric acid. 

(5) Phenol-aldehyde rosine. Those l'.re ma.de from phenols end aldehydes 

by using a variety of condensing o.gcnts such ns acids. By vnrying thu struc

ture of t.~e phenol and tho aldehyde and b-.f vnrying th0 condensing agent prod

ucts with vnrious properties 111ny be ob't.:'1.incd. 

( 4) Urca-fomcldehyde resins. The condonso.tion between tho urea md 

the form.."l.ldehyde may be carried out without condensing agent or with acids or 

basic condensing agents. The no.ture of the product, of course, varies accord

ing to the process chosen. 

Resins of the "glyptol" type nr~J also tJ"1ought to be of importance. 

These are reaction products of phthalic aohydride ~~d polyhydric alcohols. 

The Gooey-ear Tire and Rubber Company appears to be entering this field 

with a synthetic molding resin made by the action of ch.lorostamic or chloro

stannous acid on rubber. This paper indicates some relations between the 

rubber field and the resin field. A further development in this field by 
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Thomas and Carmo~ is discussed later. 

It is evident that the wide variety of starting materials, cata

lysts, and conditions which may be employed to obtain resinous products of 

various kinds ouUine the course of a vast amount of experimental work. 

Hydration ~ DehYdration 

The application of catalysis to hydration ana dehydration reactions 

is very important in the laboratory and hns likewise achieved various suc

cesses in industry. 

Thus, as is well known, ether is made· from etlv'l alcohol by cata

lytic dehydration using sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, etc., as catalyst. 

Hydrolysis of fats may be placed in this classification. A. S. 

Richardson (private communication) recommon4s Lewkowitsch' s discussion of 

the Twitchell process (6). Twitchell's reagent or any high molecular weight 

sulfonic acid mt'.y be used. The autoclave process is also discussed by 

Lewkowitsch ( 6). The catalyst used here is a soap, pnrticula.rly cnlcium 

or zinc soap. 

The direct hydration of olefines to form alcohols is nn c.ttractive 

paper reaction in view of the vast quantitie3 of olefines available from 

cracked ge.ses. Experimenu,:Uy, however, tho tendency of the olefines to 

polymerize appears to be a very disturbing factor. The hydration via sul

phuric acid (7) is, however, in commercial practice for making ethyl and 

isopropyl alcohols. 

The hydration of acetylene to acetnldehyde is thought to be commer

cially established. Mercury salts and other compounds moy be used as 
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catalysts ( 8) • 

Catalysis has long been used in tho manufccture of osterz, 't7hich hove 

found wide applicction ns solvents, especlally in lacquer mr.mufucture. Not 

only cio we have the usuAl rencti<m vf :.!n ~cohol with nn organic acid \mich 

mey be catalyzed by minernl acids, but it has bean proposod to form esters by 

the direct catalytic reaction of en olefine with r..n ncid (9), 1.1nd tilso by the 

reaction of t>~dehydes with themselves under the cntr.J.ytic influence of alumi

num alcoholate (10). 

The eliminatirjn l)f \tater between O..'"l olcc.:hol u.n:l r.mmonic~ or nn nr..in~ is 

thought to be a prccticol procedure !or th\J mliilufncture of aminet: (11). The 

stml<furd types of clehydrnting catulysts oro thought to be effcctlvc. 

Halogenatlon 

The outstanding exemple under this heading is tlle chlorination of ben

zene, catcl.yzed by iron (12). "C1.1.ITiers" for tho other halogens e.re listod 

by Mc.xted. 

The addition of hydroc.llloric acid to olefines is cate.lyzed by holides 

of antimony and bismuth (15). This mey be an i.J:l!)Ortnnt process in vtew ot 

the large uses for ethyl chloride which hnvc developed. 

Antimony fluoride has bean np~)lied in the toclmicnl fluorination of 

orgnnic compounds (14) • 

1. Scheiber, J., nn.l Sfuldig, K., Die ktlnstlichen Hnrze. 8tuttgClrt: Wissen
schnftliche Ver1ngsgeael1scht~t, 1929. 

2. H8nel, h., Kunststoffe 21: 76, 105, 152 (1951). 
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The Application of Aluminum Chloride ~.!! Cat.Wst 

H. 1'. Lankelma 

Since the publication in 1877 by Friedel ru1:l Crntts of e new method of 

s,ynthesiJing hydrocnrbons, ketones, etc., which involved the use of anhydrous 

aluminum chloride aa tho cc.tlllytic agent, on enormous amount of work has been 

done utilizing this materiol in synthetic work. In gonernl alUiJdnum chloride 

has been used to bring about the linking of carbon to carbon through reac

tions involving exchcnge or addition, moloculc.r rearr3Ilge.Cl9nts including 

changes in carbon skeletons, the addition of certain reagents to olcfines, 

and dehydrogenn tion. 

In spite of the fact that numerous investigators have studied the prolr 

lem, no generc.J. satisfactory interpretation of the action of the aluminum 

chloride in catalyzing these reactions has been reported. 

Friedel an<.l Crafts (1) in tho s-Jnthesis of benzoic ~.cid from benzene, 

carbon dioxide rmd aluminum chloride suggested an inten1ediate product 

CJI5A12Cl5• That intermediate coopounds between the r~acttmts o.nd aluminum 

chloride are formed ho.s been shorm by a nunbor of workers find a large number 

of such compounds ha.vo been isolated and reported (2). 

Steele studied the reaction velocity in tho fomntion of tolyl phenyl 

ketone from toluene and benzoyl chloride in the presence of aluminum chloride(~) 

an1l obtaine<.l evidence to show that t.~e ('l~umimm chlQ.tide forms adtlition pl'C'd

ucts with both of the reactants, depending upon tho ratio of Aluoinum chloride 

to acid chloride eoployed. Ho11over, the role of those intenncdir.te compOtmds 

in tho raain course of tho reaction is not 11ell understood. Tho well knorm (4) 

deviations of the effect of variation of concentr~.ticn Clf cl.uminum chloride 
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.. -..... 
• . : . ·.i. . 

. ~· , . 

from the ordinarY effec·ts of va-"'iation of the concentration of a ccteylst, 

Staal n.ttributes ·to ·thu fact that this r~ag<.mt can combiile witH ··oeruiin 

products of th13 reo:ctioil to remove it .tr<:m tho syster.l • 

. . ' 

fechnicnl Applicctions 

.. ~ . 

.· .. • 
The develophlent of !l tcchni<?al process for the prcpaz·atiCin of :alumi.-

num chloride from bawd.te · (5) has .mado this reagent o.~nilablo for ·a· n\bnber 
.··. 

of col'IIJ:lcrcinl processes. In the. field of organic cheLlistiy, it ·is' employed 
. . . .; . .· •' . . !" .: .:. •. ··-.' . :" . 

in tho p~epo.ro.t:lon of intonnedintes ... f!ncl :fi~ishod produc.t6 'Stich: as d19e, .per

twnc. m~teriois cna~ resins nnd for - ~J'{l.?Jting e.nd purifying' petroleur.i products 

. nnd polymerizing olofines to lubrico.tlng oil. ,· .. .. 
'.'' . . 

~and~ Intermediates 

AluminUm chloride is employed to couple cynnuric Chloride with « 
' . 

naphthols to fonn 1, 5,·s triazones (E?). O:xythionaphthenes n.re obtri.inod by 

the action of alum.inun c!'lloridc upon aryltheoglycollic acid chloride·a :(7). 

o-benzoyl benzoic acids arc obtained from phthalic anhydride ~~d aromatic 

hydrocnrbons, dibanzopyrenequinones from benzoylchloride and bonzanthrone 

(8), and co.rbozole derivutives from · ·~ '' · clianthrimidenes (9). 

PcrtuJne Matorinls 

Acetophenone is prepared b,y tho n.cticn of acetyl chloride on benzene 

nnd tort. butyl xylene from isobutylene and m-:xylcne. 

Rosins ~ Resin Int.JI'I!!ediatcs 

Ethyl benzene is obtained from ethyl chloride or ethylene end benzene • 
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A new synthetic resin having various industrial possibilities has been pro

duced b,y the action of aluminum chloride upon suitable cracked petroleum 

distillates (10). 

Lubricating ill:! 

A lubricating oil of high viscosity index and high oxidation stability 

is obtained by polymerizing sui table cracked petroleum distillates with alumi

num chloride (11) • A product for reducing the pour point of lubricating oils 

without otherwise changing their properties is prepared b,y condensing chlorin

ated long chain aliphatic hydrocarbons with a high molecular weight cyclic 

nucleus in the presence of aluminum chloride (12) • 

Cracking of Petroleum 

Aluminum chloride has been employed in the cracking of petroleum hydro

carbons at lower temperatures than would be required for simple thermal decom

position (13), although the process appears to be scarcely economic at the 

moment. 'lhe hydrogen liberated in the cracking hydrogenates the resulting 

fragments so that the gases and liquid distillate are largely saturated in 

character (14) • 

General 

Catalysis has been or mcy be applied to various technical or poten

tially technical reactions not considered in detail in the foregoing. So.oe 

of these are: the various applications of fermentation, such as the manu

facture of ethyl alcohol and butyl alcohol; the entire field of enzyme, 
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vitamine, and hormone action; rubber accelerators; sulphonation of aromatic 

hydrocarbons; molecular rearrangements; the Gatterman-Kock reaction; the 

Sammeyer reaction, etc. They have not been considered mQre elaborately 

because of insufficient technical importance or because of the writer's 

ignorance and lack of contact with the field. 

However, within these limitations the applications of catalysis which 

have been treated are thought to include the major cases from the point of 

view of present practice and near term prospects. The work is not intended 

·· · as an adequate, comprehensive treatise, but rather to give an impression 

which is up to date and tolerably well balanced. 
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CHAPTER ill. 

. COORDINATION Q! 'tHJOORY Aml PRACTI'cE , 
. . ' . 

An efficient cool=din~tio~ between ·we~cy· and ·practice in ·the field 

of catalysis certainly does . no~ ~xi st • . Most companies have JDQre pres~ing 
• • • t ' •. • 

obligations than that of educating the world, and this "is one reason why it 

is difficult for anyone else to bring about that coordination •. But in addi

tion many theoretical ~n ~ re~tr~ed on acco~t.of'training, ·tempera

ment, or circumstance trom lmdertak~g it. It was telt that one procedure 

might be for companies interested in catalysis to suggest theoretical prob-

lema, the solution of which would be of direct vallla in the application ot 

catalysis. 

Dr. E. K. Bolton of E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company has, for 

this purpose, selected the following problems: 

(1) The equilibrium of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and methanol has 

not been studied under conditions which avoid side reactions. A more accu-

rate study of this equillbrium with side reactions minimized would assist 

in the interpretation of the behavior of the catalyst. 

(2) Methanol may be dehydrated catalytically at high pressure to 

yield higher alcohols, and at low pressure to yield dimethyl ether. The 

mechanisms of these dehydrating reactions, their relationship to each other 

o.nd to the catalyst, are not understood. 

(3) The equilibrium of the system carbon monoxide, water, and ronnie 

acid has not been studied with precision. Data on this reaction are needed 

for the better understanding of the mechanism of the catalytic action 

involved. 
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( 4) A knowledge· ·or the hehatic>r· 'o'f ga:s~s ~d~r hi~ pressure is neces

sary' before the~odynmuc caicU!atio~s cau: be :applied wi Ul ~~en mod~~ate pre
cision to high pressure catalytic reactions. carbon diorlde ~d water are 

produ~ed in so~ of these high pressure reactions~ · The · infl~nc~ of these 
. . 

two substances together on the pressure ot .the . system is not known. . A phase 

rule ' stucfy o!''this two-component system at pres8ur0s up to 1000 atmospheres 

would . be of value. 

Likewise, data are needed regarding the comprescibility of blnary gas 
· • • • I . 

mixtures when one component is relatively -easily condensible. A mixtlire of 
I -4 " ' 

nitrogen and methonol vapor, nitrogen arid runmonin, or carbon' dioxide and 
. . 

carbon monoxide are representative ~xainples. A study of such ~3stems at 100°C 

and at pressUres in. th~ vicinity .of lOCo atms. wouid enabie one tO know whether 

Dal t~n' s law of partial pressures ls valid \inder these conditions. One method 

of conducting experiments of this character . would be to add a measured qul1n

tity of methanol, for example, to nitrogen at 'high pressure, observe the 

increase in pressure arid' compare the fmal pressure with the v8lue calculated 

from the appl'ication of Dalton's law • 

. (S) The solubiiity .of hydrogen in. p~ organic compoUnds at various 

temperat~s· up to 36o0 c· and p~sslire~ up to·.'sOo o~ 1000 atms. · r10'tild be of 

value ·in tho stuey ·or catalytic hydrogeilations. Such data wouid a116w one to 
. . ,. . 

study the activity of the catalyst apart from appa'ront activity caused by on 

increased soiubili ty 'of hydrogen vd.th increase in pressure. 

(6) The ·Friedel-Crnfts reaction between carbon monoxide and· hydrocar

bons is 1forthy of further study. 

(7') Active 'hydrogen hc.s been reported to ~ ejected from n catalyst 
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when the hydrogen contains a small quantity of OJCYgen. There is a possi

bili't¥ that in these experiments the active hydrogen arose from a reaction 

of the hydrogen with .the o:lcy'gen in the gas phase. The experiments should 

be repeated under conditions which would avoid possible activation of the 

hydrogen by any homogeneous reaction. 

A search for free radicals in a beam of reactant molecules renected 

from a catalytic surface should be made. After data have been collected 

for numerous species of molecules and catalysts at various temperatures, 

important conclusions could probably be drawn regarding the mechanism of 

many catalytic processes. If the thennal accommodation coefficient were 

studied at the same time the date. would have additionnl value. A close 

relationship may exist between catalytic activity and thermal accommodation 

coefficients. The thermal effects which occur when a molecular beam con

taining a mixture of molecules capable of reacting at tho surface of the 

catalyst is renected from t.'lis surface may prove very interesting. 

(8) Many catalytic theories can probably be given a crucial test by 

using heavy hydrogen as a tracer of the hypothetical mechanism. For exam

ple, the controversial point as to whether palladium nnd other hydrogena

tion catalysts form intermediate compounds or some sort with hydrogen could 

be determined by making an isotope exchange reaction ttJst. A physical mix

ture of heavy and light eydrogen molecules might be passed through a palla

dium membrane, and the emergent gas inspected for hybrid molecules. If no 

hybrid molecules were found, then the ges passed through as though palla

dium were merely physically porous to hydrogen. Ho~1evor, if hybrid isotopic 

molecules were fo~ed during the pa~sage, a chemical combination of so~e 
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sort with the palladium was involved. Similar experiments with other hydro

genation catalysts, using adsorption - desorption instead of diffUsion, nould 

yield valuable information about these catalytic materials. Care wou.ld have 

to be taken, of' course, to avoid tho occurrence of other possible isotope 

exchange reactions. 

Quantum mechanics predicts that th~ lighter isotope will be found in 

general to be more active chemically than the heavier isotope. Measurements 

of' the relative rates of catalytic hydrogenations, using the two species of 

hydrogen with various catalysts and reactants, would have fund8l:lelltal value. 

(9) The selective halogenation of carbon atoms should be possible if' 

Norris' statement is correct that each carbon - carbon bond in an organic 

molecule possesses a def'ini te energy level depending upon the environment. 

No experiments appear to have been done in this direction. 

(10) One handicap to the study of many catalytic organic reactions is 

the lack of' accurate analytical methods for examining the products of these 

reactions. Accurate information about physical properties of pure compounds 

is needed for the development of appropriate analytical methods. Melting 

points, vapor pressure curves, density - temperature, and refractive index -

temperature curves for pure aliphatic compounds such as the alcohols, alde

hydes, ethers, ketones, etc. containing more than five carbon atoms are the 

data desired. 

P-T-X data for binary and ternary mixtures containing four to nine 

carbon atom aliphatic liquids are needed, for example, the P-T-X data for the 

system methyl and butyl alcohols and water. There is a possibility that data 

for one such system might be employed to predict P-T-X data for another 
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closely related s,ystem. 

T"nc above data would greatly assist the development of practical 

methods for the determination of: 

(a) Primary alcohols in the presence of secondary alcohols. 

(b) Aldehydes in the presence of ketones. 

(c) Saturated hydrocarbons in the presence of aldehydes. 

Dr. L. V. Redman of Bakelite Corpore.tion suggests tho following: 

"If and when certain types of organic bodies, such as Bakelite, are 

polymerized and aggregated together into larger molecular massos b,y means 

of catalytic agencies, there is always produced in the materiD.l violent 

changes in its cohesion or adhesion or adsorption to a coated surface; and 

this change in film construction is sometimes very confusing to us, either 

because the polymerized material \rill not adhere to the surface or it 

adheres too strongly." 

In the field of petroleum chemistry, while important applications cf 

catalysis such as anti-knocks, inhibitors, and hydrogenation have been made, 

those who aspire to lengthening this list are beset with the follovdng uni

versal restraints. 

(a) Variability of rnw material due to vnriation of crude nnd of 

refining prt'.ctice. 

(b) Tha pres<Jncc of sulfur wide!. poisuns ma.izy cntnlysts. 
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(c) Uneconomic formation of coke in many Attempted ap~1ications. 

Western Reserve University, 
Cl.eveland, Ohio, 
May 5, 1954. 
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